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^aying in the Carillon Gardens, the
iger sponsored by Tiger Paw Pro-
iuctions waits for fans to pose with
lim on Homecoming weekend. The
igers were here for their second year
o raise money for the organization.
learning from the side of the down-
own branch, the tiger paw on the
-Vachovia building greets fans. Many
lowntown businesses used school
paraphernalia to show their support.
Rising from the banks of Lake
-lartwell, the campus portrays
itrength and honor in its picturesque
mage. Water-related organizations
ike the ski team, crew, and the sail-
ng club often had the oppdttunity to





• enrollment 16,550 •
brandi a. howard, editor-in-chief
Sitting in the ampitheater, Tim Deck
colors a map for his geography class.
Students paused at the outdoor arena
between classes to do work, sunbathe,
or to just relax.
Laying out on Bowman Field, this couple
catches some rays while resting after a
hard day of work. Students spent all da\'
waiting for their classes to end so that
they could spend the afternoons of
Clemson's Indian summers and late
spring days playing volleyball, throw-
ing the frisbee, or getting a tan on the
grassy beach of Bowman Field.
Proudly displaymg school colors, Shawn Burke's Clemsoii
flag hangs in his living room. Shawn got the flag when he came
to Clemson five years ago to major in electrical engineering
Along with the flag, Shawn and his brother, Patrick, have
decorated their house with tiger pictures, an aerial view of
Clemson, a painting of Tillman Hall, a tiger paper weight, and
a painting of a Clemson sunset.
p r o 1 o g n e
THE YEAR OF
TIGER
How did we select a theme that could possibly at-
tempt to encompass the lives of more than seventeen
thousand students who attended Clemson Univer-
sity? We looked for the elements that every student
had in common. This was not an easy task, since each
person demonstrated their pride for Clemson in nu-
merous ways. A majority attended the athletic events
to help cheer on our athletes. Some were members of
the more than two hundred fifty student organiza-
tions. Others exhibited their pride by making signifi-
cant contributions to the academic world. Even though
these things seemed worlds apart, they all contained
similar themes—they were all done with a sense of
pride and determination. Those two things were the
driving force behind what has and what will continue
to make Clemson unique. Our theme. The Year of the
Tiger, recognized our vast differences while celebrat-
ing our similarities.





If a man proves too clearly and
convincingly to himself that the
tiger is an optical
illusion,well, he will find out
that he is wrong. The tiger
will himself intervene in the
discussion.
—G.K. Chesterson
Decorating the hallway, this murnl
brightens the eighth floor of the|Lni-
versity Union outside the Offitc of
-cultural Affairs. The eigh"
also the IcKation of the Student I. ifc
idRG* Office, WSBF 88.1 FM, Gradu-
"^dent Government, and Riivil' '
I'ounding on the Cavalier, the Tiger
roves that Clemson really is number
The Tiger and the Tiger Cub
It all of the opposing teams'
ascots just to show off their streiii;! h




he last yearbook of the century should
not only reflect the events of 1999, but
should also give credit to the people
and the events of the past who have
helped shape the traditions of today.
Clemson University always had a
strong sense of pride and tradition. The
overwhelming sense of pride was ex-
hibited everyday by the orange tiger
paws that lined the streets leading the
way to campus and by the hundreds of
students who wore Clemson apparel
on a regular basis. Our traditions were
held up over the years by the alumni
tailgaters who had picnics before every
home football game. We attempted to
produce a book that effectively com-
bined the history and the traditions of
Clemson with the events that meant so
much to us in our years here. You will
find many layouts in the book that fea-
tured things that happened in 1998 and
1999 accompanied by photographs of
the same events pulled from some of
the past hundred volumes ofyearbooks.
We attempted to follow the advice of
Francis Bacon who said, "Ask counsel
of both times—of the ancient time what
is best, and of the latter time what is
fittest."
—Brandi A. Howard
Standing tall over Death Valley, the
scoreboard welcomes Tij'er fans to "the
most exciting 25 seconds in loiiegiate
football."
¥ E R S ^ T SGi^linj; the lt\in-tii, t^vo ROTCmeWbiTs sit in the Milit.ir\- Meri-
t.igo I'l.i/.i on the ['risoiiLT Ot W'm/
Missins; In Action Aw.ironoss D.iv.
CLEMSON
N I V E R S 1 T Y
Preparing to speak at a meeting of the Student Senate, Presi-








The publication that you hold in your hands will grow more and more
valuable as the years pass. Memories do fade, but TAPS will be there to bring it
all back into focus—running down the hill at Kickoff Clemson, watching the
fireworks at Tigerama, enjoying performances at the Brooks Center, cheering
for the Tigers, seeing the Botanical Gardens coming alive with color, or sam-
pling cuisines from all over the world during International Week. Your favorite
professors, your favorite places, and your favorite Clemson experiences will be
captured in these pages forever.
Clemson has a knack for creating wonderful memories. There is a sense
of community and "family" at Clemson that is rare for universities. Whether it
is because Fort Hill, the Military Heritage Plaza and the names of graduates
engraved on our sidewalks remind us of our past, or because faculty still care
about the achievement and success of individual students, or because our
diverse extracurricular environment makes this an enriching and fun place to
live and study, Clemson manages to create a bond that lasts a lifetime.
Now that you are part of the family, I trust that you will treasure your





201 Sikes Hall Clemson, SC 29634-5002
854.656.3413 FAX 864.656.4676
Youth is not a time of life— it is a state of
mind. It is not a matter ofred cheeks, red
lips and supple knees.
* t.
It is a temper ofthe will; a quality of the
imagination; a vigor of the emotions; it is













September 4, 1998 found the streets of Clemson
lined with students, faculty, and other members
of the community awaiting the 25^^ anniversary
of the First Friday Parade. The parade was held to
celebrate the first football game of the year against
the Furman Paladins. Over 300 individuals and
30 groups participated in the event. The winner of
the Miss First Friday crown was Amanda King of
Alpha Delta Pi. She was elected by the student
body during the week before the parade. In addi-
tion to the selection of Miss First Friday, the floats
in the parade competeci to see which organiza-
tion had designed the best float. Out of twelve
float competitors, the winners were: 1^' Place
—
Gamma Phi Beta, 2"'* Place—Gamma Sigma
Sigma, and 3''^ Place—Alpha Delta Pi.
Central Spirit organized the paracie. Katie Lucas,
1998 chairperson, stated 'Tt takes around seven
months to get everything ready; it was very time
consuming."
Donna Myers
D.iniing ilown thr stri'i-l, tlii' kiul/ii kiiis dI K.i|>|>,i Slunvm^ tlii'ii >.[iii il, IIk' iIk'i'i lo.iiior^ pi'i lorni Idi th
Alpli.) criMtivoly disphiyud tlu-ir scIiddI spirit. oiilookin); crowd. Tlu' I'irst lYiday I'ar.Kk- .itlnHloc
stiklonts, t.Kiilty, .iiui iiu'niliors of tho siirroiiiuliiv
miiiiiumitv to lu'lp i Iu'it on tlu' Clemson Tigers in Hi





Marching through the crowd with her sorority, this
member of Chi Omega dressed as a pirate to show her




Yells, cheers, and "Tiger Rag" ring out from the
ampitheater as the twenty-fifth annual First Fri-
day Pep Rally gets Clemson Fans ready for Satur-
day competition against Furman University.
On the Friday before the first football
game, students gathered in the ampitheater
for another traditional pep rally. It was the
25'^ Anniversary of the First Friday events.
The crowd that gathered in the ampitheater
was a larger crowd than the previous years.
The cheerleaders cheered on the crowd as the
Tiger Band pumped their energy up with
good old "Tiger Rag." The Rally Cats danced
along the stage as the Tiger and the Tiger Cub
kept the crowd entertained on the sidelines.
After everyone gathered in the ampitheater,
Miss First Fridav, Miss Clemson, and the float
winners were presented. Coach Shyatt was
also introduced to the students as the Head
Basketball Coach. He helped promote excite-
ment and enthusiasm for the students to








Chanting and cheering, the students
of Clemson University get excited
about the announcement of the win-
ner of the float competition. The pep
rally was held in the ampitheater. and
students piled in to cheer on the Ti-
gers.
Motivating the Clemson students.










Amanda King of Alpha Delta Pi was chosen as
Miss First Friday. Amanda, a senior accounting'
major with a minor in Spanish, was a native of,
Lighthouse Point, Florida. While at Clemson, she
was a member of Alpha Delta Pi, Beta Alpha Psi,'
Beta Gamma Sigma, and she was in the IPTAY,
Collegiate Club. After graduation. King planned
on obtaining an internship in the Charleston area'
and later returning to Clemson to obtain her,
master's degree in accounting. King stated that
she was honored to ha\'e been chosen to repre-
sent Alpha Delta Pi. "1 thought that the First
Friday Parade was a great way to get the campus
and the community excited about the first foot-
ball game. It was so neat to see so many Clemson
organizations participating and showing how
proud they were to be a part of the Tiger tradi-
tion," said King. On the 25"' anniversary of First
Friday, Miss Amanda King became part of a
proud tiger tradition.
—Amv Matthews
Kiiimmr,, siiih.i ilnmr,, w.ilri skiiii);. biMtmj;, .iiiil liunliiii; with Iut tl.ii.1 ,iio
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A festival fit for a king. During the week before
Martin Luther King Jr.'s birthday. Alpha Phi Al-
pha Fraternity planned events to help commemo-
rate the Civil Rights leader. Throughout the week
xarious films and documentaries were shown in
Vickery Hall. On Tuesday, Cordell Whitlock mod-
erated a town meeting in the Strom Thurmond
Institute called "Making the Dream a Reality In
Our Communities." The major event was a bus
ride to Memphis, Tennessee that included trips to
civil rights museums. TheCommemorativeMarch
arounci campus took place on January 18, 1999.
Students marched from Fike to Tillman in re-
membrance of Dr. King. During the march, the
winners of the local poster and essay contest were
announced in Tillman. At the end of the march,
Dr. Manning Marable was the keynote speaker at
the Commemorative Service. Dr. Marable was a
reknowned speaker and scholar on all aspects of
discrimination.
Spi'.ikmg lu llir .iiiiliriKi' .il'oiil tlli' .ki. om|>ll-ilinu'nls
(il Dr. Martin I iillicr Kin^ |r., Dr. M.inniny; M.\i-,ilili' is
,1 wi'Komi'.kiililum 111 Ihr \l,u liii I ill lirr Kmr, li">ln .il
Amy Matthev
I'ai tiuiMliiif; in Ihr .mmi.il M.ulin I iilluT Km;', i n
iiu'iiuiratixi' Mirth, tlu'si' siipporti'rs riMiu'iiili 1
1
pi'.ui'lul >;o.ils tor wliiih Kinj; vv.is known. M




Grasping the unity candle at the Commemorative Speech,
Devon Young shows that he is not too young to learn about the
ideals and beliefs set forth by Martin Luther King Jr.
4)
Tne 15*^ Annual Mr. Delta Pageant was presented
by the Chnicron Phi chapter of Delta Sigma Theta.
The pageant helped raise money as well as show-
case talented college men.
p
<E>
On Friday, November 6, 1998, the 15"" annual
Mr Delta Pageant, "Black Men on the Rise"
took place in Tillman Auditorium. The Mr.
Delta Pageant was sponsored by the Omi-
cron Phi chapter of Delta Sigma Theta soror-
ity Delta Sigma Theta sorority was founded
at Clemson on May 5, 1 983. "Black Men on the
Rise" was held to benefit the James R. Clark
Sickle Cell Anemia Foundation. The Mistress
c)t Ceremonies for the pageant was Soror Ira
Scott. Five contestants participated in the
pageant to be chosen as the next Mr Delta.
Marcez Mitchell, Tore White, Mike Holoman,
DeRone Bell, and Boyd Tarlton were the con-
testants that ct)mpeted for the title. The pag-
eant was broken down into four categories:
career wear, sports/ hobby wear, romantic/
intimate wear, and formal wear Mr DeRone
Bt'll was crowned as the 1M98 Mr. Delta, and
Mr Boyd larlton was named as the First
Runner Up. Mr Delta carried the crown for
one year, and returned to pass the crown to
the next Mr I Xlta. The winner received mon-
fl.irv scholarships cuui parlii ipalcd ni other
Drhacwnts. ihe 1997 Mr. Delta was Mel\ ni
Titus Kobiiisoii. This year's winiuT, Mr.
DeRoni' Bell, was a sophoint)re majoring in
( hemical engineering troni Kigdeway, S.C.
—Amy Matthews
T N
Rising to the occasion, Mr.
DeRone Bell poses as the 1998
Mr. Delta Pageant winner. Upon
graduation. Bell hoped to work
for DuPont as a chemical engi-
neer.
Displaying a winning smile,
DeRone Bell shows why he won
the 1998 Mr. Delta Pageant. Mr.
Bell thought of himself as a fun








From Marietta, Georgia, Robyn Johnson was
crowned as the 1998 Miss Clemson. Robyn was a
junior majoring in Ceramic and Materials Engi-
neering with a minor in Bioengineering. While at
Clemson, Robyn was a member of Alpha Delta
Pi, Order of Omega President, Rho Lambda,
American Ceramic Society, Keramos, and FCA.
She participated in greeting incoming freshmen
during orientations and speaking to vouth and
children in local churches. After graduation, she
wanted to do research and development on
bioengineering devices involved in bone replace-
ment and fixation. Johnson stated, "Being
crowned Miss Clemson was overwhelmingly
exciting. However, the title was more meaning-
ful because of the outstanding group of women
tliat I liad the opportunity to meet through the
contest." Robyn Johnson felt very proud to rep-
resent the university with such a prestigious
responsibility.
—Amy Matthews
CiivinnluT impressions .iIhuiI r.u nmv; Ihc lilicol MissC Icmson, Ivnin n lohii ..















The Homecoming festivities began on Friday
night with the 42"'^ annual Tigerama pep rally.
The Flying Tiger Parachute Team tlew into the
stadium, theROTC repelled from the upper stands
to save the Tiger, and the Pershing Rifles per-
formed a silent drill for the event. Organizations
performed skits which transported Death Valley
back to the time of the 50's, 60's, and 70's. Kappa
Alpha Theta placed third with their "Shaggin' in
Tiger Town." Kappa Sigma and Alpha Delta Pi
placed second with "A Very Brady Clemson."
The Presbyterian Student Association swept first
place with their "Week In Rock" skit of a news
broadcast. Miss Erin Sine was crowned Home-
coming Queen 1 998. The cheerleaders. Rally Cats,
and the Tiger Band performed routines during
Tigerama to encourage support for the upcoming
game against Maryland. Tigerama continued to
be the largest student-run pep rallv in the world.
Lara Simpson
Sinning IIk- N.ltiiin.il Aiilhrm, ii>;i'i kii.ir (icttoiius.it Ailing m llicii skil Ihosr \V,ic Ihr ri>;i'r IXivs,"
rimT.ini.i. rigiT Uoar lu'lpi'i) kiikiill llu- li'sljvitii's iiu-iiiIhts nl K.ipp.i K.ipp.i C.iiiini.i ,11111 I'i K.ipp.i Al-
alcing with till' Flymj; I igi-r I'.ir.Kluitf Ii-.im .iiid the pli.i pi'itoiii) ,1 nunk K.illv C ,it routiiu'. Skits includi'J
KOTC. 1,1, Is ,il.,iiil ( li'Mison hisloiA ,iiui timth.ill.
)son
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Flying into the stadium, a member of the Flying Tiger
Parachute Team touches down onto the field display-
ing the American flag. Three out of the four members
successfully landed in Death Valley.
The celebration of parents through the
Homecoming festivities not only displayed
the support and appreciation of the alumni
but also showed the love of parents.
PARENTS
For the second year in a row^. Parents' Week-
end was the same weekend as Homecoming.
The entire campus, as well as downtown,
was filled as early as the Thursday before the
game. During Tigerama, parents w^ere ac-
knowledged and thanked for their support.
Parents were asked to stand in representa-
tion of the number of children that they had
in attendance at Clemson. Only one couple
wasstill standing when the announcer asked
if anyone had four or more children attend-
ing. Parents came from all over the country to
support and visit their kids. Some parents
traveled more than 24 hours, and one father
drov'c'tromC'alifornia just to spend the week-
end with his daughter. Other organizations
offered parents a tailgate style lunch before
the start of the game. Gamma Sigma Sigma
lu'ld an Alumni Day and invited parents to
join in the t cremony. Many events were held
ciround campus in order to incorporate par-
ents in tlu'festivitiesand thespirit ofClemson.
The combination of Homecoming .m^i Tar
i-nts' Weekend offered students and parents
an opportunity to spend some cjualily time
with each other. The weekend also gave thini
a chain c to (.i-ldiratc the nu-cUiing of 1 lome-
coming.
—Lara Simpson
A D R N
Pomping his Homecoming float.
Brad Turner of Chi Psi attempts
to finish the display. The Chi Psi
theme was "Jailhouse Rock"with
a Tiger Elvis at center stage.
mitating John Travolta, Pi Kappa
Alpha's tiger strikes a classic disco









The Tigers were "Rockin' Around the Clock. //
2«/^
Homecoming started with the usual clatter and
noise from Bowman field. Fraternities and other
organizations started building their floats the
Monday before the big game. They worked day
and night so the floats would be ready for the
Clemson fans and parents on Homecoming Day.
Friday night was the kick off of Homecoming
weekend. Tigerama was a blast into the past with
skits that portrayed the theme "Rockin' Around
the Clock." The floats were finished bv Saturday
morning and displayed on Bowman field. Sigma
Nu won first place in the mo\ing category and
the Fellowship of Christian Athletes won first
place in the stationary category. With theClenison
fans energized from the pep rally and the various
activities that took place Saturday morning, they
went into tlie game excited to watch the Tigers
take on the Maryland Terrapins. The support
from the students, alumni, and parents led the
TigtMs to a I W8 Homecoming victory.
—Lara Simpson
1 loKluij', llu' I I'l i.ipm m<iiu- li.mJ .iiul his i;uil.ii 111 llu'ollu'i
,
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nson spirit, Hu' Follow- Showing off the theme of "Rtfckin'
n Athletes' flo,it phiced Around the Clock," Chi I'si's float uses
jccoming flo.1t competi- -m extenJecl l:lvis .mil his )>iil iloo
i/.itions th.it compet^^Kock to j;r.ib the attenlit)n of the pnsshig




During her senior year, Miss Erin Sine of St.
Louis, Missouri won the title of Homecoming
Queen 1998. Erin was nominated by her sorority,
Chi Omega. She double majored in Speech and
Communications and English. After graduation,
Erin planned on pursuing a career in advertising
and public relations. While at Clemson, Erin
participated in the IPTAY Collegiate Club, Tiger
P.A.W.S, Chi Omega, Mortar Board, Lambda Pi
Eta, Speech Club, Golden Key, Phi Kappa Phi,
and she was the vice president for the Associa-
tion for Women in Communications. In her spare
time Erin enjoyed reading, exercising, and spend-
ing time with friends. She was crowned Home-
coming Queen at Tigerama. Her parents flew in
from Missouri so that they could be here with her.
"The strong tradition of excellence in all aspects
—
academics, athletics, and greek life was my favor-
ite thing about Clemson," stated Miss Erin Sine.
Majoring in Spivih.iiuU oinimiiin-.itiDiis.uKl 1 iij;lisli,
i-rin Sine |i|.ins tu ^r.Klu.iU- in llu- Spring; dI I WW. Hrin
was ni>niin.ilrd li)r 1 lomciomin^; Quui-n by hir somr
Ity, C hi C)mfg.«.
IK'ing Ilk' l''''.S I l(.)nu'i.i)inmg (Jiu'cn, VUss l:rin Sine
st,iti"N,"ls .m incrodiWe lionor to represent Clemson
like this M\- lollege experience has been absolutely
.mi.i/mr,, ,iiul I loniecoming Queen was a wonderful
.uiilitioii 1(1 Ih.it lAiH'iiiMK'e."
!WS
Reading, exercising, and spending time with friends
are some of Erin's hobbies. After graduation. Sine





9C A total coUapse of the Russian ruble sends worid markets into c|(os.
Boris Yeltsin asks Viktor Chernomyrdin to head the government to
help restore political and economic stability.
C FrecMrh high school students demand
m>' ^ belter equipment and
bu. . a lighter course load in
an October protest in Paris. The French
government designates $40 million
annually over the next four years, as
well as 1.000 new teaching posts.
O A discotheque fire in Goteborg, Sweden, kills
67 teens and injures several more, making it
the deadliest fire in modern Swedish histon.'.
Arson is the suspected cause of the October fire.
After a U.N. drug summit in which
150 countries endorse an anti-drug
campaign, the U.S. vows to spend an
estimated $1 billion over the next
five years on anti-drug advertising,
corporate and civic partnerships
and promotion.
In a dangerous escalation of hostile feelings in the area, india begins





of the death of Princess ^1^^^
Diana and Dodi Fayed is
put on display in London's
Harrods department store,





In retaliation for the African
embassy bombings, the U.S.
attacks a suspected chemical
weapons factory in the capital of
Sudan and a terrorist training
camp in Afghanistan, and launches
a worldwide search for suspected
mastermind Osama bin Laden.
On August 7, powerful
bMflMi explode outside the
U.&iBmbassies in Kenya




O NASA and Russia will conduct 45 missions to
launch and assemble the International Space
Station Alpha. Set for completion by 2004, the
station will be powered by almost an acre of solar
panels and will weigh almost one million pounds.
Sli








C President Clinton becomes the first U.S.
leader to visit China since the Tiananmen
Square massacre in 1989. Many criticize
Clinton for his apparent leniency toward
China's human rights restrictions.
(> After months of negotiations, Swiss banks and
Jewish groups reach a $1.25 billion settlement in
a lawsuit filed by thousands of Holocaust survivors










O On January 1, 1999, the euro debuts as the new
currency in 11 European Common Market countries.
It will be three more years before euro coins and
cash are officially put into circulation.
John Hume and David Trimble, Northern
Ireland's two main political party
leaders, win the Nobel Peace Prize for
their efforts to end the violence that
has plagued the British province for
three decades.
After a stop in Mexico City in January
1999, Pope John Paul II arrives in
St. Louis, Missouri, and celebrates
Mass with over 100,000 people
in attendance.
In January 1999, an earthquake that
measures 6.0 on the Richter scale hits
Colombia killing over 1,000 people.
King Hussein of Jordan, 63, dies on
February 7, 1999, of lymphatic cancer.
Hussein's 47-year reign made him the
Middle East's longest-serving leader.
ews
Conwcted kiUer Martin Gurule escapes death row and is later foiuR
drowned in a nearby river. Gurule is the first Texas inmate t escape
death row since 1934.
President Clinton bwomes the second
president in histoiy to be impeached.
The House of Representatises charges
him with two r ountj of obstruction
of justice and perjur). The Senate
acquiu Ginton after a Hve-week trial.
The U.S. Treasury unveils a new $20
bill designed to he much harder to
^ counterfeit and more capable
w~^\{ of withstanding hea\'y abuse.
O A massive Millennium Clock in New York Cit>''s
garment district counts down the days, hours,
minutes and seconds to the year 2000.
.ident Clinton declarer itu: entire state of Florida a disaster area
dfler fires bum over 300,000 acres and damage or destroy 150,000 honies.
r ill years olWork,




carved out of a mountain, will
be the largest sculpture in the world
(J '') the Indian
lie Crazy .™
AF hii>li«t:ruy Horir MiMmiil4l. Knhh I>W<ild, Kilr
O In June, African-American James Byrd
Jr., 49, is chained to the back of a truck
and dragged to his death in Jasper,
Texas, by three men, two of whom have
ties to white supremacists.
Mentally unstable Russell
Eugene Weston Jr. charges
into the U.S. Capitol
building on July 24 and
fatally shoots Special Agent
John Gibson and Officer
Jacob Chestnut.
O A Titanic exhibit tours the U.S. featuring over
200 artifacts and displays chronicling the fateful













( in September, Hurricane Georges crashes through the
Florida Keys and Mississippi. The killer storm causes
the largest mandatory evacuation in Florida history, and
Mississippi victims receive over $131 million in aid.
In response to family pressure, DNA
testing confirms that remains buried in
the Tomb of the Unknowns are those of




(^ Matthew Shepard, a 21-year-old gay Student at the
University of Wyoming, dies five days after being
brutally attacked in an apparent hate crime. Vigils
in his memory are held across the country.
In summer 1998, North Texas
temperatures exceed 100 degrees
for 45 days. The state's heat death
toll climbs to 132 and fires bum
over 344,000 acres.
In August, General Motors Corporation
and United Auto Worl(ers reach an
agreement ttiat ends an eight-weeic strike.
President Clinton announces the federal
government ends the 1998 fiscal year
with a budget surplus of $70 billion,
the first surplus since 1969.
IVIore than 280 colleges now admit
some or all of their applicants without
regard to SAT or ACT scores. Many
schools say the system improves the
academic quality and diversity of their
student bodies.
ONA tests determine that Rebecca
Chittum was unknowingly switched with
Callie Contey at a Virginia hospital after
their births three years ago. This case
prompts a national debate on the need
for stricter hospital procedures.
i^ews
NASAs Lunar Prospector finds scattered pockets of ice beneath
lunar Surface. The presence of water could enable astronauts to
the moon as a kind of space-based filling station.
\n analy^K of Eastern Seaboard
vtealher shows it realK does rain
more fr»-quentty on weeliends than
.seek, an average of 22
<re .Automobile emission
patterns are the suspected cause of
the phenomenon.
Columbia University graduate student Elizabeth
Brannon and psychology professor Herbert
Terrace demonstrate that monkeys ran master
simple arithmetic on at least the level of a
two-year-old child.
C Apple's translucent aqua-blue iMac personal
romputer, its first consumer offcrmg in years,
is marketed mainly for Internet usage and,
therefore, doesn't come with a disk drive.
Its popularity soars and it soon becomes




romel Tempel Tultle causes a meteor storm when it passes by Earth. The comet






October, 36 years after his
first space flight. Later, (ilenn
retires from a 24-year career in
ihe 11 S Senate
(> A study demonstrates that the more hours
people spend on the Internet, the more




blast of 270-degree steam
applied to meat kills 99.99




O Paleontologists in Argentina discover thousands of
shards of fossilized dinosaur eggs. Several shards
contain the fossilized remains of unhatched
embryos and their never-before-seen embryo skin.
3 \The Electronic Structure
of Atoms
3 1 The Nature Of Light And
Emission Spectra
The Bohr Model Of The
Atom












Photo courtesy of the authors (C. Yoder 0. Retterer. M. Thomsen and K. Hess)













demand has led to
its use in everything
from lipstick to
potato chips.
Researchers discover a gene that may cause
the aggressive behavior of "killer bees."
This knowledge may help tame African




in space, dies on






of a baby before
conception. This
technique uses a laser
detector that measures
the DNA in sperm cells.
\
f ) On August 12, the $1 billion Titan 4 rocket explodes 42 seconds after
liftoff. The rocket payload included a highly classified Defense
Department satellite.
Astronomers discover and photograph a
planet outside our solar system that is
about 450 light years away from Earth.
Alabama hairdresser Philip McCory
discovers that human hair soaks up oil
from water, which prompts NASA to
investigate ways to use human hair to
clean oil spills.
In August, renowned Houston heart
surgeon Dr. Denton Cooley performs
open-heart surgery which is broadcast
live on the America's Health Network
Internet web site.
David Scott, who lost his left hand in a
fireworks accident, receives the first
U.S. human hand transplant in January
1999. Scott has regained limited motion
in his donor hand.
<Li i:r,ir, Phciuljisc. Inc.
A (. J i Today investigation reveals that many of the nations s.
Jrinking water regulations are not being enforced. The report
reveals that even the worst violations have just a I in 10 chance
of drawing legal action.
lovegpty. a palm-sized matchmaking
device, i« the latest craze with Japanese
teeridgrr^ When it comes within 15
feet of another Lovegetv, high pitched
beepers go off. lights flash, and the
"low detectors" display whether the
users' preset interests match It's now
available in the US
ayStation's' "Crash Bandicoot: WARPED
"
supersedes its popular predecessors. Also new
is Crash's sister Coco who gallops along the
Great Wall of China and cruises through
enemy-infested waters.
C Furby, the year's must-have interactive
toy, has a vocabulary of 200 words in
both English and its own language,
"Furbish" Furby knows when it is
being petted, when the lights go out,
when music starts, and if there's
another Furby in the room.
(y WildEyei contact lenses feature several drsitjii.^, including a slarburst,
black eight bail and rat's eyes The $165 lenses come in prescription and
non presrriplion and don't interfere with eyesight.
O Appearing in malls ^.
in 33 states, job kiosks \
dispense employment
opportunities for interested
applicants. Job seekers enter
their skills and ambitions and
the machine scans its database
for a match.
^
In December, Selective Service
activates online registration.
Eijjhicen-yearolds can now
register instantly in.stead of
niling out lonns at the post
office that lake two to three
months to pmcess.
Paul A. Souders/® Corbis
As the need for toll-free
numbers greatly increases,
the887prefixjoinsthe800
and 888 prefixes alreacfy in use.
f) A sleek, redesigned version
of the '60s Volkswagen Beetle
enters the market. Despite
a May 1998 recall for wiring
problems, the New Beetle
is wildly popular.
O Butterflies and dragonflies are the hot
motif in the fashion world appearing on
everything from clothes and bags to
hair accessories and jewelry.
For $20-30 a day, trained professionals at
dog and cat day cares will play with, read
to, feed and pamper pets in their care.
Mr. Payroll is the first ATM that can
cash a check - even for someone
without a bank account. The machine
"memorizes" facial features and
matches them with a social security
number to verify the user's identity.
Flash
In hopes of reducing the divorce rate,
the Florida legislature passes the
nation's first law requiring that high
school students be taught marital and
relationship skills.
In the wake o( grim automobile
cident statistics. Calilomia is one
1 several states to pass stricter
teenage licensinfl laws.
fierce competition, colleges
and universities are going online to
offer students a new way to get an
education. Florida State and New York
University are a few jumping on board.
The average home Internet user spends
25 hours a year waiting (or web pages
to load.
2»it
J J fJ ffi
luni liking
() Karl Malone and Dennis Rodman
face off in a World Chainpionsliip
Wresllin){ ta({ learn match. The
event pits Rodman and Hollywood
Hulk lloj^an against Malone and
Diamond Dallas Page.
Walt Disney's /I
Bug's Life is one of




the next two years.
(> In May 1998, the much-anticipated movie Godzilla
opens to disappointing reviews and box office
numbers. The epic leaves theaters quickly. L-ii
O Players of Vertical Reality, a combination video game
and amusement ride, shoot at moving targets on a
24-foot-tall screen and sit in chairs that rise with
each successful hit. The winner rides to the top
for a grand view.
I
^:
The wildly popular stars of The \VB network's
"Dawson's Creek" hit the big screen, filming
eight feature films during hiatus. Magazine
















Taco Bell's talking Chihuahua
becomes a favorite teen
advertising icon and sparks a
Dorothy Low/Shooting Star
/* (^ Actor Rick Schroder replaces Jimmy Smitson ABC's "NYPD Blue." The fate of Smits'character in his last episode - he dieswhen a heart transplant fails — became
a source of nationwide speculation.
surge of interest in the breed.
Megastars Bruce Willis and Demi Moore
announce their separation in June after
almost 11 years of marriage.
The American Film Institute rates the
top 100 movies of the 20th century. The top
ten include: Citizen Kane, 1941
Casablanca, 1942
ne Godfather, W2
Gone With the Wind, ^939
Lawrence of Arabia, 1962
The Wizard of Oz, 1939
The Graduate, 1967
On the Waterfront, 195^
Schindler's List, 1993
Singin' in the Rain, 1952
Fans flock to theaters to see the two-minute
trailer for Star Wars: Episode I The
Phantom IVIenace and many leave without
staying to watch the main attraction. The
prequel to the wildly popular Star Wars
trilogy opens in May 1999.
li Awards' ,\r\M
siih J.iiici Jackson
r appcAraiirei hai hFjghli'ncd
^^..V.'
() Spice Girl Geri Halliwcll, better
itiiown as Ginger Spice, announces
in May 1998 that she is leaving the
popular group for creative reasons.
APni.j|.v)..ryT(rrill
Swing dancing makes
a big comeback witii
the help of music from
bands like Cherry Poppin'






Shania Twain wins the
Favorite Female Country
Artist award at the American
Music Awards and receives
six Grammy nominations.
O Jewel scores on two fronts. Her book of poetry,
A Night Without Armor, makes the New York









O Monica is the only
artist in 1998 with two
No. 1 hits on the
Billboard Hot 100,
including "The
First Night" and "The
Boy Is Mine," a duet







most for any female
artist in history.
Hill kicks off a
worldwide tour in
January 1999.
Natalie Imbruglia wins Breakthrough Artist
honors at the MTV Video Music Awards in
September. Her album. Left of the Middle,
features hits "Tom" and "Wishing 1 Was There."
^t
C Aerosmith's






to hit No. 1 on
the Billboard Hot
100 charts.
AP Photo/The Hamilton Spectator, Scott Gardner
Flash
() In November, Garth Brooks' new album Double Live enjoys
first-day sales of over 500,000 copies, the industry's best
one-day tally. Brooks makes special TV and Wal-Mart
closed-circuit TV appearances to promote the release.
AP Photo/GB Management. Jenny Yates
Psychologists discover a connection
between musical training and verbal
memory. Children trained to play a musical
instrument grow up to have 16 percent
better word memory than other adults.
Movie soundtracks account for nearly
half of the Gold and Platinum certification.
Some of the top soundtracks include
Titanic and Return to Titanic, City of
Angels, Armageddon, Hope Floats,
Dr. Doollttle and The Wedding Singer.
Whitney Houston's My Love Is Your Love
is her first studio album in eight years.
The album includes the hit duet with
Mariah Carey entitled "When You Believe."
Actor/rapper Will Smith wins three
American Music Awards, including
Favorite Pop/Rock Album, Favorite
Soul/R&B Album and Favorite Soul/R&B
Male Artist.
3W S
Sang Lan, China's 17-year-old gymnastics champion, breaks
two \ertebrae during a vault at the Goodwill Games in July,
leaving her paralyzed from the chest down.
( ; tin Jaiiuar\ 4, li**'! Iiiimssee beats Florida State University
23 16 at the Fieila HmwI m Arizona lo win the national championship.
Il it III*- first year ol itn- linwl Championship Series, ( realed to ensure
that Ihi- highest r.mk.d i ollege teams nationally meet in a bowl (jame.
O ABC's LesleyVissej^^
becomes thSire^^^





the H)9.H Super Bowl, the
NCAA I'inall'mir and NFL
playoff names.
^
O Jeff Gordon wins the NASCAR Winston Cup
I- for a second year in a row. Gordon, 27. is








C> Flamboyant sprinter Florence
(irifllth Joyner (FloJo), triple
gold medalist at the 1988
Olympics, dies at age 38 in her
sleep, of suffocation during an
epileptic seizure.
I
M' I'liulubUMii A. Wdlth
In a 4-0 sweep against
the San Diego Padres,
the New York Yankees
win the 1998 World Series
to claim their 24th
championship. The
Yankees' 125 total
victories is a modem
baseball record.
AP Photo/Lenny Igneizi
O In July, France beats Brazil 3-0 to win its first
World Cup soccer title. During celebrations, a
motorist drives through the crowd on the
Champs-Elysees and injures 60 people. CO
AP Ptioto/Rust\' Kennedy
#p
^^ I 'J^ ^Ml>
G Olympic gymnast
Dominique Moceanu
is declared a legal






is granted a protective
order against her
father for stalking her
C Lindsay Davenport,
22, defeats Martina






AP Photo/John Gaps I
^'-
AP Photo/Rick Bowmer
St. Louis Cardinal Mark McGwire hits
home run number 62 on September 8,
breaking the record set by Roger Maris
in 1961. McGwire ends the season







Sammy Sosa of the
Chicago Cubs also
breaks Roger Maris'
record with his single-
season 62nd home run.
Sosa ends the season




O The defending champion
Denver Broncos meet the
upstart Atlanta Falcons
at Super Bowl XXXIli in
Miami. The Broncos
win 34-19.
Golfer Casey Martin, who
suffers from a circulatory
disorder in his right leg,
wins a lawsuit allowing him
to use a cart during PGA
and Nike golf tournaments.
(^ The Chicago Bulls capture their sixth NBA ,
championship by beating the Utah Jazz
87-86 in game six. Michael Jordan earns the
Finals MVP award. In January 1999, Jordan




On September 20, Cat Ripken Jr.
ends his 16-year streak of 2,632
consecutive baseball games played
by wittidrawing himself from the
Baltimore lineup for that night.
NBA owners impose a lockout on July 1
that causes almost half the '98 -'99
basketball season to be lost. The
labor dispute is settled on January 6.
Tennis star Pete Sampras wins his fifth
Wimbledon title and remains the
world's No. 1 player for a record sixth
straight year, breaking Jimmy Connors'
mark for consecutive seasons on top.
The NFL season is plagued with
controversial and incorrect calls.
Instant replay is not reinstated, but
coin toss procedures are implemented.
t Photo/Eric Risberj
3WS V
Miss Virginia Nicole Johnson is crowned Miss America 1999 in
.Xdantic City. The 24-year-oId diabetic wears an insulin pump on




' jrapher, animal rights
and wife of famed Be^t
Paul, dies of breast cancer on
Apr 17, 1998.
: After dropping out of the
third grade in 1902 to







; Hirofumi "The Tokyo lirror"
Nakiijima (right), reigning world
hoi dug eating champion, eats 19
hot dogs and bunt in 12 iiuniites
to win the annual Nathan s
T 'liuf JulyHoll)«g
1
Seventeen-year-old Katie Hnida is
named Chatfield Senior High Schools
Homecoming Queen as well as starting
kicker for the varsity football team. The
No. 1-ranked kicker in the state of
Colorado, Hnida hopes to play Division I
college football next year.






inflicted by his wife
in May 1998.
APPholoTJIii Pholo, Dave B)iTk.'
C Beloved puppeteer .Shari Lewis
dies of cancer on August 2.
liir (Tcations include her
trademark Lamb Chop, Hush




lUifl^ '' •', fally
will I
rhlM-Ti U.I ' .ipilol
Hill hi Miiv ri'W rtie
Tiilly n HpiiiiHored by
Ihr Campaign fur
TobdrcoKrw Kids.
Canadian Tobin Belanger escorts a
mannequin to his high school prom.
He names her Jen. picks out her
dress and corsage and arrives in
a limousine.
Minnesotan David Weiniick
"advertises" for a wife and chooses
pharmacy student Elizabeth Runze
from 23 hopefuls who travel to the
Mall ol America in Minneapolis for
the event. Runze and Weiniick marry
the same day.
(D 1999 Jostens Inc 980254 (1737)
t*hn|iit)i*nniiiCouk
Clowning around, the Tiger Cub enjoys the
grand opening of the new Martin inn. The
Martin Inn was located on the south end of
campus by the Madren Center.
a Displaying "true" southern living, The
Wren House sits close to the Botanical
Gardens as one o^ Southern Living's
Showcase homes.
: Chilling in the dorm rooms, students find
as many ways to occupy their time as
possible without having to break down and
study.
(> Stopping the University of Richmond
midfielders, Diana Akin defends Clemson's
high ranking in the NCAA.
! Speaking in Tillman Auditorium, Conan
O'Brien's sidekick, Andy Richter talks




O 1974. Prwing Clemsons great football
talent Bennie Cunningham, a tight end,
poses as the 1974 Concensus All-
American.
*ie place of the
• for awhile, Mickey
*<juse adorns the face of Tillman
O Practicing militar)^ drills on Bowman
Field, these cadets get into formation.
C> 1967. Holding a commemorative football
for his 150"' win, Frank Howard celebrates










C Celebratingavictory touchdown for
the university, Harris motions his
excitement toward the crowd.





1971. Practicing safety, textile
students check to mai<e sure
everything is worl<ing properly.
ThenA&&Ci6mic^
(J 1947. Standing tail this building
serves as the Hrsl mihtan barracits
for the coiiege.
O 1947 Attempting to walie his
toixi drills,
Ihis • . M ,iiip.
(> 1982. Attempting to make the dorm feel a
little more like home, many students
brought their own chairs and recliners.
1947. Under going a bit of hazing, this
cadet learns what it is like to live in a dorm
with a bunch of rowdv men.
9%m Life^l^en
1
1982. Adding a bit of luxury, tlie
leather couch provides more sitting










o 1929. Standing tall and proud, the
rv team poses for their
.1
1 947. Welding a mean left jab, this
Clemson boxer pounds his
opponent.
1907. Paving the way for the Great
American Sport, these Clemson




O 1907: Entertaining the large crowd
! Express
d of the 70s.







1982: A classic downtown hangout,
TD's represents a part of the
Clemson tradition.
3Did you ever take a tour of the Calhoun
Mansion? Did you ever read the statue in front
of Tillman? Did you ever kiss your date in front
of the Retlection Pond? If ves, read this.
L
iVIany students swore to the fact that if they
read the Thomas Green Clemson statue any
time during their college career, they would
fail. Also, if a student took the tour of the
Calhoun Mansion, they would fail. Students
stayed away from those two things just as
they watched where they walked when they
were on their way to class. By stepping on
their last -name, they would soon be in a
serious accident, it was saici that if a couple '«'
was caught kissing in front of the Reflection
Pond then they would get married in the
future. If a couple was holding hands while
walking that path, they will get married. If a
virgin walked by the Thomas Green Clemson
statue then he would stand up. Mr. Clemson
has not been seen standing since the 1950's!
Thi' most common legend was that if a person
died, their roommate would be awarded a
4.0. If someone was walking up on Cemetery
Hill late at night then they might have been
able to hear the phantom bugle boy playing
his bugle for all oi the couples who were
parking Kick in thi' l%()'s. The bugle boy
played on throughout the years even when
there were no more cars up there. These local
U' '"Hs added to Clemson's unique person-
ality.
i.ira Simpson
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Failing out of college is a scary
thing for all of the students at
Clemson. To ensure that they do
not fail, the students made sure
that they did not take the tour of
the Calhoun Mansion.
Sitting in front of Tillman Hall,
theThomas Green Clemson statue
holds two of Clemson's most fa-
mous legends. Mr. Clemson is
supposed to stand up when a vir-




Service for the university and the community
Student Government recognized 12 service and
\'olunteer organizations in 1 998. These organiza-
tions were: Alplia Phi Omega, Angel FHght
—
Silver Wings, Collegiate 4-H, Collegiate FFA,
Gamma Sigma Sigma, Peer Health Educators,
Resident Hall Association, Right to Lite, Rotaract,
Student Environmental Awareness, Turf Club,
and University Guide Association. Alpha Phi
Omega Fraternity was the oldest fraternitv on
campus. They held their annual USC blood drive
and other service projects. Gamma Sigma Sigma
was another active service sorority. Some of their
service projects were Project S.A.F.E., Rock Out
Cancer, and Adopt-A-Highway. Peer Health Edu-
cators was sponsored by Redfern Health Center
Their goal was to disseminate knowledge about'
a variety of health issues in a nonthreatening and
effective manner to students. Service clubs orga-
nized projects to better the university and tlic
community. —Amy Kalkstein
I
rmimi); ilrjnk^ tor I lie iiionllils liirlliiLu |'.ii l\ U> i cU'hiMti'lVtiibi'r liiitlul.u -
.
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Talking to a resident of Pinnacle Care,
Gamma Sigma Sigma member Allison
Smith asks about her week. Members
visited the nursing home and other
projects weekly so that they could m<i in-
lain an active role in the community.
Displaying a project that Gamma Sigma
Sigma sponsors, this shirt is just one of
the numerous awarcnt'ss programs that
they participate in. Their motto was
"Unity in Service."









The Student Government of Clemson University
maintained its purpose to serve the student body.
To accomplish that goal, the government was
divided into se\'eral categories to operate more
efficiently. In turn, more got done for the Clemson
students. The three core divisions were the Stu-
dent Senate, the Student Cabinet, and the Minor-
ity Council. The group's main objective was to
improve the lives of the students. It was demon-
strated by several activities. For example, the
President of the Student Senate, Kendra Worley,
explained that the senators would have desig-
nated days to reach out to the student body In
addition, the Freshman Council was involved in
activities with charities. Other activites have in-
cluded the Career Expo, issues regarding Aca-
demic Integrity, as well as the Safe Ride Program.
Through these groups and their impressive lead-





Sl.irtiny; llu- rmvlm^;, Sliuliiil C.ovi'iniiunl |>u .iJrnt
Kciulr.i Worli'v «>ih1 olfiivrs t.tll thi- si-ssioii to Drdcr.
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in attempts to provide fun, interesting, and free
productions for students, UPAC tried hard to
bring individualistic programs to the campus.
ACTIVIT
FOR
The Clemson UniversityUnion Activites Pro-
grams& Activities Council (UPAC) once again
performed an outstanding job of supplying
students with invaluable productions. UPAC
achieved this feat by breaking the programs
into distinctive categories, such as Films &
Video, Tiger Paw Productions, Entertainment,
Lectures, and other activities. These events
proved to be huge successes based on the
amount of student participation. One of
UPAC's projects for the year included Tiger
Gras 1 998, Clemson's rend ition of Mard i Gras.
UPAC also sponsored events during the Wel-
come Back Festival in the fall, where students
could nicikr their own music \'ideo. UPAC
also brought interesting and informative lec-
tures to campus. The Spitfire Tour was an
immensely popular lecture for the student
body that included speakers such as Woody
I larrelson,Amy Rayand Kennedy. Also, Net-
work I'vi-nt Theater wasonceagain a popular
attr.ution tluit brougiit in sneak previews,
such .)s ilrhmi Ir^^ciiil^ and / Still Know Wlint
You Dul Lust Summer, to the big screen. Be-
cause of UPAC's success during tlu> IWS-
IMW sc'.json, the tiiMki ot bringing unuiuc
programs to icunpus will continue in the









Three of Clemson's print publications were The
Tiger, Chronicle, and Reveille. The Tiger was the
oldest student run newspaper, since publishing
began in 1907. The Tiger staff worked long hours
in order to put out a newspaper each week. To
service a wider audience, it became available on
the Internet in October of 1997. The Chronicle was
a literary magazine that featured original works
by students, faculty, staff, and alumni. The
Chronicle displayed the talents of the student
body through poetry, artwork, and prose. Works
could also be submitted via the Internet. Reveille
was another current event magazine. Reveille's
main goal was to provide a thorough link be-
tween campus events and community events. It
was also available on the Internet for an increased
circulation. Although the Reveille staff did not get
paid for their work, the staff members gave up
free time to produce a magazine that thev hoped
wouki benefit the entire campus.
• ••
Amy Kalkstein
l)iMii-,-.iiiy, l.lv.Mll^ l>>i till' ( hiouhli'. I I. Mill.
-I KiJMoM, siiimj;.!! 111.' m.iiiu oininilrr m tlu> / /,\,'i7olln.i.>, I'nalin.
Ki-llyniirlhv,.iiul).ivMi)bli'ylHild.iniiii|>i>it.inlnuvl lion M.m.i^^or, Ik'.illi l.iiulsoy designs .1 Inyoiil tor tlu
inn riu- Chroiiitl,- w.is
.1 lilor.iry m.in.i/ino Ih.il Km- iioM I'dition, I lu' /Vx<r w.is sLirU-d in IW? .uui re
hiffil poems artwork, and other writings of students. niaineii the oldest newspaper in South Carolin.i.
tei
Talking about future ideas, Kelly Durthy, a member of
the Chronicle staff, states her opinion. The magazine




Multimedia Organizations Cater To Tlie Student Body.
Clemson Cable Network, also known as CCN, and
WSBF 88. 1 FM were Clemson's student run air me-
dia programs. CCN featured student oriented pro-
gramming, broadcasting what students wanted to see.
They broadcasted what the students wanted to see.
One of their most popular features was Movie Crit-
ics. This was where the students of Clemson got to
voice their opinions on the air about different mo\ -
ics. They also provided services to clubs and organi-
zations of the university through advertising. CCN
had a web page where students could find out when
certain programs were going to be aired.
WSBF was the progressive radio station (^1
Clemson. Student disc jockeys played different types
of music lo cater to the different tastes of Clemson as
v\ell as the siuroiuiding area, in addition to the vari
ous types of music. WSBI^' also boadcasted talk
shows, li\c bands. inlcr\ie\\s and other assorted pro-
giams.
—Amy Kalkstcin
li'lcvisinj; ticruss i .\in['u-., ( t \ pn>\ uii's mi i .impus siiulmls with \ .inoiis l\ p
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Attempting to please a wide variety of
interests, the disc jockeys of WSBF play
different types of music. During the year,
WSBF also broadcasted live talk shows
and other programs. ^
Sitting at the control desk in the WSBF
office, Robert Parker, the chief announcer,




Southern Living Showcase Home and Garden
becomes vet another attraction to the campus.
56
The Wren House Southern Living Showcase Home and
Garden was located in our own South Carohna Bo-
tanical Gardens. The house was a Southern Living
project that was onlv open until May of 1999. An idea
for the home was first brought about for the means of
a visitor education center to serve the community. It
was named the Wren House after the South Carolina
state bird. The house was built solely with donations
of materials, time, and abilities from public and pri-
vate partners. Among the specifically designed deco-
rations to furnish the house, the house contained gifts
from the surrounding community. These gifts included
Clemson paraphernalia and a quilt from local resi-
dents thtU held items meaningful to them. It offered a
variety ot unique design ideas for home interiors and
gardens. The garden began as a small camellia collec-
tion on d landfill site and grew into a 270-acre public




TA L T Y
Serving the community with its
beauty and design, the Wren
House offers the feehng of home
and southern hospitality. The
decorations inside the home ech-
oed the pride of South Carohna,
right down to the jeweled table
napkins of the Palmetto tree and
the cresent moon.
Displaying Clemson parapherna-
lia along with specially designed
safari comforters and decorations,
this bedroom in the Wren House
has its own "animal" personality.
tspirit
Backbone
The Band's Hard Work Paid Off During Football Games.
s.VJ
The Tiger Band was credited with spelHng out
"Tigers" in the traditional script, marching at
every home and away football game, and acting
as the spirit backbone of the university. Members
of the band practiced three days a week to pre-
pare for football games and other events. After
practicing, all 227 members of the Tiger Band
performed before and during halftime of every
home football game. The 70's Rock Show, the
Motown Show, and the Wizard of Oz were sev-
eral different shows that the band performed.
The pep band also performed at all of the home
basketball games. Another advantage of being a
member oi the Tiger Band was the unique oppor-
l unity to have over 200 close friends. "The band
doesanoutstandingjob," stated Carolyn Cosgriff,
a junior nursing student. The Tiger Band tried
very hard to stimulate the crowd and promote a
sense of pride. Thev performed, not onlv for the
crowd, but for themselves.
—Donna Mvers






„ng her twirls, this flag line
:
ber tries to remember the routine
flag line and tli^Mton tw^lers prai
diligently so thalrtiey wfcld be
march and perfbrm thei^Bpitin
the band. -
#
klong with the cheerleaders, the Tiger
land creates a mini-parade before each
jome football gameas they march toward
Ihc stadium playing the fight
-^ 1
S3iriL^
Central spirit was a student-run organization of
about 70-100 members who promoted Clemson's
varsity teams through supportive activities. They
spread Clemson spirit to fans and students while
having fun. A few of the activities that they par-
ticipated in were coordinating the First Friday
Parade and Pep Rally, sponsoring several other
pep rallies during the year, and sponsoring the
annual Homecoming display competition on
Bowman field. They sold spirit shirts for major
sporting events like First Friciay, Homecoming,
and the Carolina game. Their most important
duty was to provide opportunities to develop
leadership skills. The members simply liked
Clemson, enjoyed sports, and liked being part
of a group that supported the Tigers.
Lara Simpson
I'.issiiij; mil iMlldons ,il liuilh.ill )',.iini's is )iis| mu' nl llu' C lu'i'i m;; .il ,i 1\inK.i'II\iII j;.imi', l t'liliwl Spii il iik'HiIh'
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I 'romoting enthusiasm among Clemson students. Cen-
tral Spirit organized the First Friday parade and other
"peppy" events that showed support for the sports
teams throughout the year.
"No matter how young or stupid you are
—
and sometimes they are the same thing— what
vou do has consequences."
—Adam Carolla
Clemson students received a rare treat when
Adam Carolla and Dr. Drew Pinsky, from
MTV's Loveline, came to the university. Dr.
Drew and Adam spoke to students about
their pasts, Loveline, and answered any ques-
tions students had regarding love, sex, rela-
tionships, or anything else. Dr. Drew received
his medical degree from the University of
Southern California. He had a private prac-
tice in California and was the orginial mem-
ber of the radio show. Adam was a stand-up
comedian for the Groundlings and Acme
improvisation groups in Los Angeles. He
joined the radio show several years after it
was founded. The two oi them traveled to
over thirty colleges every year in order to talk
to studc'nts about what they do. While they
were at Clemson, students asked questions
about masturbating roommates, relationships
in trt)ubk', diul how to drdl with demanding
mates. ( )n thi-show, I )r. Drew tried to be very
helpful. iiui mtormative, whileAdamcracked
jokesand told hil.iriousstoriesabout his past.
Alter the show was over, the\' heki d bo()k
signing outside Tillman auditorium. As they
signed the books they talked And joked with
thestudents. Many of them lefflillnian Kuiglv




Signing books. Dr. Drew and
Adam sat outside Tillman audi-
torium and talked personally with
the students that approached
them. The book, A Survival Guide
to Life and Love, was available to
purchase as students left the
show.
Talking to the audience, come-
dian Adam Carolla and Dr. Drew
Pinsky discussed problems with
Clemson students. The questions
ranged from "Where's Diane?"
















Ringing in this New Year was eventful due to
being the last year of the century. While son
students stayed at home, others decided to vis-
unique places. Some students traveled to Mexit
to ring in theNew Year in a different way. h^ster
of yelling "Happy New Year", they had to yt
"Feliz Ano." Campus Crusade for Christ took
trip to Charlotte, N.C. for a conference. Je
Cliver had fun entertaining the crowd by cov
ing his face with spoons. A popular student tr
was to Times Square in New York City to c
ebrate the New Year with Dick Clark. Thojj)
students were the lucky ones who were ablc^
see the famous apple drop for the last time. 1
1
old apple was going into retirement and thcB
will be a new one used for the year 2()()(). in ordr
to celebrate the last New Year of the 191)0.,
students created and planned a varietv of evci
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Partying in Mexico is a new experience
for a few Clemson students. The lan-
guage was a little out of the ordinary,
but the joy and excitement of entering
into a new year was the same in foreign
countries as it was in America.
Helping his friends enjoy the New Year
celebration, John Cliver of the Campus
Crusade for Christ performs an interest-
ing trick at the conference. The new year
was fun for this group because they got
to interact and spend time with students
of similar interests.
— Dnvid McMahan
' 5 c» c t>j 14 ;»
t work. «_&
Filing, answering phones, running errands, data
entry, event planning, assisting faculty... these
were just a few of the tasks that the more than 500
work study students performed for the univer-
sity on a daily basis. The Federal Work Study
Program allowed students who needed addi-
tional funding to work on the campus, usually in
departments where they could perform duties
that fell within the bounds of their interests. Once
the Office of Financial Aid informed the students
that they qualified for the government subsi-
dized program, each student completed a survey
that asked about their previous work experience,
career interests, and their major. A spokesperson
from Financial Aid said, "The program was in-
valuable to the students who participated be-
cause it was not just any job. It would help them
in their majors and hopefully in their careers. The
students were an important component in the
various departments of the unix'ersitv."
Brandi Howarc
I ii'.ilm^; llu-Siliiu<l ul N.iliii.il Ki'siiiirii's lu'wslciici
JennifiT Sloi kni.in p.irtiiipalcs in llu- work stiutv pn
Hr-im rhnui^hoiil umpiis iIuti' vvitc many ()[>pi>ilii
nilu-s lor llu- slikli-nts to work vvhik- llu-y alti luK
.
Ck-mst)!!.
W i>i kmj; III Ihc r,i,ipliu s l.ih ol llu' C iilli'i^c ol liiisnu
.Hill I'lililli Allairs, Alex Morrin pri'paros .1 pri-scn
lion H\ .ulmg as a work study sliulciit, he help
lunisili .IS wi'll as llie university.
Listening to tapes for the language lab, Tuhina Verma
tries to categorize the tapes for the department. Work
study students aided different departments by accom-
plishing small, yet effective jobs.
David McMnhan
€>
More than 5,000 students and community
members participated in tlie 11th annual hiter-
national Awareness Week March 30- April
5,1998.
V1 4-DTC
The 11th annual International Awareness
Week was held on the week of March 30-
April 5, 1998. Each day of the week students
and community members experienced cui-
sines from around the world provided by
Aramark Food Services. On Monday, Sharon
Lowen performed the Classical Dance of East-
ern India during the Surhabi Music Concert.
The Moscow Chamber Concert Ensemble
visited the Brooks Center on Tuesday. The
International Bazaar was kicked-off on
Wednesday by the live performance of the
raggae band Mystic Vibrations. The Turkish
Student Association sponsored A Night of
Traditional Turkish and Sufi and Folk Music
and Poetry in Tillman Auditorium. On Satur-
day international clubs and minority groups
competed against each other in several rounds
ofa soccer tournannnt. The conclusion of the
week was filled with.i multitude of activities.
Cultural displays, singing, dancing, a iiatix'e
coslunu' show, and children's activities weri'
just.i tew of the events. Louis l^regger, Direc-
torot Intern. itionalStudciit Affairs,said, "The
puiposi- ol thi' vvi'i'k is [() expose the whoK^
c.ipinus.nui I onmiunilv (he theenltuitil rich-
ness ol C lenison. Yow do not ha\ l' to go over-
sees to experieiu e diversitv."






Renovations helped to beautify the campus.
For the 1998-99 year, the Clemson campus under
went many projects to impro\'e the image of the
campus. Reconstructions inckided the Hendrix
Student Center, the Phantom Lot, and Red fern
Health Center. The Hendrix Student Center was
the new student center designed to give conve-
nience to the east side of campus. It was a S-story
structure that was going to include a multi-pur-
pose movie theater, a food court, conx'enienc
center, a copy shop, and meeting rooms. The^
Phantom Lot was an old parking lot used foi
activities and special events. The classes of 1997
and 1998 turned the lot into a general park and
student gathering area using a combination o
liard and grass surfaces with benches. Red fen
increased square footage with an added stair
well, an elevator, testing/observation rooms, 1
new offices, conference rooms, and an emplovo
lounge. The I leallh Center attempted toupgrad
I lie main fk)or and tlie basement to better serv
[hv uni\'ersitv. —Lara Simpsoi
-•piiulm); S'-HID.DDU lo ii|if;i,uli' Ihr l.u ihln's, KciikTii is m.ikmy; th,inj;i's Id Ih
m. I III.mil li.iM'iiii'iit Hoots. A l.u^;i'il.>ssrooin, twogroiipnu'i'tiiij; rooms, .1 ri"ii>ii
-loi.i^i' ,iiiM, two ri'slrotuns, a liibor.iloiN', .1 walk \n ilinii, ri'stnuturing in IIk
lohl'v .mil > sprinkli-rsysti'in wori'sonu'.uKlitions to tlu- 1 IimIiIi Ci'iitiT. Kcilli











tructing the new Hendrix Student
r is a major renovation for the Uni-
„'9ity. The new center was built to aid
the students on the east side of campus
with a postoffice, food, ana infonnati^
' facilities. The parents of the 1997'^-
\'
- dent Body President Jim Hendrix do-'
nated the money to build the center.
Placing the new Union Plaza sign/ this
construction wftrkerensures that th
is complete with the intricate J
Thyiew.Union Plaza was funded I
^TB of 1997 and 1998, Union, Plaza
would serve as a njini relaxation area in






Students had a variety of choices when it came to
the decision of whether to eat on or off campus.
Harcombe, Clemson House, and Schilletter were
the three dining halls for students. Harcombe and
Schilletter each served approximately 3400-4000
meals a day Besides the three main dining halls,
there was Pizza Hut, Healthy Choice Deli, Chick-
fil-A, Li'l Dino's, Taco Bell, Uniquely Clemson,
and other food chain places to get a bite to eat. If
the students wanted to experience a restaurant-
like atmosphere they could go to L.J. Fields. L.J.
Fields accepted Tigerstripe which is similiar to a
credit card. Even though there were different
cafes located around campus, the town was also
a convienent place to go for a change of pace.
Many of the off-campus restaurants served the
student body through their delivery services.
With the combined selections of food choices on
and off campus, there were enough restaurants
to fulfill a variety of craxiniis.
< .i)in>; lliniu^l) IIk' Iml liiu- in 1 l.iiminlu , slmlints ^ii
to iiuH>M' Ihi'ir mo.ils (idiii llu- ililliTt-nt M-livtions.
I ,ilm^;.i null iliMi'. ilmiu'i, •^tiiiK'Htssil ni I l.iimnilH'.iiHl
siH'ic)li/i' Willi liiriiils Mi'.iltinu's vviTi'griMt lorspiMul-
ill); a liltli' Inn .nul nl,i\mr, linir with liiiMuls Hh' dm
iny; h.llls.ilso h.ul -.pci i.il nii;liK m niilri Iniiu icisr slu








Leaving the dining halls, students could fill out com-
ment and suggestion cards to improve the dining halls.
The managers displayed the cards so that people could








Having the opportunity to study and explore
different countries embraced new educational
experiences and expanded the mind and lives
of the students.
w
France! Australia! Germany! England! More
than 450 students studied abroad last year.
Every student who had an interest in attend-
ing a university in almost any country in the
world was provided that opportunity through
the Study Abroad Program. Each student
had to complete an application and submit a
recommendation from their professors. The
students selected were responsible for pay-
ing all oi the travel and living expenses, but
the Office of Study Abroad made all of the
living arrangements. Some universities had
agreements with Clemson that only Clemson
tuition had to be paid in return for one of their
students being able to spend a semester or a
year at Clemson. There were no prerequisites
to t|ualify for Ihf program, however some,
like the University of Bristol, required tliat
the student had a certain GPR in order to
attend classes at their university I he most
popular country to study abroad last year
was "The Land Down Under,"Australia. Bibi
Yassin-Kahn, the administmli\-e assistant tor
the ( )tticc' of Study Abroad stud, "Most stu-
dents who vvnnt to participate in the program
hear about it Irom their friends who ha\e
done it before."
- lircuuli 1 lowaid
P A R i S
Standing in front of the Palace at
Versailles, students from the mar-
keting department stop to take a
picture. While in Europe students
were allowed to travel freely and
explore other countries.
Making new friends is a must
when going into a new country.
This group of people studied
abroad and found new friend-










3 Shopping, skiing, climbing, and amusement
<H>I
Did you ever find yourself feeling like you were
in the middle of a cow field? Chances are you did
until someone let you in on the secret that you
could find something to suit vour interests just ^
down the road. If you liked the outdoors, you
may have taken a trip to Issaqueena Falls, Lake|,
Hartwell, Lake Keowee, or Table Rock State Park
All of those places were located less than forty-|r
five minutes from campus. Some of the best|i
skiing areas were located in the mountains o
NC. Myrtle Beach and Charleston, although
about four hours away, were also popular spots
during the warmer months. For shopping. Com-
merce, GA and Gaffney, SC, both places famous
for their outlet stores, were just off Interstate 83.
If it was excitement that vou were seeking, Six
I lags over Georgia and Faramt)imt's Carowinds
[mu'ided the fastest amusement park rides and
I he niDsl daring stunt shows in the south.
—Brandi I knvard
I Ivmj; Ihrmi^h llu' ,iii Kn i \ \ olpr l .irnlnu' Urow n, ,nul I null.i Si'xUui ns
ilu'lr li\i's.iiul Ihrir liiiu li on tlu- I'M) hnit iliopol I In- Ultim.iti' Kush .il Si\ I Lir,
( )\i'i ( ifor^i.i. M,in\' siiuli-nls |t,i\ I'li'il lo Atl.iiit.i ti)m>li)Si\ l-lcii;s lor a litlli'li






Standittg at the top of Table Rdck, Pierre
Elliqtl spends the day in the mountains
hiUnp and climbing. Tnble Rock was
Skiing on Lake Hartwell is aTk
pastime fot Clemson students. Lake
Hartwell yvas the largest manmade Jake




Upon coming to school, students had to answer
the very important question of which was more
important, privacy or sociahzation. Apartments
attracted a lot of attention because of privacy and
a designated parking space. They were usually
more spacious, which allowed for more personal
belongings and a private atmosphere. On the
other hand, apartments offered "real bills," walk-
ing to campus, and cooking for yourself. The
students who chose more socialization headed to
the campus dorms. Students found themselves
more centrally located to classes and on-campus
activites. The dorms offered the students a chance
to meet more people their age. However, the
dorms offered less privacydue to the small amount
of space. Dorms also had exterior noises from the
halls and other rooms. There were pros and cons
to both living in a dorm and in an off-campus
apartment.
Donna Myers
! Li ui); 111 Ills ^lhukI li.iiul riiliiu i, llii.iii SnlulJ *- I'lisliiutm^ lulls i.luiinj; tiu' tirst wri'k ol stiioul is
w.tltlu's U-lcvisioiv Sttiilcnis h.ul to i'\|nTmu'nl wilh '•<''l^ '*>" -'^ tiri'sonio vi't ri-w.irtiinj;. l.Dtts pii)\iiii'i
moit' sp.m- in llu- sin. ill living; .in-.i ol llu- tiornv
Sliiili'iits who liiil not w.int to hr so lii>;li oil llii' tlof
opii'il lo pill I iiuliTbKu ks uiulci the in'il, or |iisl Ic.U'
it on llu' llooi
clilli-n-nl vv4»y"< ot living; in onlrr to livi- loniptitihU-







Arranging furniture and turning a bleak room into an
interior design masterpiece challenges even the most
creative of minds. Rooms showed each students' indi-
vidual style and personality.
ns
Xot only did building the habitat house help one
family, but Chris Hea\'ner of the Lutheran Cam-
pus Ministry said, "This was a great chance to
learn that we can eliminate homelessness and
sub-standard living."
CONST
There was more to Homecoming Week than
the football game, float building and voting
on a Homecoming Queen. Next to the fra-
ternity homecoming displays on Bowman
Field, a couple hundred students, staff, and
community volunteers built a house for a
family in need of a good home. The Clemson
University Chapter of Habitat for Humanity
has built a house during Homecoming for
the past the five years. Even though the house
only takes 10 days to build and 3 months for
the rest of the additions to be completed, a
lot of work goes on when it comes to plan-
ning. It costs about $37,000 to cover the cost
oi building which the owner will pay off by
working on Uuir house and other houses,
called "sweaty equity." They [nil in 300 to
500 "sweaty equity" hours. 1 hning the re-
cipients of the house work on building their
home increased their personal stake, reduced
the monetary cost, .md de\'i>lopc>d rc>lation-
ships in the communitv. Tlu' new owners ot
the Habitat House also had a no interest
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Sitting on Bowman field, the
Habitat House sits until it is ready
for the new site. After the house
was transported to the site, out-
side partners would come in and
help complete the house.
Installing cable for the electrical
outlets to the Habitat House,
sophomore Jason Diehl does his
part in building the house. The




Tiger Gras— the fun of Mardi Gras at Clemson
<H>
99
On March 24, 1998, the union was filled with
Clemson students as they participated in the
beginning activities of Tiger Gras. Tiger Gras was
Clemson's version of Mardi Gras in New Or-
leans. Tuesday was the kickoff in the Loggia with
a carnival atmosphere. ActualNew Orlean sights
transformed onto the campus, such as caricature
artists, a handwriting analysist, a ventriloquist,
ca jun music, and cajun food. On Thursdav, stu
dents experienced outside activities with inflat-
able games like rock climbing, the joust, and
other bouncy games. On Friday, there was a
lunch in the phantom lot and step shows were
presented. Friday night was the Wild Video Dance
l\irtv on Bowman Field and where the king ,mm.]
c|iieeii were crowned. The money, which was
raised by the voting penny wars, was donated I
a charity oi the king's and queen's choice. The
king chosc> the Negro College Fund and [he
queen chose the Worth 1 k)use.
—Lara Simpson
l^i'iin^n tricycli' thuuir.h ,imil>-.l,u Irnunsr. Ihisslinlrnl |',n Ik i|\iti's m tlu' I i);i
< 1 1. 11 .ICtivili'S (h.il v\cu' lifKI im Ih)\\ m.m I i>',ii ( .1 .is v\ .i-^ I liiiison I 'm\ I'isih
vv.iy i)t celi'lir.iliny; M.irtll dr. is m .1 liin ,iiul s.itc l.ishmn siiuliiiN i'nn>\i'il ll
iini.iiu' ,uli\ ill's lli.il wiTf liolil llinnirjuml llic wi'i-k.

Lara Sinipsor
The seats in Littlejohn Coliseum were filled on the
night of October 15, 1998. Midnight Madness was
an annual event that kicked off the new basketball
season. The activities were sponsored by PhiKappa
Tau fraternity. These activities included a three-on-
three basketball tournament, a halfcourt shoot-off,
a foul shot contest, a three point shooting match, a
hot shot shooting competition, and a slam dunk
contest. The band. No Wake, performed through-
out the night and Tony Christie, a varsity basket-
ball player, accompanied them on the drums for
one song. The cheerleaders helped the fans cheer
on the teams and the Rally Cats performed. Hosted
by CBS anchorman Billy Packer, the madness ex-
ploded when Tree Rollins, a former Clemson and
NBA player, and Barbara Kennedy, also a former
Clemson player, were introducecl Both players
have had their numbers retired. The night ended
witli a dunking exhibition by the basketball team
to kick ott the new season.
I<ii|miin^;
.1 vli.iii U, l.ilk I.. I ui- l\..|lm>. Hilly I'.i. k.T
Iiu|iiiri-N rthoiil his li-i'lin^ Inwards his ivtiiri) lo Ihi'
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Dunking the ball to win the Slam Dunk contest, this
contestant stuns the crowd with his unique abilities.
The crowd went wild when two students began the
contest and the basketball teamcameout to show them
how to do it properly.
Striving to produce show stopping plays for
the Brooks Center, The Clemson Players work
hard to be unique and excellent actors and
actresses.
p L
During the fifth season of the Brooks Center,
The Clemson Players continued to produce
outstanding plays for the anniversary season
of the Performing Arts Center. Being student
run. The Clemson Players co-sponsored the
annual season of plays for Clemson Univer-
sity Students, staff, faculty, and members of
the community were able to participate in the
plays. Each individual play was designed
and directed by faculty, guest directors, and
sometimes students. Throughout the year,
the players produced four fully-mounted
productions, and one production during each
summer session. The plays produced at
Cleins{ )n tor tile 1 998-99 season included S/(V?/
Away, Look Honiezunni Aii^cl, When Stars Col-
lide, I III' Tempest, and Zootiiaii ami the Si^^ii. In
addition to producing plays, the players also
participated inoutsideeventsand workshops.
In tiie past they held <m 1 dgar's 111 and IV,
improvisation workshops, stage nicUiage-
nH'iil,and various other events. Anyone who
had .ni interest in theater was welconn^ to





Participating in one of the fall
productions. Lew Holton, Naomi
Sease, and Dennis Archambault
perform WJieii Stars Collide. Wlwn
Stars Collide was directed by Ray
Sawyer. Five other plays were
produced during the 1998-99 the-
ater season.
Helping sponsor most plays and
outside events, The Clemson
Players bring unique perfor-
mances to the Brooks Center. In





Shakespeare plays return for an eighth season.
88
f
In the spring of 1999, Clemson held its eightl
annual Shakespeare Festival. English professo
Dr. James Andreas created the Shakespeare Fes
tival and correlated events to promote excite
mentand enthusiasm for Shakespeare. The them
of the festival was "Be a Child o' th' Time." Th.
Clemson Players performed Tlw Tempest to so
out audiences. Shenandoah Shakespeare Expresi
(SSE), an acting company from Virginia came tc
perform The Kiii^Jit of the lhiniiii\:^ Pestle, Tin
Merehant of Venice, and Macbeth. Warehouse The
atre performed Twelfth Ni\^lit, and The Georgi.
Shakespeare Festival brought MucJi Ado Aboii
Nothi)!^^ to the stage. Charles Frev, Jeanne l\<^>h.
.
erts, 1 lerbert R. Coursen, Janet Field-Pickeringj||
cind Ralph Alan Cohen presented lectures abou'"
the inlliience o\ children within Shakespeare^
pla\'s. in addition to the plays, films and work
shops were held to ensure a successful festival
—Amv Matthew-
I'll liM mmj; llif |>,ii I 1)1 Sluliu k, till' Irw m I lu- Mncliiiiit oj Vniitc. I >,u ul Sjul
i>l SSI\ sluiws the .uulii'iui'iiilliTi'iit \vav^ ti) pivsi-iit llu'sanu' iii,iloj;iii- loi it
ti'sliv.il, SSI! pi'tlornu'il Sh,iki's|ii',\ri''s ilir Mncliiiiil of Vt'iiicr .\\h\ Mih IyIIl 1 li
.ilsi) piTlornu'tl /'//< Kiii\;lil (>/ lilt' IUniiiii\^ I'rsllf. whiili w.is wullcii In I i.in.
Ili'.iiiiiuHit,
.1 ii>nU'iupor.irv i>l Sh.iki'spe.iri'.
Patrick Burke
Watching their fellow players perform,
Wyckham Avery and Gwendolyn
Druyor of SSE wait for their part. In The
Merchan t of Ven ice, AveryplayedNerissa,
a servant to Druyor's part of Portia. SSE
performed with the lights on, casted gen-
der confusions, and i
ern songs into the pli
Giving a lecture on the "
and The Merchant of Venic
Cohen from James Madii
discusses his personal o
being Jewish within the play. Scholars
from various universities came to give













































































































The Greek Bowl tournament was a great way to
relieve stress and have fun at the same time.
Helping out a good cause was always a fun
thing and we tackled this one in every way.
R V
The eleven Panhellenic sororities trudged
around on Bowman Field for a week to prac-
tice for the Greek Bowl Tournament. This was
a single elimination tournament where every
sorority was given the chance to enter a team.
Once each sorority had gathered a team, they
were paired with teams from other sororities.
The Greek Bowl was a fundraiser to help
Lambda Chi Alpha's philanthropy. Canneci
goods were collected to help them raise
money. This was the fifth year running that
Lambda Chi Alpha sponsored this activity.
The overall winner was Zeta Tau Alpha. In
the football tournament, second place went
to Alphci C iamma Delta and first place went to
Zeta TtUi Alpha. For the spirit banner: third
place went to Kappa Kappa Gamma, second
place went to Zeta Tau Alpha, and the first
place winners were Delta Gamma. Caroline
Brown, a member of Zeta Tau Alpha said, "ll
was a fun way to get all of the sororities





NTaking their cue from the real
football players, the girls of Zeta
Tau Alpha look to the sideline for
their next defensive play. They
won first place in the overall
competiton and first place in the
football tournament too.
Planning the next play in a
huddle, the participants of the
Greek Bowl competition try to
beat their opponents to win the
tournament. They played in the
tournament to help Lambda Chi











It's Not Just A Tour, It's Help With A Decision.
M
e
The Clemson University Guide Association
(CUGA) was founded in 1984 in order to pro-
vide a link between the public, especially per-
spective students and the university. Many times
when high school students came to look at
Clemson their only contact was the tour guides
and the information they provided at the
Visitor's Center. Clemson's Tour Guides did d I
lot more than give campus tours. They also
hosted special events and sponsored their an-
nual Spring Fling in April. Some of the events
they helped host were the President's Box dur-
ing home football games and the grand open-
ing oi the Martin inn. Although the Clemson
Unixersity Guide Association was a xt^limteor
orgcUii/ation, the tour guides agreed that it was
an ama/ing feeling to have another student come|
ii[^ to you and say, "Hey, you were my tour guide
\\ hen I came to visit."
—Amy Kalksteii
"-•(•llmf, U|i .ippiMiilniriil-. Im Imii - "^mi.i HihIu' oI IIu' \ isiloi s t ciilri l.ilks li> .1
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ni.iki' ,1 tmn .ippoinlnu'nl I lie gniilcs scivi'il .is .1 Imk hchvccn nil<M('sli>




On the night of October 1, 1998, the Spitfire Tour
was brought to Littlejohn CoHseum. It was a tour
of various actors, activists, and musicians who
addressed certain controversial issues. Clemson
University was the first stop of the the Spitfire
Tour. The speakers were actor Woody Harrelson,
Amy Ray of the hidigo Girls, MTV'S Kennedy,
Nirvana's Krist Novoselic, cancer survivor Todd
McCormick, and Tracey Conaty, a representative
from the National Association for Gay and Les-
bian Rights. Some of the issues discussed were
thoughts about gay and lesbian issues, current
political problems/issues, personal responsibil-
itv for one's actions, the use of marijuana for
medicial reasons, and the legality of growing
hemp. People from the community were a little
concerned about the moral implications of the
tour. All of the participants stated that they just
wanted their audiences to be informed about
these current topics and issues.
1
Amy Matthew
->|'c.ikin^; Mill .ilmul j;.i\ ii);iils ,imt \dIiM)', i I)',IiN, Kt i-l
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siiiiii'itis .iboiil llu' issiii's he iliMUssi-J iliiriiir, i
shuw I If sluiwcil his li iciulliiu'ss by I'oniiiuiiiu ,i i





l^*pfc^ "* ^ Patrick Burke
Singing a song she wrote while at Clemson, Amy Ray
of the Indigo Girls entertains the crowd after her speech.
Ray talked about being a lesbian and all of the hard-
ships associated with her sexual preference.
€>
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'These endured all and gave all that justice
among nations might prevail and that mankind
might enjoy freedom and inherit peace."
—Anonvmous
YO
When Clemson was a military college, Bow-
man Field was used as the practice field for
the soldiers. \n 1996, the Military Heritage
Plaza was added to the field to honor the men
of the military. On September 17, 1998, Bow-
man Field was the perfect place for thePOW/
MlAAwareness Day ceremonies. ThisAware-
ness Dav was held to honor and remember all
of the prisoners of war and the soldiers miss-
ing in action. The ceremony was sponsored
by the Major Rudolph Anderson, Jr. Squad-
ron of The Arnold Air Society and the Major
Dennis H. Sattler Chapter of Silver Wings.
The guest speaker for the ceremony was Her
Dean Denmark. Mr. Denmark, a native of
Georgia, spoke i^\ his capture during the
Korean War. He was captured in c\w engage-
ment on the Apex of thr Iron Triangle and
iu'ki tor ten months, lor jiis POW and mili-
tary experience, he was awarded the Silver
Star upon his return to the United States. Mr.
DtMim.irk's discussion i.^\ his own lifeexperi-
iMu (' hrlpt'd people honor and appreciate the
nu-nihcrsot the U.S. Armed horces, as well as
soldiers who were (Mthcr prisoners of war or





Discussing the importance of
POW/MIA Awareness Day, Ca-
det Craig Zagorski talks about
the significance of the Armed Ser-






The hunt for the coveted derby lasted all week.
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At the beginning of the Derby Days week, sorori
ties raced to the Sigma Chi hall so they coulq
receive their first clue as to the week long clerb>
hunt. If a sorority found the daily derbv, the>
earned 5 points. If they found the main derb>
they got 50 points. Each sorority sponsored
queen that would raise money for Sigma Chi|
The Spirit Banner, the Derby Chase, and the Aii
Band competition were other activities that wenl
on during the week. On Tuesday, there was H
Derby Crush Party at Explorer's. All of thegroup™
took a mid-week break on Wednesday night io^
a little bit of line dancing. Thursday dawned the
famous Brothers Auction where brothers couki
be purchased to perform chores for a day. The
Derby Games tt)ok place Friday on Bowmni^
Field. At the end of the week, Elijah Blue and '\h<
l^hie Dogs held a concert at the Amory in honoj
oi of Derby Days.
— Lara Simpsoi]
VV. ill hint; I hi' Imr il.mic i i>m|>ililKiii r.nr.i- Hiulir .mi I I hrrrs.i |iiiU's i hiTi li
llicii il.iiui'is Tlu' liru' il.iiui' iiimiHlition \\,is |uili',iil on m ir,m.ilil\ , pni I'-mi
I'd Ikiiii.iiki-, .iiui iiowil p.wtii ip.ilinn.
B<iying the part of a
ncer, this membet of Sigma (
dcs around in his costume, Sigma Chi
)()nsored various events throughout the
eek of Derby Days not only for fun, but






During the week of the CaroUna game, Alpha Phi
Omega, a service fraternity, held their annual
blood drive against USC. The stations for giving
blood were set up in the Palmetto Ballroom and in
a sectioned off portion of Schiletter dining hall.
Signs were posted around campus to make stu-
dents aware of the event. To be a blood donor, one
had to weigh at least 110 pounds, have a substan-
tial iron level, and be in remotely good health.
Once all of the donor's information was recorded
into the computer, all of the screening tests had
been passed, and one finger pricked, the actual
blood donating process began. Blood donors were
allowed to give blood every eight weeks. After-
wards, the donors received snacks such as pizza,
cookies, and soft drinks. One bonus for most
people to give blood was the free t-shirt given by
Alpha Phi Omega. Although the Tigers did not
win the blood drive, they beat their original 4,000
pint goal bv 2,000 pint^
Amy Matthews
ImuMsin^ 111, 11 bliiDil Mij;.!!, M.iry lolinsun, AikIiow
C r.iniu', l.isim Kulu'ils, ,iiul C rislin.i Iulinr.(tn i-njdv llu-
uuiku's .iihI ilrlnks prDvidfil hy Hh- AnMiil st.itl
Doniirs wiTi'.illowi'J In y-ivi- blood i-vi'iv ii>;lil wivks.
Ki'stiii^ mmliii l,il>i\ Dii lIu' t.ibli', Nk k Cii'i>liu'r ^ivi
lilooil iliirin); tln' ( It'iiison \s. C'aroliii.i Hlooil Drivi
I 111' Uni\i'i>.ilv I'l 'muiIIi ( .imlm.i won llic MihhI dris'
tor llu- lirst tinii' in Iwn mmis.
I^
Checking in donors. Amy Philyaw enters vital infor-
mation into the computer for each person. Everyone
who gave blood will recieve a donor card stating their
blood type and donation record.
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State ri\'alry game ends in a charge on the field
and the dismantlement of the east goal post by
excited fans.
B E AT
November 16-21 was the big South Carolina
week. All week students went to the Palmetto
Ballroom to donate their blood for the annual
Carolina-Clemson Blood Drive. The mem-
bers of Clemson ROTC guarded the rock all
day and night for the whole week. They
ritually banged on the tin cans. Sororities and
fraternities went downtown to the local stores
and decorated the windows to show their
spirit and support for the Tigers. On Friday,
the Walter Cox memorial park was dedicated
and that night was the big Rally at the Rock.
On the big day families and alumni crowded
1)11 to the campus for a day full of fun. Tailgat-
ing vvL'nt on dll day until everyone packed
themselves into the almost sold out game.
Tile stadium was filled and the players were
psyched. The Tigers played one of their best
games of the season and won the game with
a score of 2K—19. As the game ended students
and f.ms i harged the field .nul lore down the
goal post. Instead ot throwing it into the
Carolina band, the students carried it all
throughout the stcKiium and the campus un-
til il l.nuled in the bottom ol the ri'tlection
poiul. I lu'se\'en yciir tradition ol (he \'isitiiig
te.nn winning wasoverand Clemson pro\'t>d









Standing at the line of scrin^mage,
the tigers prepare to engage their
next plan of attack. The tigers
ended a seven-year streak of vis-
iting team victory by winning
28— 19 on their home field.
Participating in one of the largest
pep rallies in the state, the head
coach of the men's soccer team
builds excitement in the crowds




All the world's a sta^e
And all of the men and women are merely


























































































































































A Chronology of Significant




• Thomas Green Clemson
1890-1893
• Henry Aubrey Strode
1893-1897
• Edwin Boone Craighead
1897-1902
• Henry Simms Hartzog
1897, 1899, 1902




• Walter Merritt Riggs
1919, 1924-1925
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5 E\ THE History of
CLEMSON




• Robert FianiSa IVofe
1958-1-"-
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A Chronology of Significant




Clemson Agricultural College was founded
1890
•Recruiting for faculty began
1891
• Tillman Hall was dedicated on July 28
1892
• Convicts built original buildings of Clemson
1893
•Clemson opened for classes on juh b
1894
• The main building (Tillman) burned down
1895
• Clemson Y.M.C.A. was organized
1896
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IJ4NG AND INTI- TRADE
A Chronology of Significant
Dates in the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1897
• The Chronicle was established
1898
• Godfrey Hall was built
1899
• Textile Department established
1900
• Football team had first undefeated season
1901
• The first yearbook produced. The Occonean
1902
• Marching Band began
1903
• End of John Heisman's football coaching career
at Clemson
1904
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A Chronology of Significant
Dates in the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1905
• All students were expected to harvest food tor the mess
hall
1906
• Baseball was the most popular sport
1907
• The Tiger newspaper began publication
1908
• April Fool's March to Pendleton that suspended over 300
students
1909
• Tuition cost $143.77 per vear
1910
• Walter Merritt Riggs became President
1911
• 13"'year of The Chronicle
1912
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A Chronology of Significant
Dates in the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1913
•First telegraph office was established in Tillman
1914
• 252 Rats enrolled
1915
• Clemson had its first women on faculty
1916
•Football Team beat Furman 94-0
1917
• All seniors volunteered for U.S. military service
1918
President Woodrow Wilson asked President Riggs to
come work for him in Washington, D.C.
1919
• A.J. Corcoram wrote the Alma Mater
1920
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SUZANNE PAL IE KSON
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Playing on the halls of
Holmes, Phillip Riblett
practices for his upcom-
ing performance at
Edgar's.
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A CHRONOLOe;\ oi Significant
Datfs in thf HlsroK^ oi-
CLEMSON
U N I V E R S I T \
1921
• A Kiilbird Club was »Kti\o on (.Minpus
U)22
• AnuMican Sociot\- ot C'iv il l-n>;inoors was toiuulod
1023
• Strom I hunnond v;raduatod
1024
• C\ilotiMia walkout K\1 to ivaEianv;onuMit ot tablos
1025
• Sik(.>s 1 lall was >;utti\i b\ luv i>n .\pril ^
1026
• Tiv;or Hroliirrhood was touiuloJ
1027
• Kii;v;s I lall was built
1028





























































































A Chronology of Significant
Dates in the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1929
• Faculty sold dairy products door to door to raise money
for the college
1930
• IPTAY was started
1931
• American Society of Agricultural Engineers was formed
1932
• Animal Husbandry Club (Block and Bridle) was orga-
nized
1933
• Beta Sigma Chi founded; a Charleston area fraternity
1934
• Randy Henson was named to the All-South Atlantic
1935
• American Society of Agronomy was founded
1936
• First American College to have Infantry Brigade
^
.,'.v_t: 'WLDROP











for another ride on the boat. Lucky was a mixed
dog that belonged to Kristina and Gloria Tate; he
enjoyed watching skiers and swimming in tlu'
lake.
/ C u sWa W^^
o
a.
Waiting for his turn, this
participant of the half-
court shot contest dur-
ing Midnight Madness





























































































A Chronology of Significant
Dates in the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1937
• Long Hall was built
1938
• Clemson cadets entered into World War 11, what they
called Dante's Inferno
1939
• Mell Hall was built as the Post Office
1940
• All-American Banks McFadden graduated
1941
• Frank Howard took over as Head Football Coach
1942
• Death Valley was built, and the Running Down the Hill
tradition was started
1943
• The football team started 9 first-year freshman
1944
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A Chronology of Significant
Dates in the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1945
• Clemson beat Presbyterian 7-0
1946
• TAPS was nc^t produced because of World War II
1947
Cadets returned from the war and Classes of 1944-46
graduated
1948
• Bobby Gage was MVP of the Gator Bowl
1949
• Ray Matthews received the All-Southern Award
1950
• Clemson House was built
1951
» The Football Team won eight games and tied one
1952
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A Chronology of Significant
Dates in the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1953
• Johnstone and The Union were built
1954
• Harcombe was built
1955
• First women allowed to matriculate
1956
• The marching band played Clemson/Carolina clash
1957
• Clemson played Miami in the Orange Bowl
1958
• President's House was built
1959
• Local fraternitites established
1960
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A Chronology of Significant
Dates in the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1961
• Death Valley gets a new endzone
1962
• Tiger Baseball was 4"'in the ACC under Bill Wilhelm
1963
• Clemson was peacefully intergrated
1964
• The Basketball Team was 3''^ in the ACC under Bobby
Roberts
1965
• Ben E. King and Sam Cooke played at Homecoming
1966
• Last visit of Gator Farr, the most spirited alumni
1967
• Dr. Edward Teller, inventer of the A-bomb spoke at the
70th Commencement exercises
1968
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A Chro\olog\ of Significant
Dates i\ the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY'
1969
• Fratemites and sororities affliated with national chapters
1970
• After 30 vears and IC".^ \ictorios. Frank Howard retired
from coachini;
1971
• The Capers ranked 4' in the Drill Championships
1972
Blue Kev organized and directed Tigerama
1973
• The swimming pool was added to Fike
1974
• Sports mo\ed to lervev Athletic Center
1975
• The Central Dance Association, responsible for concerts
was disbanned
1976
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A Chronology of Significant
Dates in the History of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1977
• Average GPR was 2.58
1978
• Pat Siebert, the first female to receive an ROTC Scholar-
ship
1979
• President Robert C. Edwards retired
1980
• Dizzy Gillespie performed in Littlejohn
1981
• Shawn Weatherly, a Clemson student was named Miss
Universe
1982
• Calhoun Courts added to relieve overcrowded dorms
1983
•NCAA put football program on a two year probation
1984
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A ChRONOLOG\ of SlGMFICAXT
Dates ix the Hi?tor\ of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1985
• Clemson Plavers gain national recognition
1986
• Kennv Rogers, Dollv Parton, Sting, Hank Williams Ir..
and John Cougar Mellencamp pertormed on campus
1987
• Welcome Back Festi\al \sas started
1988
• $n.9 million Hunter Laboratory opened
1989
• Strom Thurmond Institute dedicated on April 12
1990
•Head Football Coach Dann\' Ford resigns
1991
• Ma\a .Angelou \isited the campus
1992
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A Chronology o\- Significant
Dates in the Histor\ of
CLEMSONUNIVERSITY
1993
The Brooks Center for the I'ertormini; Arts opened
1994
• $650,000 C.nillon C.irdens opened
1995
• Deno Ciirris annoiuieed as the 13"' President
1996
• Clemson added two new seals to oflieial watermarks
1997
• The entire campus beeame wired tor internet access
1998
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The Department of Graphic Communications
received more that $545,900 in state-of-the-art
printing equipment as a donation from Heidel-
berg USA last spring. Heidelberg installed a
Quickmaster DI 46 press, a 78 paper cutter, a Stahl
B20 folder, a Heidelberg Topaz scanner, and Pac
Pilot packaging software. The equipment was
donated in order to help Clemson's Graphics
Program stay on the cutting edge of printing.
Director of Training for Heidelberg Larry Knoll
said, "We are pleased to provide Clemson with
this equipment as it helps prepare today's stu-
dents for tomorrow's marketplace, while it exem-
plifies Heidelberg's commitment to the graphic
arts community." The equipment was presented
on January 22, coinciding with International Print-
ing Week®. The debut of the equipment was
followed by a reception that hc^noreci Professor J.
Page Crouch, who taught the first graphics course
offered at the imi\'ersit\' in 1968.
I )is(i|a\ iii^;llu'iii-w DI |>uss, iiisli iKliii Mk li.u U ,i.nil, I i-,liiiiiij; tn .lniu-. nl I 'i l\\\\r ( unii lis i.iiL'c'r a
Dr. John Lfininm-r, .ind lii-idflberf^ ri'pri-si'ntali\i' Cli-iiisongiu'stsnl Inliin.ili.in.il I'l inlm);\Vci'k®gcithe
l,.irrv Krol! ilisiiiss lin- iipi-omiiiy; ilcilii.ition. in llu' Iomt oI ( .ihIImn I I, ill
ail
Demonstrating how the new equipment works, this
patron of the graphic arts community shows the crowd













3 The agency that keeps South Carolma clean.
90
The Regulatory and Public Service Programs
have been an integral part of the Clemson Uni-
versity mission since 1890. To ensure the safe use
of agricultural products, the commission orga-
nized programs that involved quarantined pests,
nursery inspections, and seed quality. As early as K
1 899, Clemson was designated as the agency that
was to be responsible for verifving the puritv and
quality of fertilizers and pesticides. Thev set
regulations that these products were used safely.
The three departments that composed the agency
were Fertilizer and Seed Certification, Plant hi-
dustry, and Pesticide Regulation. Some of the
many duties of the agency were to keep tlu
groundwater supply safe, balance the use oi land
and coast, assure homeowners of proper termite
treatments, prevent pesticide misuse, help farm-
ers gel tlieir grain to market, protect orchards
trom pests and disease, protect plants from dis-
ease, and to increase the prt)fitabilitv ofSC crops.
— I^randi I k)\\'ard
liispi-i lm>; muliTiiiMlli ,i l,ii m hiiilJmi;, lliis 1 )r|Mi Imcnl nl I'l'slu ulc Kcr.ul.ilior
inspi'iti)r ni.iki's siiri' tli.U the ilisp^Siil sv'sti-ni is up U> st.iti- sl.iiul.iiils. Ki'^iil.i
lory tilliii.iN li.ivi- laki'ii t'\t'r\' pii'i.uilion lo pii-vont tin- liM};oiiv hIIIk" niisappli
I .iliun ot l.irm pi-sticiilfs ,is ,i nuMiis i>t iiuiour pt-st miitrol. UosiMrcli loinliu tci.
I'V till' .i^i'iu'v lias slmwii Ih.it ii"itilii.,ilion diul tr.iiiiinj; ot pesticide applicitiir;
has saveii m,in\ li\ es oxci ihr \i ars.

The whole art ofteaching is only the art
ofawakening the natural curiosity of
young mindsfor the purpose ofsatisfying
it afterwards; and curiosity itselfcan be
vivid and wholesome only in proportion
\e mind is contented and happy.
m
n jj ij I . m/'i^mmimmmmum^

Talking with students. Dr. David Woodard discusses
what will be on the upcoming exam. Last spring, Dr.
Woodard received the Professor of the Year Award,















mance in the under-
graduate classroom
and to allow for con-
tinued professional
development of fac-
ulty by exposure to
an international ex-
perience. The recipi-






















deal to the faculty and
students on campus,"
said Connor-Greene.
This award was so sig-
nificant to the campus
becausestudentswere
the ones who sent in
the nominations and





A professor of psychology, Patricia Connor
Greene tries to find an interesting way to
present all aspects of her material. Connor
Greene was awarded the Excellence in
Teaching honor because her students con-
sidered her to be one of the most caring and





students participated in the
graduation ceremony at
Littlejohn Coliseum. Among
the graduates therewere two
men who will be remem-
bered separate from the oth-
ers. They were Joseph P.
Riley and Leo Bidez.
Riley received an honor-
ary Doctorate of Humani-
ties degree. He was the re-
cipient of this degree for his
historical preservation and
leadership when Charleston
was a victim of Hurricane
Hugo.
Bidez was a 79-year-old
that received a bachelor 's de-
gree in political science after
taking classes for fifteen
years. "He gives them (other
students) an appreciation of
what really counts in educa-




Reaching for President Curris' hand, 79-year-old Leo
Bidez accepts his diploma. Mr. Bidez began his quest
for a bachelor's degree in political science fifteen years
ago. Before graduating in December, Bidez worked for
DuPont for 37 years.
Moving to the stage, Leo Bidez partici-
pates in his second university gradua-
tion. Bidez graduated from Auburn
University 58 years ago in chemical en-
gineering. Bidez stated, "I talked to the
registrar's office and was able to trans-
fer some credits from Auburn. Now I am
going to be a Tiger from two schools."
Speaking to the 1,160 graduates, five-
term mayor of Charleston, Joseph Riley
accepts his honorary Doctorate of Hu-
manities degree. Commenting on his
work with the Architecture Center of
Charleston, James Barker said, "There is
no finer laboratory for these students
than Charleston, and this center would




Fixinj^ the car for another leg of
the competition in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, members of the Mini
Baja Team try to mend any prob-
lem areas on the car. The team
won 13th place overall and 25th
in overall endurance.
Standing in its glory, tiu' mini
baja awaits final inspection bo-
fore the racing begins. The Mini
Baja c.ir took mcr 4 months (o
build
Last June in Milwaukee, Wis- Carolina section of SAE, BASF,
consin, ninety-three schools met and Ingersol Rand were the
for the Mini Baja Competition, sponsors for the car. The main
The car was the senior design drivers of the carwere Ross Love,
project for the students in me- Rusty Teasley, Jason Foster, and
chanical engineering. The team's Britt Martin. During the compe-
^, mical Engineering
car took over four
months to design and
build. Five students at-
tended the competi-
tion where they en-
tered the design, static,
dynamic, and overall
endurance events. The
mini baja car placed
13th overall, 4th in the
dynamic event, and
25th in overall endur-
ance. In building the car, the stu-
dents were allotted a $5000 bud-
get from outside sponsors. East-
ern Food, Michelin, Consoli-
dated Southern Industries, the
tition, the suspen-
sion and the drive
trainbrokeon the car.
Despite a couple of
problems, the team
did not get discour-
aged. In comment-
ing about the season,
captain Brian Burton
stated, 'Ttwas a great
learning experience,
a lot of fun, and a
great way to meet people. I am
looking forward to next year."
—Amy Matthews

iinding behind a carved image of himself,
'alter Cox gazes upon the statue after it is
-iveiled. T.J. Dixon and James Nelson
afted the statue out of Walter Cox's like-
;ss in bronze so that he would forever




as the Walter T. Cox
Jr. Union Plaza. The
reconstructed
plaza was dedi-
cated in honor of
Walter Cox, a loyal
member of the
Clemson Univer-




dent of the college.
In his years of ser-
vice to the univer-
sity. Cox served as
the Vice President
of Student Affairs
for thirty years, a
director of public




lion and an hon-
orary doctorate.
He witnessed
41,800 of the past
89,000 students
that graduated













Cox said he owed his
success to his twenty-
nine family members
who were present at
the ceremony. Com-
menting on the plaza
and its dedication
Walter Cox said, "It's
just wonderful to be





Resting with himself, Walter Cox poses with
the bronze statue for photographers and
the crowd. Mr. Cox had his whole family
and circle of friends in attendance at the
dedication of the plaza. The Walter T. Cox




were integral parts of the
education of many students.




required at least one intern-
ship in order to graduate.
Other departments such as
Speech and Communication
Studies and Languages of-
fered internship opportuni-
ties, but did not require them
for graduation. Dr. West,
Chair of Graphic Communi-
cations, said "There were
three main reasons we re-
quired internships ofour stu-
dents. The first was to intro-
duce them to the real world
of work. The second was to
validate what we teach here.
Finally, internships early on
help students to focus on and
tailor their career paths."
—Brandi I (oward
Drilling a hole into a piece of steel, Patrick O'Neill
works as a cooperative education student for Cryovac.
Cryovac was a company that manufactured machines
that helped make packages. Co-op students usually
tried to get three semester internships with a company
that related to their major or career interests to gain
experience.
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Sawing through a piece of steel
machinery, co-op students Alex Frost
and Jason Verrett work with Cryovac
for their second semester. Students
worked during a spring, fall, and sum-
mer semester in order to gain knowledge
about specific fields.
Fixing a computer, Jason Verrett helps
the company in another way. Students
that worked with companies also per-
formed daily office jobs and other tasks






F'ointing out the connection be-
tween madness and genius. Dr.
Arnold Ludwig discusses his
theory of how the two relate to
the creative mind. Dr. Ludwig
had written over 100 articles or
chapters in books on psychiatry.
Staring into the eyes ul a gtiuu^
or a madman—that is exactly
what Dr. l.udwig talks about in
his lecture held in Tillman Audi^
torium. Dr. Luclwig was a recipi-
ent of the Hofheimer Prize given




On October 19, 1998, Dr. Arnold
Ludwig, a professor of Psychia-
try at the University ofKentucky
Medical Center, spoke at the 1998
Fall Honors Convocation. The
lecture, "Method and Madness
in the Arts and Sci-
ences," was held in
Tillman Auditorium
and was free and open
to the public. Dr.
Ludwig spoke about
madness and how cre-
ativity could cause
someone to be more
likely to have a mental
illness. Dr. Ludwig had
studied the so-called
"tortured artist" syndrome for
the past fifteen years. He had
recently completed his seventh
book, entitled The Price of Great-
ness: Resolving the Creativity and
Madness Controversy. His study
involved a broad spectrum of
musicians, actors, revolutionar-
ies, and scientists. He looked at
how their creative mind may
have actually aided the devel-
opment of a mental
disease, addiction to
a substance, or per-
haps an untimely
death. Ludwig's lec-
ture seemed to tell
the stories about
self-destructive rock




However, Dr. Ludwig believed







Discussing his new book, Dr. Ludwig
talks to the crowd about his fifteen years
of research that went into the study of
the creative mind. Dr. Ludwig received
his M.D. from the University of Pennsyl-
vania and a B.A. from Swarthmore Col-
lege.

Working on the body of Mulligan, the Con-
crete Canoe Team sands it down. The
amount of labor and man hours put into the
building of the canoe totalled 5000. Mulligan
proved to be the fastest canoe in the nation,
as well as in Clemson's history.
After 10 months and













around the nation at-
tended the competi-
tion in Rapid City,
SD. They placed 3^^^
overall, although
they came in first in
every competition.
Mulligan was 20.5 ft
long,33 inwide, 10.5
in deep, 0.25 in thick
and weighed 95 lbs.



















produce the best con-
crete canoe in Clemson
history and the fastest
canoe in the nation,"
said Brad Putman. Al-
though the team did not
win V^ place, they were
satisifiedwiththeknowl-




Inspecting the mold, ASCE members make




The College of Archi-
tecture, Arts, and Humani-
ties produced a remarkably
rich environment for study.
The mixture of core disci-
plines with applied profes-
sions in the college provided
both depth and breadth in
learning. This structure gave
students and faculty the
skills which addressed the
complex and interconnected
challenge of the future,
where it was no longer pos-
sible for these problems to
be solved in a single disci-
pline or profession. It was




progress was made. These
kinds of thoughts and ac-
tion formed a fundamental
part of the College of




Sitting in his office. Professor & Chair of the History
Department, Roger Grant, reviews teacher evaluations
for the fall semester. Professor Grant was a railroad
historian and had written over a dozen books on the
subject of trains.
<5>
Competing in the 5"' Annual Tiger Cup,
David Boland Wham delivers a the 2"'*
Runner-up place speech. Mr. Wham
represented the Fort Hill Tour Guides
and was a senior majoring in Health
Science.
Serving up food and fun. The College of
Arts, Architecture, and Humanities
holds a banquet before the Homecom-
ing football game. This was an annual
event for the students, faculty, and





Celebrating its fifth year annivtr
sary, the Brooks Center for Per
forming Arts brings plays, con-
certs, and hosts various events
for the University. Robert Brook'<
said that if you sat still on a sileni
day the Spirit of Clemson may
overcome you and you may be-
come a Clemson legend—"one
who hasgone beforeand returned
to help those that follow."
Playing the part of a concerm il
son, Kevin Curler particip.itis
along with Pat Cook in the pl.i\
Aujiif>l Flight. The play vvasabmii
a student dealing with hismotiu'i
in .1 nicnt.il w.inl
'atrick Burke
The College of Architecture,
Arts, and Humanities predicted
that the future will focus more
on theArts than science and tech-
nology. To prepare for this, the
College of AAH uniquely posi-
tioned itself to pre-
pare the next genera-
tion of Clemson men
and women. It used a
distinctive blend of
disciplines found in
no other college in the
world, making the
college responsible
not just for preparing
tomorrow's authors,
architects, and artists,
but it also provided
all Clemson graduates with a
solid foundation in communi-
cation and language skills, his-
tory, geography, and philosophy.
With programs for faculty and
students to study on five conti-
nents, it was Clemson's global
college, the best suited to take a
leadership role in preparing
graduates to live in an interna-
tional community. The AAH
College had ten
departments. They




E. Lee Gallery held





events in the 1998-
1999 school year were: Look
Homeward Angel, When Stars Col-
lide, Vienna Choir Boys, and Stu-
dent Exhibits.
—Amy Kalkstein
Surviving the ages, Hardin Hall still
stands over a century after its opening.
A century ago, Hardin began as the
Clemson College Chemistry Building,




lousing the geology, psychology, sociol-
gy, political science, Calhoun Honors, and
he Co-op departments, Brackett Hall acts
s one of the newer buildings on campus,
irackett, formerly the Chemistry building























































study of law, journal-
ism, and medicine.
—Amy Kalkstein
Working in Dr. Larry LaForge's Manufac-
turing simulation lab, Jason Weston checks
his project on the computer.
During the first summer ses-
sion of 1999, the College of Business
and PubHc Affairs sponsored two
study abroad trips. One was to Eu-
rope and the other to Asia. Students
were allowed to take either one or
two classes during the six week trip.
They also went on a number of visits
to different businesses and organiza-
tions. These trips were not all work;
the students also had free days to go
and see the sites of the cities they
were visiting. The trip to Europe vis-
ited Paris, Florence, Venice, and
Munich. The trip to Asia visited Hono-
lulu, Tokyo, Kyoto, Hong Kong,
Guangzhou, Guilin, Singapore, Kuala
Lumpur, Penang, Phuket, and Bankok.
The trips were a great way for stu-
dents to trav^el and gain knowledge
about the business world.
—Amy Kalkstein
businessi
Standing outside the Federal Ministry Building in Ber-
lin, these students learn about the current German
economy. This trip was part of the Department of
Management's Industrial Management program in
Germany last spring.
Iffice of International Affairs
€>
Serving as the Graphic Communications
building, Godfrey Hall hosts all of the
computers, printers, and presses for stu-
dents majoring in graphics. Graphics
majors usually spent most of their day in
the labs of Godfrey Hall.
Posing outside of Dahmler Benz com-
pany, Cody Baker, DJ Kreak, and Ryan
Chung take a tour of the company's
headquarters. These guys spent the
spring in Germany in the Industrial Man-
agement program.
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During a tour, graduate assistant
Jeremy Blair shows freshman en-
gineering students the flume. The
flume simulated an open channel
flow of water. On site tours of
machinery gave students a better
understanding of the course ma-
terial.
Basking in the sunshine, Olin
Hall, home to the department of
Ceramic Engineering is one dI
Clemson's many engini'i'i nii;
buildings. Tiles that preventeil 1 1 u
burning up of space siuittles as
they entered back into the earlii's




The College of Engineering and
Science offered a broad range of
rigorous and stimulating bacca-
laureate degree programs which














dedicated faculty committed to
excellence in undergraduate
education as well as in research.
Clemson offered eight profes-
sional Bachelor of Science de-











^-j -^'.1^ degrees in Chem-






elor of Arts degrees were also




Showing freshmen a video on Civil En-
gineering, graduate assistant Brad
Putnam discusses why he chose Civil
Engineering during a tour. Civil Engi-
neering students like Mr. Putnam par-









. ,'esting the solubility of water in a chemis-
ry lab, Alissa Keogh performs a chemistry
'xperiment. Hunter served as the main
hemistrv building on campus. The origi-
lal chemistry building was Hardin Hall,
vhich became the home of the History de-
partment.
The Mission of the
College of Engi-
neering and Sci-












In the fall of 1998
the College of En-
gineering and Sci-





ties and what it




on a few related
fields. These tours


















contest, and a suspen-
sion bridge project.




Using the Virtual Reality helmet through
the computer science department, Ricky
Cancrow tries the virtual reality project.
Virtual Reality was offered through the
College of Engineering and Science.
TX 1he College of Health,
Education, and Human De-
velopment oversaw the aca-
demic programs offered by
the School of Nursing, the
Department of Public
Health, and the Department
of Parks, Recreation, and
Tourism Management. The
college also oversaw the de-





and Special Education, and
Technology and Human
Resource Development, as
well as the National Drop-
out Prevention Center, and
the Joseph F. Sullivan Cen-
ter for Nursing and
Wellness. The educational
resources ofClemson's other
colleges were also integrated
into tliese curricular areas.
— Amy Kalkstein
fori
1Taking a break from working in the Joseph F. SulHvan
Wellness Center, this Clemson nursing student poses
with a registered nurse. This center traveled around
the area and helped with drawing blood and checking
blood pressure. The Joseph F. Sullivan Wellness Cen-
ter was associated with the human development part
of the college
<H>
Housing the future teachers of America,
Tillman Hall holds many education
classes and administrative offices.
Tillman Hall was also one of the original
buildings on campus.
Completing a semester with a Clemson
student teacher from the Health, Educa-
tion, and Human Development Depart-
ment, these students pose for their
teacher. Student teachers fulfilled their
curricular requirements at local schools




Posing with kids at a YMCA
camp, this CIcmson student ful-
fills his required internship for
the UndergraduatcStudy in Non-
profit Leadership. Some groups
affiliated with this program were
Camp Fire Boys and Girls, Boy
Scouts of America, Girl Scouts,
YMCA, YWCA, 4-H, and the
American Red Cross.
Demonstrating his reading skills,
this student shows his teacher that
he can read the class rules.
Clemson prepared student ti\irh
ers to teach at any level
3
nnd Human Dcvelowiient ,
,
f^ mm I PQise my hand








The College of Education,
Health, and Human Develop-
ment had a number of different
departments. Someofthemwere
curriculum and instruction; edu-





ment; and the Joseph
F. Sullivan Center for
Nursing.





as either student teachers, tu-
tors for ED 100, or other under-
graduate field placements. Jen-
nifer McMahan was a student
teacher at Liberty Elementary
School. The teacher she worked
with received the Channel 4
Golden Apple Award. When
the class was filmed, Jennifer
got to be on camera teaching.












the Third Annual In-
vitational4-H GolfTournament.
The tournament netted $12,000
to support the state 4-H youth
awards.
— Amy Kalkstein
Reading The Polar Express, this Clemson
student teacher tutors a local elemen-
tary student. Student teachers were more
than just teachers, they were role mod-
els and friends.

Visiting Agricultural sites all around the
state, these members of the FFA take time
ifor a picture during a field trip with the
Agricultural Education Department. The
FFA was a group for students who were
interested in future agricultural leadership.













The Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree was





















schools: the School of
Animal, Biomedical,
and Biological Sci-





School of Plant, Sta-
tistical , and Ecologi-
cal Science.
—Amy Kalkstein
Drawing pictures on faces, this member of
the Agriculture Bio Council works at the
1998 Fall Festival. The Festival was coordi-
nated by the Ag Bio Council in conjunction





ture and Life Science was
comprised of two schools.
One was the School ofNatu-
ral Resources. Their mission
was to provide a compre-
hensive land-grant aca-
demic unit dedicated to the
study of natural resources.
The school was committed
to discovering information
and finding solutions to
major biological and ecologi-
cal problems, contributing
to economic growth and
prosperity through innova-
tive technologies, and en-
hancing the quality of life.
Some of the special pro-
grams provided by the
School of Natural Resources
were: aquaculture produc-
tion facility, aviary, fish dis-
ease laboratory, aquatic ani-
mal research laboratory, and






Setting up for the Fall Festival, these FFA members
prepare for the large crowds that come downtown for
trick or treating. The College of Agriculture, Forestry,
& Life Sciences sponsored many events around cam-
pus and included their alumni in those projects.
Honoring alumni. Dean of the College
of Agriculture, Forestry, & Life Sciences
Bill Wehrenberg poses with Bill
Kennedy. Each college had its own spe-
cial way to honor its past graduates.
Reminding the campus of its original
agricultural roots, this design ornament
on the side of Tillman Hall keeps
Clemson aware of its legendary past.




k"What made you come
to Clemson University
and was it everything
you expected?" In 1994,

















float building, pep ral-
lies, and pageants. The
Tiger Cup Competition
was designed to pro-
mote collegiate loyalty





were invited to partici-
pate by speaking on a
topic concerning some















perpetual trophy to be
held until the next
year's competition.
— Brandi Howard
Delivering her winning speech, Rita K.
Bolt answers the question "What made
you come to Clemson University and
was it everything that you expected?"
Rita K. Bolt was a sophomore from
Anderson, S.C. majoring in Speecli ,iiul
Communications.
Finishing the compi-tion, Kil.i K IJoll,
David Bolaiul Wham, and Brian Derrick
Mobley lake a group piclu re after receiv-
ing their a Wiirds, Mr, Mobley linished as































who became a patriot






















Boland Wham was se-
lected as the winner.
—Brandi Howard
Standing with Dr. Deno Curris, David
Boland Wham, Emily Ann Jones, and
Brian Derrick Mobley are the finalists
for the 95"' Annual Trustees' Medal Com-
petition. The winner, David Boland
Wham was a junior Health Science ma-
jor from Clinton, S.C.
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;howing a student how to operate a pro-
;ram, James, a Help Desk staff member
iffers helpful advice. Students found the
m-site aid to be useful when problems arose,
"he new labs came equipped with Pentium
I processors, Windows 95, 17 inch moni-
ors, and CD-ROM drives.
Martin Hall definitely
went through a huge
transition in the sum-
mer of 1998. During the
spring semester, trucks
entered the premises,
fences were put up and
walls were torn down
to make room for the
new computer lab.
These were the steps
taken to renovate Mar-
tin Hall and build the
newDCncomputer lab
in the basement. Dur-
ing the year, many other
improvements were
made around campus,
but the biggest addition
was the computer labs.
The new computers all
had 400 MHz Pentium
II processors, 64 MB
RAM, 17 inch moni-
tors, Windows 95, and
CD-ROM drives. The
Help Desk was also lo-
cated in the basement
so that there would be
fewer problems with
the computers. Some
of the computers that
went into the new labs








some of the long
lines, impa-
tience, and frus-
One of the many new desktop computers in
Martin Hall's computer lab, this PC waits
for the next user to log on to the system.
tration that the older com-
puter system caused. Stu-
dents found the new labs
easier to use and more
helpful with the informa-
tiondesklocated in the lab.
Jeff Weiss, a sophomore
said, "The new Martin
Computer Lab is a pleas-







students were enrolled in the
Fall of 1998. Aside from all
of the research and projects,
graduate students also held
on-campus jobs. Over 1,703
graduate students held
graduate assistant positions
in the fall of 1998. Brenda
Goodman, of the Graduate
School Office said, "Gradu-
ate assistantships were
awarded by each employ-
ing department and that de-
partment was responsible
for the funding." Jobs ranged
from teaching freshman En-
glish, to conducting biology
and computer science labs.
Not all graduate assistant-
ships resulted in direct class-
room activities. Some gradu-
ate assistants worked more
closely with their professors
by helping with field re-




Sending files to the proofer, Kern Cox, a graduate
assistant in the Graphic Communications Department,
explains this process to Connie Creech. Graduate stu-
dents in graphics helped students on the computers,
sent files to the imagesetter, assisted on press runs, and
helped maintain the lab.
<5>
Demonstrating a wave movement in a
structure, graduate student Chris
Hollingsworth presents a project for the
civil engineering department. Graduate
students typically spend two to three
more years in school to get an additional
degree.
"Tuning a slip," Christopher Chestnut
works as a teaching assistant/graduate
student for the ceramic engineering de-
partment.
You ask, lohat is our aim? I can answer
"» i
in one word:
It is victory, victory at all costs, victory
in spite of all
terror, victory, however long and hard
t^iS"
the road may he;





A the first football game of the 1998 season, the
football team continued its winning tradition against
the Furman Paladins. The rivalry between Clemson and
Furman began on October 31, 1896. Furman was
Clemson's first opponent ever. Nineteen ninety-eight's
first football game was historic in its own right. Brandon
Streeter broke the record for opening day completion
percentage by a quarterback. Streeter completed 1 1 of 1
4
passes for a 78.6 percent. Adrian Dingle tied his own
record for number of sacks in a game (3) against Furman.
Clemson's second game of the 1998 season against
Virgina Tech was not a run away victory like the week
before against Furman. Actually, Virgina Tech was the
team who ended up running away with the game. The
final score was Virgina Tech 37, Clemson zero. The tigers
then played in Charlottesville against Virgina. During
tlie fourth quarter, Streeter took the tigers 87 yards in six
plays, but the Tigers still fell short in the last minutes of
the game, to lose it 18-20. Looking for a win with the
game against Wake Forest they came up short to lose 19-
29. When the Tigers met North Carolina they fell behind
once again to losel4-21. After four defeats, the Tigers
redeemed themselves when they met the Maryland
Teripins for the Tiger's Homecoming game. They won
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The Clemson University Football team had a rough 1998 season. They endel
the season with a 3-8 record. Throughout the season the Tigers weil
plagued with numerous injuries. Despite the injuries, the Tigers weij
able to have the second best defense in the ACC. They also had mani
players to break recorcis. Some players with noteworthy accomplisl-|
ments in 1998 were Javis Austin, Travis Zachery, Adrian Dingle, Mi
Law^yer, Brian Wofford, Brandon Streeter, and Antwan Edwards. Austi|
set the record for most receptions by a running back. Zachery set tl
Clemson all-purpose running record with 995 yards. Dingle set the singl
season sack record. Lawyer and Wofford were the only duo in Clemso]
history to each have at least 100 receiving yards in the same gam^
Streeter set the single game record for completions and passing yards,












North CaroUna State 39^6
Georgia Tech 21—24
South Carolina 27—19
yard passing games in the same seasoi
Edwards set the Clemson record for retur
yards on takeaways. Edwards was also name
as a Thorpe Award semifinalist. As a team, tli
Tigers had a better season than their recc^n
reflected. Five of their losses were by a touch
down c^r less. The games occured betwee
Virgina, North Carolina, Duke, North Care
Una State, and Georgia Tech.
— Amy Kalksteii
Tivinj; to .i\i>id .)
I.K kli', Javis Austin striigj^les to
got aw.iy from .1 M,n\l.nul t.ukli'i
Clemson iMiiinl n|' winmnv; the
gtinii" with .1 score ol 2^^^). Austin
scored two toiiehJowns in the {"^'^AS
season.
(. I'li'l'i.ilnii; alter
,1 plav, Kobi'rlC arswell is nr.u l\
l.u kleii by one ol Ins own leainmaU'
t arswell played .1 strong safety posi I u
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ILeaving the field after thegame.Tommy
West is escorted by a South Carolina
State Trooper. West had an up and down
season, but won his final game against
the L'niversitv of South Carolina.
The 1998 football season marked the end of Tommy West's era as
Clemson's head football coach. His time at Clemson began in 1993
with his first game with the Tigers being against Kentucky in the
Peach Bowl. After winning that first game. West went on to three
other bowls with the Tigers in the next five years. They were the
Gator Bowl in 1996, Peach Bowl in 1996, and the Peach Bowl in 1998.
Before West became head coach for Clemson he was head coach at
UT-Chattanooga for a year. Even though West went into his fifth
season for Clemson with a respectable 24-20 record, the less than
stellar results of the 1998 season resulted in West being asked to
either step down from his position orbe fired. So, on the Wednesday
before the final game of the season against USC, it was announced
that Tommy West would not be retained as the Clemson head
football coach for the 1999 season. West not only left his Clemson
career with a 28-19 win against USC, but also with the honor of
being named the Clemson Player-of-the-Game.
—Amv Kalkstein
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Being balanced on one hand, getting flipped in the air, and standing on top c
one another were almost everyday activities for the cheerleaders. Th
cheerleaders rehearsed these gravity defying stunts three to four times
,
week during practice. Outside training like lifting weights, nmning, ami
aerobic workouts accompanied the usual practice schedule. CheerinJ
was a sport not just reserved for Clemson events. The cheerleader!
participated in the traciitional events such as pep rallies, football games
and parades. At Tigerama, the cheerleaders teamed with the Rally Catl
to coordinate a routine for the fans. The team also participated in event|
for area organizations and local cheering camps. Cheering partners ha(
to keep a direct line of communication between themselves so that the]
would be able to perform the stunts and different cheers correctly. In th^
spring, the cheerleaders got to attend the National Competition spoi
Above th
m^ oil two li.iiuls, this
ilu'i-rlf.idiT pi-rforms a slunl lur tlu'
iiKv^d, Mil- Huyi usinlly litti'il vvi'i^lits Ivviii' a Jay sn
thcU they wuulJ havf Ihf slrt-nglh lo eompli-lf tlu- stunts.
J
sored by Universal Cheerleading Association
Melanie Reid, a sophomore said, "Cheerint
was a great way to become involved in athletic;
as well as the University. I have had so mucl
fun becoming a part of the Clemson spirit."
—Amy Matthews
C lu'or
niv; .is .1 v;nuip
ihii mr, thr I lonu'e ominr, i;,inu'
.i^iUnst Ihf Mar\ land U'liapms,
the cheerleaders try to keep up tlu'
excitement of the crowd I he
cheerleaders played an inli r,r.il
part in sportinj; i'\ents.
Usin^ a
megaphone Ik can \ iIumi
\'oices toward the crowd, the male
cheerleaders help pronn>te Tiger spiii
The cheerleaders perlormed at varum





though oriemallv assembled for basketball, »/jWCSf' iXv^S^^w[tho g y
the Rally Cats danced at most of the school spirit func-
tions such as games, parades, and pep rallies. Com-
prised of twelve members and two alternates, the Rally
Cats were Clemson's Dance Team. They danced at the
major football games like Homecoming and the Univer-
sity of South Carolina game, and they performed at the
First Friday pep rally and Tigerama. The Rally Cats also
danced at other special sporting events, not just pa-
rades, pep rallies, and football games. Another major
sporting event where they danced was the soccer game
against Virginia. In the spring, they got to travel to the
ACC Championships with the basketball team. Prac-
tices were held in Holtzendorff and Jervey four to fix^e
times a week. Their routines were a mixture of modern
dance and other routines were choreographed by team
members and a hired choreographer. In addition to
performing at football and basketball games, the Rally
Cats also had the opportunity to attend the National
Competition in Florida. Being a Rally Cat member al-
lowed for close friendships and a unique dancing expe-
rience.
—Amy Matthews
I i>-<iiii; liM ,1 i;i>>ti| '
I
'U Itil t .it Ilk I l< mil
coniiiij; f;.iiiio against MarylanJ, I In
R.ilh ( ats lu'lp pronioli' spirit h\ J.iiu
mi; In Ihr h.inJ ,\iul i Ihtmii;; Willi llu
Performing at Midnight Madness, the
Rally Cats dance for the crowd before
the entrance of the basketball players.
The Rally Cats were created for basket-
ball games and then expanded to en-
compass other athletic events.
It Am
L"7f ib^- M
Tlie Lad}' Tiger's started their season off with a win against Auburn. They
broke a record of the highest goals scored in the season with ten points.
Clemson also won eight straight games which gave them the honor of
|
having the longest winning streak in the school's history. The regular
season finished with five league wins, and the mostACC victories for the
Ladv Tigers since 1994. Special honors went to Sara Burkett with 10^>
points in her career. She was first on the Clemson career list for most
points scoreci. Sheri Bueter ranked first place on the career high list fori
most assists with 39. The team set a new single season team record with
59 assists for the season. The head coach, Tracey Leone, had her career
high record of 72—30—2 . The season ended with the Lady Tiger's
ranked 18''' by Soccer America and 14"" by the NCAA. They went into the





















make it to the finals. In the finals, they were]
beat out by UNC. The Tiger's played in the
ACC/SEC Challenge and Sara Burkett was
awarded Tournament MVP. Four Clemson
players were selected for the All-Tournament I
Team. These players were: Sara Burkett, Alison 1
Burpaee, Sheri Bueter, and Nancy
Augustyhlak. Sara Burkett was nominated for
the Hermann Trophy. Overall the Lady Tigers
|
had a successful season.
—Lara Simpson I
I 111' M'lllDI^
ol the I.adv 1 i^'r soiwr
tiMiii well' pii'sonli'ii with Mowers
1)11 llu'ir l.ist lumir ^Mwr el llu-
season. The team had ,\ great
season that ended up II"' in Ihe
NCAA and they wen- ii.mud is '
by Soicer America.
Struf;>;linj; to
gel possession, m.mv ol liie
girls tight oil tlie opponents so
C lemson can get the ball. Four ol
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The men's soccer team had
a fabulous season ending with a
record of 20—1 . The men started
out winning and just could not
stop. The team had many top
players including Wojtek
Krakowiak who was named
ACC player of the week, a final-
ist named for the Hermann Tro-
phy, and was tied for fourth place
in the top scoring players in a
single season for Clemson with
27 goals. There were three play-
ers that made Clemson history
by each having three assists in
the same game. These players
were Wojtek Krakowiak, Scott
Bower, and Scott Mel lory. Josh
Campbell wasawarded theACC
Tournament MVP and Wojtek
Krakowiak, Mark Lisi, Scott
Bower, and Jeff Bilyk were on
the ACC All-Tournament Team.
Clemson beat Duke to win the
ACC Championship. This was
Clemson's first ACC Tourna-
ment crown and they won the
riglit to automatically go into
llu> I^^).S NCAA Tournament.
—Lara Simpson
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Dribbling down the field, Ross Goodacre
charges the opposing team so the Tigers
can win another game. The men's soccer





During the fall of 1998, 5,417 students participated in the intramural sports a
the University. The sports ranged from one-on-one basketball, fla
football, and singles and mixed doubles tennis to ultimate frisbee am^
raquetball. Among the 426 teams that participated, flag football provec
to be the most popular. Intramurals gave uni\'ersity clubs and organiza
tions the opportunity for friendly competition in various athletic events
Any undergraduate, graduate, faculty, or staff member was eligible tt
play for a team. No professional skills were required in order to plav or
any of the sports teams. Intramurals were held during the fall and onct
again in the spring, with each sport being held in its appropriate season
In addition to intramurals, Fike Recreation Center also hosted 15 aerobic*
classes per week. For the fall sports. Kappa Alpha Theta, Country Boys
and CSA won the softball intramurals. Sons of Thunder took home th
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ultimate frisbee championship. In three-on-
three volleyball, the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Li
ons gained first place. Basketball tournaments,
water polo, flag football, golf, and soccer were
some of the intramural sports offered in the
spring. In order to play intramural sports, it
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• Head coach Jolene Jordan Hoover became the
leader forwins while at the helm of the volleyball
program.
• The Clemson volleyball team recieved 23 votes in
the USA TODAY/AVCA Coaches Top 25 Pre-
season Poll.
• Junior middle hitter Cindy Stern competed on the
United States National B Team in the summer of
1998.
• Clemson lead the ACC in blocks per game (3.0).
• Stern lead the league in blocks pergame (1 .58); she
was ranked eighth in the nation.
• Stephanie Schulz led theACC with a 0.495 hitting
percentage.
• Skye Forest was tied for second in the ACC for
service aces per game (0.57).
•Clemson was the 1997ACC defending champion.
• Schulz became Clemson's leader in career block
assists.
• Alison Cody was ranked in the ACC , fifth with
4.01 kills per game and ninth with a .291 hitting
percentage.
• Schulz was named Player-of-the-Week twice in
October by the ACC
• Jod i Steffes was named Rookie-of-the-Week twice
in the 1998 season by the ACC.
— Amy Kalkstein
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In 1998, the Clemson Volleyball team tried to defend their 1997 ACC champi
onship title. They ended their 1998 regular season with an overall recorc
of 20-9, and 10-6'in the ACC. As a team, the Tigers led the ACC with 3.2
blocks per game and were ranked fourth in hitting percentage (.235)
assists (13.7), and service aces per game (1 .7). Senior Stephanie Schulz lee
the ACC with 1.48 blocks per game and was fifth in attack percentagt
(.317). Schulz broke the Clemson career record for block assists. She wa
also named to the Biliken Invitational All-Tournament team along witl
Alison Cody, Melissa Kudelka, and Jodi Steffes. Schulz was rankec
eighth on Clemson' s all-time career kill list in which Junior Cindv Sten
was ranked fifth. Stern was ranked third in the ACC in blocks per gami
(1 .41 ) and was ranked eighth in kills per game (3.77). Stern was fourth fo|





















of the Biliken In\dtational and tl^^^ig Orangt
Bash. Junior Skye Frost led the ACC in service
aces per game (.52) and was third in digs pei
game (3.53). Frost was named to the Big Orange
'
Bash All-Tournament Team. Coday anc
Kudelka were also named to the Big Orange
Bash All-Tournament Team, with Codav being
named to the Kentucky Challenge All-Tourna-
ment Team, too. Head coach Jolene Jordar
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The Clemson Lady Tigers Basketball Team had a tremendous regular seasonj
during 1998-99. The team ended the regular season with a 21-5 overa
record and a 11-5 record in the ACC. They completed the regular seaso
games strongly. Out of their last seven games, they managed to secur
five victories. All seven games were againstACC rivals. Their two losse
came to Virginia and North Carliona. The Lady Tigers won agains
Maryland, Flordia State, Georgia Tech, Duke, and Wake Forest. Natashc
Anderson and Itoro Umoh both scored 24 points each, leading 19'
ranked Clemson to a 80-75 upset win over seventh-ranked Duke. Niki
Blassingame collected 16 rebouncis and 10 points to lead a stron
Clemson defense as the 19"' ranked Lady Tigers downed Georgia Tec
69-41
. The defeat over Georgia Tech was Clemson's 250"' all-time victor}




















Georgia Tech, and the second straight year that
they beat the Yellow Jackets by at least 25 points.
The Lady Tigers came into the game leading the
ACC in scoring defense, field goal percentage,
defense, and rebound margin. The team en-
hanced all four of those statistics over the course
of the season. With a four game winning streak
at the end of the season, the Lady Tigers were
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The Clemson Lady Tiger's Basketball Team came
off a great 1997-98 season looking for an even better
season in 1 998-99. The team entered into the season with
a roar. At one point during the season they were ranked
10"' in the nation. They also continued their home win-
ning streak which began on November 23, 1997 and
went until January 2, 1999 when they played Virginia.
The 20 consecutive home wins earned the team a school
record. It was the sixth longest active homecourt win-
ning streak in the nation. The Lady Tigers also tied a
school record for consecutive wins at the beginning of
the season. This streak ended with the Lady Tigers 67-
66 loss to Virginia on January 2, 1999.
Head Coach Jim Davis reached 250 wins at
Clemson with a 55-45 win against Maryland on January
28, 1999. Davis had over 100 ACC regular season wins.
He was the fourth winningest coach in the history of the
ACC. 1998-99 was Davis's 12"' season as the head coach
of the Lady Tigers program.
On January 17,1999 in a game against Wake For-
est, Itoro Umoh recorded the fifth triple double in ACC
history. She was only the second plaver in Clemson
history to do achieve this honor. The first Clemson
player to record a triple double was Peggy Caple in 1 983.
Umoh was also a pre-season Naismith Award Candi-
date.
—Amy Kalkstein
Preparing to pass the ball to her
teammate, Nuria Forns looks for
someone open. Forns, from
Barcelona, Spain, played guard
and forward positions for the
Tigers.
earn
<eeping possession of the ball. Amy Geren, Nikki Blassingame, and
ifin Batth work together against Iowa State's defense. Geren ranked
ninth in the ACC with 1 3.5 points per game, Blassingame led with 6.7
ebounds per game, and Batth returned after playing in every game
)f her freshman year.
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The Men's Basketball Team started the season with a good ranking, but werl
unable to hold their position. That did not keep the players from doinf
their indi\idual best. Terrell Mclntyre ranked in the top five in the AC(|
in four statistical categories. He was fourth in field goal percentage
fourth in total three-point goal percentage, fourth in three-point goals p
game, and fifth in assists. He was also the onlyACC player in the leagul
in three-point percentage and overall percentage. Harold Jamison wal
another outstanding player for the Tigers. In Clemson history, he wa
second place in career field goal percentage. He stood in between HoracI
Grant and Dale Davis. As the season progressed, Jamison bypassec
Grant and moved into the number one spot for field goal percentage. Hi
also moved up on the Clemson career charts into ninth position fol
rebounders. Andrius Jurkunas showed much improvement over thj

















three-pointers. Harold Jamison and Toi
Wideman both broke the record for game^
played in school history. Neither ever missed
game, and both tied for the second longes)
streak of consecutive games played in schooiif
history. Despite a rough season as a team, the
Men's Basketball Team had outstanding indi-l
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starting off a new season with a new coach can be
extemely tough, but the Men's Basketball Team demon-
strated that they had no problems accepting the chal-
lenge. With new coach Larry Shyatt, the team opened
the season with a bang. The Tigers crushed opposing
teams during the exhibition season. Early in the season
they managed to rank number one in the nation with
scoring defense, with 51.1 points allowed per game. The
team kept proving their skills as the players set records
and improved their game. Terrell Mclntyre set the three-
point record against Western Carolina. He beat Chris
Whitney in his career goals and in the three-point con-
test. Tom Wideman was named the most improved
player in the first eight games of the season and was
Clemson's best all-around player in the victory over
Radford. Clemson had the most experienced team in the
ACC and possibly in the nation. The Tigers started four
seniors during the season. Harold Jamison, Tom
Wideman, Tony Christie, and Terrell Mclntyre have
played over 1 00 college games during their careers. The
team had the longest streak of 50 percent or better
shooting in five straight games. No similar streak has
occurred in Clemson history for a team since the 1^)89-
90 Tiger club had ten straight games of 50 percent or
better. Clemson also beat South Carolina for the fifth
season in a row. The season went so well for the Tigers
that tiiey secured a 14"' ranking by the Associated Press.
Tlie middle of the season brought tougher competition,
but the team recovered c\w<\ emerged as a group of
strong, determined basketball players.
—Lara Simpson
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Dunking the ball and showing
off his skills, Harold Jamison
scores another basket for the Ti-
gers. The team started off with a
bang and seemed to work well
under their new coach, Larry
Shyatt.
nourt
i'assing tlu' b<ill to her tcMinniato, Ituro
Umoh initiates the next play. Unioli
went to the ACC Championship game
ready to beat the Tar Heels. As the
team left for Charlotte, Umoh loki
Coach David that she was sick of los-
ing to UNC. The Championship game
was the first game ot the si'ason that
the I.ady Tigers beat North ( .uohii.i
I'ivoting off her right foot, Natasha
Anderson looks foran open teammate.
Anderson came to Clemson from
Spartanburg's Dorman 1 ligh four years
agt). She advanced to make the ACC
second team during her senior year
after scoring IH points and making 3












Taking a break, Jamison, Jurkunas,
Allenspach, and Wideman concentrate
on the game. These players totalled 39
points, 7 assists, and 39 rebounds in the
ACC Toumanient helping the Tigers




Down by 2, 4.7 seconds was the margin of time between victory and
defeat in this year's NIT Championship as the Clemson Tigers were
defeated by the CaUfornia Golden Bears 61-60. After Cal State took the
lead, Terrell Mclntyre's shot at the buzzer was off the mark, ending
Clemson's bid for the championship. Led by first-year coach Larry Shyatt,
and the four senior tandem of Terrell Mclntyre, Harold Jamison, Tony
Christie, and Tom Wideman, this team was the first in Clemson basketball
history to not only reach the Final Four in a major post-season tournament,
but to participate in the championship game. The endurance of the team's
heart and character throughout a trying season was clearly paid off in the
postseason which ended on a six game home winning streak and a 4-1
record overall, defeating Georgia, Rutgers, Butler, and Xavier before
falling to California at Madison Square Garden. The collegiate career of
Mclntyre, Jamison, Christie, and Wideman came to an end at a pinnacle
that no other Tiger team had ever achieved.
Thanks in large part to head coach Jim Davis, and seniors Itoro Umoh,
Amy Geren, Nikki Blassingame, and Natasha Anderson, the Lady Tigers
Basketball Team made it to four straight ACC Championship games,
winning in both 1996 and 1 999, and to
the NCAA Tournament each year.
They entered this year's tournament
as a #2 seed in the Mid-east region, the
highest seeded Clemson team ever.
Afterdefeating FloridaA&Mand then
Illinois in Littlejohn, Clemson ad-
vanced to its first Sweet Sixteen since
1991 as they faced #3 seeded Georgia
Bulldogs. Sadly, theLady Tigers reign
ended against a customized tough
zone defense and a good Bulldogs
squad overcame a second-half deficit
to win 67-54. Despite a disappointing
final defeat, the team's accomplish-
ments reflected their consistency and
excellence which assured their place
as one of the most successful seasons











to pjn 9 mile
TX 1he Clemson Cross Country Team knew all abt^ut
vigorous training and the meaning of pushing them-
selves to the limit. During the 1998 season, cross country
members participated in eight championships includ-
ing the ACC Championships, District III Champion-
ships, and the NCAA Championships. Papa's Pizza
Invitational in Cullowhee, N.C. was the first invita-
tional of the season. Junior BethAhern placed first in the
5K, which gave the women's team second place. The
men's team placed sixth in the invitational. Freshman
Jason Meany was named ACC Men's Cross Country
Performer with his 1 3^'' place in the meet. In the Cavalier
Invitational, the women ranked eighth in the Southeast
Region and placed second at the invitational. Beth Ahern
came in third with 18:09, Julianne Littman 12"' with
18:32, and Shannon Schoppman 1 3th with 18:35 for a 5K
race. Starting the Cavalier Invitational as 25"' in the
nation, the men's team quickly placed fourth in the
invitational. Joe Gibson won fourth place with a time of
25:16:10 for an 8K race. During the race at Notre Dame,
the women's team all had their season-best times while
the men's team placed fifth with all of the runners
scoring personal-best times for the race. Both cross
country teams advanced to the ACC Championships at
UVA, where the men's team placed third and the
women's team ranked fourtli. Joe Gibson led the Tigers
with a 2"" place win and all-ACC honors, julianne
1 ittman earned all-league honors for her run on the
course. The cross country teams then ran in the South-
east Region Meet, where the men's team took fifth place
cWm] the women's tc\im took eighth place.
—Amy Matthews
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Keeping the competition a safe distance
behind them, the men's cross country
team can prepare to move ahead. In the
Southeast Region meet, the men's team
placed fifth with 148 points, right be-
hind James Madison and N.C. State, both
of which were in the nation's top 20.
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At the beginning of the 1 999 track and field season in the Clemson Opener, witl
fifteen teams competing, the men's team won five of the twelve eventJ
The women's team came away from the Opener with six wins out (|
twelve. Nikkie Bouyer won the 60 high hurdles with a 8.68 time, and tl
300 meters with a time of 38.94. In the 60 meter event, Shekera Westo|
won with 7.34. At the Clemson Invitational, both teams clenched
victory over Western Carolina. Modibo broke a Littlejohn and Clemso]
record in the 500 meters, and Crawford broke his own record in the 2(
meters. For the women, Jamine Moton won the shot put with 46' 11 V'\
Brantley Epps placed first in the 1000 meter run with a time of 2:59:7^
With a time of 12:07:02, the women's distance medley team also placej
first at the Invitational. At the Virginia Tech Invitational, Doug Ameigl
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JamineMoton set a Clemson record in the weigh
throw with a distance of 57' 5 Vj". Erin Net
placed second in the pole vault and qualifiec
fort he NCAA meet. At the Ikon Invitational
Shawn Crawford turned in a provisionalNCA^
time of 21.01 in the 200 meter event. In the 201]
meter at the Illinois Invitational, Shekera Westoi
placed second in the 200 meter event with
NCAA provisional time of 24.24.
—Amy Matthewj
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For the 1998-99 basketball
Season, Larry Shyatt returned
as the head coach of the men's
basketball team. Shyatt had
spent a year away from
Clemson coaching in Wyo-
ming. He was named Coach
of the Year in the Mountain
Division of the Western Ath-
letic Conference. During his
coaching slinl at Clemson Uni-
versity between the years of
1994-1997, the Tigers in-
creased their total number ol
victories each year. In 1996-
97, the team made the Sweet
Ih in the NCAA Tournament.
While under Shyatt, the team
was ranked eighth in the na-
tion, which was Clemson's
highest ranking in baskelb.ill
history. The learn ami
Clemson fans wereexciteii lo
h.i ve him I1.11 k ,is I Icul ( o.n li
On April 28, 1998, Susanne Lufck was
named the first Head Coach for
Clemson's Women's Rowing Team. For
the past four years, Lueck was the head
coach at Gonzaga University. She was
named West Coast Conference Coach-
of-the-Year for Gonzaga University in
1998. During her coaching stay at
Gonzaga, she coached the rowing team's
win of the 1997 West Coast Conference
Championship. The team also placed
first in the Varsity 8+, Varsity 4+, and
Novice 8+. The Senior Associate Direc-
tor, Dwight Rainey stated, "We were
fortunate to have someone as successful
and experienced at the Division I level
serve as our coach in our inaugural sea-
son and beyond."
At the return of Larry Shyatt, Bran-
I
don Hourigan was named the new
Basketball Strength and Condition-
ing Coach for both the Men's and
Women's Basketball Teams.
Hourigan was previously a gradu-
ate assistant in the strength and
conditioning program. Being a
graduate assistant, Hourigan also
I
worked with the football team,
men's and women's basketball
I
teams, and men's and women's
swimming programs.
Upon the fields of friendly strife
Are sown the seeds
That, upon other fields, on other days.
Will bear the fruits of victory
— General Douglas Macarthur
Tlie Women and Men's Di\'ing Teams entered into the 1998-99 season wit!
experienced and high quaUty divers. Returning on the men's team werJ
sophomores Chris Anderson, Andy Garrett, and Jeff Thomas. For thd
women's team, seniors Summer Ecker and Suzanne GramUng returnedl
along with sophomores JilHanOrRico and Betsy Potter. Freshmen Michell(
Cunnane and Michaela Smith also joined the women's team. At thJ
Florida Atlantic Competition, Smith(273.07), Potter(271.35), and
Cunnae(264.75) secured first, second, and third place in the one-metei
category. During the Nike Championship, Garrett(374.25), Thol
mas(363.70), and Anderson(340.45) took first, second, and third place in
one-meter dives. Also at the Nike Championship, Smith received firsi
place in the three-meter diving. Garrett took first at Penn State in th(|
three-meter diving with 403.13. i
^^^- Amy Matthew^
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/308y Men'sOpponent Score
Orange & White 213—195
Virginia 82—161
Virginia Tech 172—71


















3 splashing sue [
TX 1he Women's Swim Team started their season off
with a splash. They were ranked 25^'' nationally in the
preseason poll according to the Speedo America's Col-
lege Swimming Coaches Association. Even though the
men's team did not start off as well, they came back with
a vengeance. Both teams hacd members that qualified for
the NCAA meet. Cami Sink qualified with an "A"
Standard Time in the 400 IM. The women's team also
had others who qualified for the meet with "B" Stan-
dard Times. Wendy Henson qualified in the 200 Free
and the 500 Free. Jennifer Mihalik qualified in the 50
Free, 100 Free, and the 200 Back. Erin Schatz qualified in
the 500 Free. Lisa Bartlett qualified for the 400 IM. Kathy
Lowry qualified for the 50 Free and the 100 Fly. Katie
Mi/.ell qualified for the 100 Fly and the 200 Fly. Amy
Suppinger quahfied fo the 100 Fly. Cami Sink qualified
for the 200 IM and the 200 Breast. She also established
three new Clemson records at the Nike Cup. Henson,
Mihalik, Meagan Davis, and Lowry qualified for the 400
Free Relay. For the men's team Razvan Petcu qualified
for the men's team in the 50 Free. Kenny Roberts was
named as the Seychelless Sportsman-of -the-Year. He
lead the Tigers in the 100 free at the Nike Cup. He was
also a member of the 400 medley relay and the 200, 400,
and 800 free relay teams that posted Clemson's fastest
times in the season. At the meet against Virginia Tech,
Matt Wilson won the400 IM and Tim Collis led in the 1 00
Back. The Tigers showed their strength in tlie water as
tJK'v courageously faced their competition.
—Lara Simpson
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Coming to the surface for a breath,
this Clemson swimmer makes a
strong pull to ensure her lead over a
use Gamecock. The women's team
was able to beat USC 159—81, al-





1998 Honored Tiger Baseball Players:
#24 Patrick Boyd, OF
• r' Team Freshman All-American by Collegiate Baseball
• 1*' Team Freshman All-American by The Sporting News
• ACC Rookie-of-the-Year
• 2"^^ Team All-ACC
#18 Kurt Bultman, 2B
• r' Team All-ACC
#35 Scott Clackum, RP
• 2"^^ Team All-American by Collegiate Baseball
• 3"^ Team AU-American by The Sporting News
• V Team All-District 111 by ABCA










































#25 Jason Harris, IB
• 2"^^ Team All-ACC
#27 Ryan Mottl, SP
• Smith Award Semi-Finalist
• 3^^^ Team Ail-American bv NCBWA
• 2"*^ Team All-ACC
#22 Matt Padgett, OF
• 1^' Team All-District III by ABCA
• r' Team All-ACC
#11 Justin Singleton, 3B
• Honorable Mention Ail-American bv Colle-
giate Baseball
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Tiger Baseball Facts from 1998
Clemson was 43—16 overall.
Clemson was 14—9 in the ACC.
Clemson was 8—5 against top 25 teams.
All Tigers with at least 100 at bats had an on base
percentage of .381 or better.
Coach Leggett won his 600^'' career game in his 19"'
season when Clemson beat Maine, his alma mater, on
March 14"\
Clemson scored at least eleven runs in an inning five
times.
The Tigers had a 40-plus season for the 13"' straight
season.
The Tigers were 33—6 in home games.
Eighteen of the twenty-five Tigers on the post-season
roster were freshmen or sophomores.
Clemson had 25 come-from-behind wins.
Two Tigers were drafted for the majors.
Four Tigers were named ACC Players or Pitchers-of-
the-Week.
TIh' Tigers stole 82 bases and were thrown out only 23
times.
Clemson went to the NCAA Tournament for the 12"'
straight season.
Clemson was the only team to play in every ACC
Tournament since 1973.
Patrick Boyd and Ryan Mottl were among the first
nine players invited to the USA Baseball Team Train-
ing Camp.
The Tigers reached the 2,001)"' win in C lemson's his-
tory. —Amy Kalkstein
VV.iitmj; iDi llu' pilrli, Hf.ulli') Lrl ro\
w.ilclios tlu' pitiluT cU>sely. LoCnn hi
(Kmiisoii's only Immonin in tlu' /\t (
loiirn.inuMil .ij^iiinst (icH)igi<i Tech. I )r
s|iiti' liis I'llorls, the Tigers ueve shI
ehniin.ited in Ihe second romui.
Playing shortstop for the Tigers, Doug
Roper shows his stuff after missing all
but one game in the 1997 season. In '98
Roper led the Tigers in sacrifice bunts
(8). This tied him for second in single-
season scarifice bunts in Clemson his-
^Bki
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kcllci-ling on Ihe sedsuii, Uiiaii
Hfnnessy wrote in a press release, "The
last 12 games of the season were not
what the Tiger faithtul had envisioned,
but it did not take away from the fact
that Clemson reached heights it could
not concieve during the preseason.
"
Closing the season with an o\erall
record t)f 43— 16, the Tigers look for-
ward to the new season. With the \^MH






Pitching for Clemson in 1998, junior Matt
White is 5—2 with a 4.79 ERA. in the
ga.T.c against The Citadel, he only al-
lowed seven hits and two earned runs
which helped the Tigers win 12—3. At
the end of the season, Clemson was 1 4
—
9 in the ACC.
The Tigers were invited to both the ACC and NCAA Tournaments
in 1998. TheACC Tournament was held in Durham, North CaroUna
on May 13-14. The Tigers played UNC in the first game. They lost
to the Tar Heels 4—1. Game two was against Georgia Tech. The
Tigers lost 10—6. Bradley LeCroy hit his first career homerun, a
grand slam, in the ninth inning, but it was not enough to keep them
in the tournament. The Tigers were still invited to the NCAA
tournament and to host the East Regional despite their early depar-
ture from the ACC Tournament. The NCAA East Regional was
played at Tiger Field on May 21-24. Clemson started the tourna-
ment with a win against the Citadel 12—3. This was the eighth
straight season that the Tigers won their opening game. The team
faced Southern Alabama in their second game. This game lasted 16
innings ending with the Tigers losing 2—1 . In the third and final
game of the tournament, they played Southern California where
they lost 8—5. Even though the Tigers did not do as well as they had
hoped in the post-season, Patrick Boyd and Jason Harris were
named to the All-Regional Team.
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In 1998, the Clemson Women's Tennis Team came face to face with 20 othe
teams during the regular seasc^n. They ended with a record of 7 and 1'
overall and 3 and 5 in the ACC. They also finished the season ranked 56'
in the nation. They had numerous key matches from Devrin Can
Stephanie Woerz, and Etresia Kruger in singles plav. Kate-Maree Mai
and Kruger had key doubles matches. Carr finished the season with ail
8-12 dual, a 9-22 overall, and a 2-7 ACC singles record. Woerz finished
with records of 4-15, 7-17, and 1-7 in dual, overall and ACC categorie:
respectively. Krugers records for the same categories were 7-14, 8-21
and 4-5. Mair and Kruger's records for the 1998 season for cioubles wen
12-6, 12-6, and 7-2 for dual, overall, and ACC respectively.
Other players on the court for the Lady Tigers were Christina
Oldock, Catherine Calvin, Cinny Clausen, Shir Noy, Meredith Chandle
the Com
and Nicole Eble.
Carr was the only senior returnin
letterman for the Lady Tigers in the 1998 sea
son. She was an instrumental part of the team'
support for one another. The Lady Tigers wer
joined by a new face on the side line in 1 998 witl

















I liltinj; .1 tori'-
li.iiKi, senior K.iti'- M.iiri' \1,iii
siiccoeds in in.iml.imnu; hfi inimhci
Iwi) spot on llu' li Mill M.iii ,1 ii,ili\ (• 111
Warrn.imbool, Aiistiali.i li.ui ,i h ^
KMinl in A( ( ni.itt iu's.
rn'|Miinj;lo
slnivi' .1 powi'iliil loii'h.iiiJ,
C .illu'iiiu' Clalvin .itlt'inpts lo
linisli this point. In sinj'k's


























The Clemson Men's Ten-
nis team won the number three
singles championship and the
number one and number three
doubles championship at the
Clemson Men's Fall Invita-
tional inOctoberof 1998. Jc:>sh
Goffi of Clemson defeated
George McGill of Indiana by
default to claim the number
three singles crown. At num-
ber one doubles, the team of
Pablo Bellagamba and Josh
Goffi won the number one
doubles champion as they
went through the tournament
with a 4— record. Ryan Bauer
and Luis Garcia remained un-
defeated at number three
doubles to claim the flight
championship. On November
15, 1998 the Clemson tennis
teams hosted a doubles char-
ity tournament with the funds
going to the Greenville
Children's I lospital Camp
Courage Program.
—Amy Kalkstein
VV ,ir niinj; u|', si-nim l\\ .in li.uuT \ i>
Willi liis iippoiK'nt. In tlio \'-W nin






Once again the Tiger Golf team sliowed off on tlie course by setting man
records. Clemson was ranked second in the Rolex Collegiate Golf Pol
They were also ranked number two in the Mastercard Collegiate Gol|
Poll. These number two rankings were the highest in Clemson's histor
since the preseason of 1988-89. Clemson was the only school to have thre
members on the All-ACC team. These golfers were Charles Warren, Joe^
Maxon, and Jonathan Byrd. Byrd was the first player in Clemson histor
to make the first-team All-ACC as a freshman and as a sophomore. Byn
also had seven top 10 finishes during the season. Warren received th
South Carolina Athletic Hall of Fame's Amateur Athlete of the Yea
award. He was also tied for third in Clemson's history for top ten finishes
Glover earned co-medalist honors at the Carpet Classic and became thi
fifth freshman in Clemson history to win a tournament. He was als(
Sweeping the Faiil
Tournament Score
San Juan Shoot-out 6 of 15
Golf Digest Invitational.... 4 of 15
Georgia Tech Invitational. 2 of 12
Carpet Capital Classic 1 of 8
Ping/MacGregor Downs . 5 of 10
ACC Tournament 1 of 9
NCAA East Regional 2 of 23
NCAA Championships .... 2 of 30
ahead of Patton's Clemson freshman recorc
(1986-87) of 73.55 with a stroke average ol
72.50. The Tiger's had a 71.98 team stroke
average. Not only did the team excel during
the season, but so did Coach Larry Penley Ht
was namedACC Coach of the Year for the thirc
consecutive year. He also won his 37"' careei
tournament as head coach when the Tigers




inr, lun\ il i'> Jonr, llip.
r/illri I'd liH Is Ills lii i\ r \\ lull' Ills
Irmin.ilr |mI hiilU ,i\\ ,nls Ins hull I iiiiiii;
up liis pull, SiMii
"Ikibli.i" rhornlDii i Iuh ks oiil llu'
slope' 111 till' );ri'i'n. TliDintiin was a
inarki'ting major iVoni luisk'v wlii'ii







c'lub soccerwas a sport that both men and women
enjoyed playing. The Clemson's women's team was
estabUshed in 1992. This year the team was ranked
fourth in their conference, the SEC, and tliey were
ranked ninth in the nation. Each year they tried to obtain
a bid to the national club sports championship. The
women's team was very proud of their ranking of fourth
overall in 1996. There were two men's club soccer teams,
the Orange team and the White team. They were estab-
lished in 1967. The club attained high national rankings
and competed in the National Championship Tourna-
ment for the past two years. They were ranked second
in Region two and anticipated another bid to the Na-
tional Championship Tournament. The women's team
traveled to Virginia and North Carolina, as well as all
over South Carolina, to play teams from many different
schools. However, the men's teams traveled to many of
the same places plus more. They visited schools in
different states such as California, Maryland, and Loui-
siana, just to name a few. Every spring and fall, the men
and women's teams sponsored a tournament atClemson.
This tournament was the largest club tournament in the
nation. Fifty two teams attended the tournament. Thir-
teen of the grass soccer fields were used for the tourna-
ment as schools from across the country came to expe-
rience the world of Clemson.
—Lara Simpson
Killiilini; Km llir h.ill. Ilu'si' iluh soi i
playors liiisiU' .il pi.u Iki" so they v\ ill
ro.uls liM Ihc iu'\l g.iiiu', 'I'liochilT-oi i
tiMm li.ivrli'il 111 \'iry;lni,i .>iul II
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— Beth Keller
The Clemson water ski team had an outstanding 1998 fall season b)
placing 6^^' at the NCWSA Collegiate Nationals. They qualified for tht
Nationals by placing 2"'' behind the University of Alabama at the foui
South Atlantic Conference tournaments. The team competed in tht
slalom, trick, and jump events with strong showings in all three. Follow
ing the acquisition on a new tournament towboat, the ski team operate
a 1997 Malibu Response anci a 1998 Malibu Sportster. These boat
primarily helped run the water ski club, which was open to all students
but limited to 50 members to allow plenty of skiing time. Each membe
of the team donated two hours per week to pull club members, whil
providing instruction. Lake Hartwell, nestled behind campus, provide





University of Kentucky 2"'^




During his soninr \ear, lolm 1 Lirris, Frosidont ot th^
water ski team, performed well tor the team in the trick
event. He trieked 1280 points on a 42" Exocet trick ski
and placed 26"' ot the 65 competitors at the 20"' Annual
Collei;iate Nationals held in Monroe|




t\)nnelly jumpers, Ksaii NKum'
stretches for more iii--taiue H\ Ihi'
season'send.llu'jumpli'amhaii lelt ihv
I'ffects of Ihi' r.iniii and were Kioknu;
I'lillmg Ihiough
the wakes, Travis I'oteat aims
lor the next buov in the course, Poleatl
forward totluwinterlorit'cupiTation completed his first si-ason on tliel





ome people mistook it for football, some people
did not even know they existed, but the Clemson Uni-
versity Men's Rugby Football Club has been in existance
since 1967. In 1998, the team had 47 dedicated, hard-
working individuals and were better than ever. All of
their hard work paid off when they qualified for the
Sweet 16 Tournament twice in the last three years. They
played in both the fall and spring seasons facing teams
from all over the country
Not only was there a men's rugby team, but there
was also a women's club team that liked to get down and
tough too. The women's team was similar to the men's
team and traveled to many competitions around the
country. At the beginning of the year, many of the
players were not even that familiar with the game, but
they caught on and learned quickly.
Both teams were also very open to new members
as long as they were willing to learn, work hard, have
dedication, and be somewhat athletic. They played in
both the fail and spring. Rugby was a sport that was
growingin popularity and numbers not only in Clemson,
but throughout the world.
—Amy Kalkstein
I'l .11 111 iipj, x\ illi I lu- ,. I uni m,u llinr |< i
eiiiy McC'iirkli" dij^s in .is lu' I'uliruls
tll.lt h(" i^ piishinj; his up^HHU'iit. I lie
nigln If, 1111 I'l.ulKiil .ilnmst overyday
sii Ih.il llir\ wculil be ,it lln'ir hcst.
Showing off their skills, Samantha Curry
and Nicole Clemens practice drills for
theupcoming game. The women's rugby
team worked just as hard as the men's
and ended up just as tough. Both
Clemson team's were hard to beat.
Out of the 39 club sports teams at Clemson, the Men's Lacrosse Teani was one|
of the more popular choices. The lacrosse team was founded in 1975, s
the spring season marked the 25"' anniversary of the sport. There were!
about 50 total members on the team for the 1998-99 season. Being a
member of the SouthEastern Lacrosse Conference, the team competed
against other SEC and southern ACC schools. They also competed withi
other collegiate and men's club teams throughout the nation. The team
used last season to rebuild their strengths and continue to be betterl
players. Their hard work paid off because at the enci of last year, the teamji
ended up with a .500 season. Entering into the 1998-99 season, the
lacrosse team had a legitimate shot at the league championship whic
was held in Chattanooga, Tennessee. During the fall, the team had fiv
games, and they had twelve to thirteen games in the spring.
a Silver year fnr
-Amv Matthew
K II nil I ni;
U)vv,iri.l tlu' j;o.il,
this liKTDssi' pl.iyor tries li>
store a f^Hiil diirinj^ practice. Tlie l.i
crosscteamed practiced everyday lorseveral lion i
iriDrdertobea powerful nu'iiibi-rol llieSoutlil!aslii n
Lacrosse Conference. They iliil many drills anil pr.u
ticed plays on a daily basis in oriler to st,i\ in shape
ami si. IV ton^h.
li^iilin^;torthe
hall, the lacrosse ti'.un si i ini
niaj;es against itsell in ilsdailv prac-
lii e. riiev practiceii h.ud in order to
.iltciul lhfliM);iiech.>nipionshipthat
v\,is held in C hattanooga, lennes-
sei'
Talk
ing Willi tlu' lo.u h
about a neu' play, this lacrosse player'
discusses his strategy ideas about some
new plays. Lacrosse was a demanding
sport that called for the players to be
physically fit in order to keep up vvitl-
opposinj; team members.

Die Hream nf s
<5>
c'lemson's Club Hockey Team had close to 30
members for their 1998-99 hockey season. The team
played three different types of hockey. They offered Ice,
Roller, and some Foot hockey. Each of the three teams
practiced in various locations around campus and the
surrounding area. Ice hockey was played in Greenville
because the campus did not have its ow^n ice hockey
rink. The Roller Hockey team practiced on the tennis
courts behind Fike, and at an outdoor rink in Greenville.
Preparations were underway for the team to host differ-
ent tournaments during the spring months. The hockey
teams were one of the fairly recent club sports to come
to campus. Ice Hockey was created this year, and the
Roller Hockey team was started last year. The Foot
Hockey team began at the university about five or six
years ago. Although all of the hockey teams were new to
campus, they were strong teams that kept growing as
the years progressed.
—Amy Matthews
C ,u,iiiliiu', llu' f^oM. liu-- rolirr lnuki'V
pl.nri liu's U) bUiik llu' hail Willi hi'
ti'i't. I 111' tiMinis courts lu'limcl like \\ i-rc
iisi'J .IS the pr.uticc .iiv.i lor Iho roik'i
lioiki'V to.im. CIcmsDii's I locki-v C hi!
had ,ippri)xinii)l(.'ly 30 mcmlii.Ms.

The cycling club was one of the 39 club sports that participated during the 1 998-1
1999 school year. Clemson's cycling team was a member of the United!
States Cycling Federation and the Southeastern Collegiate Cycling Con-I
ference. The club promoted recreational and competitive biking. Theyl
participated in both road and trail races. The cycling team was open to alll
undergraduate and graduate students. Throughout the vear the team!
saw women's membership increase from pre\ious years. I
Clemson was the four year defending champion of the Southernl!
Conference in mountain biking. The 1999 National Collegiate Cvclingl
Championships were held in May. Clemson hosted the championship!
for the past two years. The top 200 ranked in the men's and women's
di\'isions are invited to participate in the National Championships.




llic cyclists in the 1998 Ci>lli-
giale College Chnmpionships, the crowd
looks on with .inticip.ition. All ^r.uhi.iti' and iindi'i
gr.idii.ili' sliidi-nls wiTi- allowfd to participate on the
cycling; Iriini,
highest ranked collegiate rider of the Southeast
Conference in 1998. He had his eye set on
winning the 1999 National Championships.
Hull said that the 1999 course was different
than in the past. Hull thought that the new





long ridt', I he I lure Amir.os nl
thi'cyclinj', I lub I hi is I lollin>;\\iMlh
Hvu I'oss, .iiul I nil C risp take lime li
|>iise lor a pu lure
dimj; low ,ud llie Imish
line in the !WH National C ollegiale Cy-
i liiij', ( h.inipioiiships in ( Ireenville, S.C.
Hell I lull pushes hiinsell low.ird.

ru/ind in tfiej
Hiving Lake Hartwell right next door to cam-
pus provided students with endless opportunities. Not
only could students swim, ski, and lay out at the lake,
but they also had the chance to learn the relaxing sport
of sailing. The university offered sailing as one of the
many club sports. The sport itself was designed to
provide instruction and opportunities for recreational
as well as competitive sailing. The club operated on a
site at the Cooper Recreation Area on Lake Hartwell.
They also owned a variety of boats for the club mem-
bers. Having a wide variety of boats available gave the
team a chance to experience different types of sailing.
The various kinds of boats allowed students to gain
valuable knowledge so that they would be able to sail
pretty much any type of boat that they wanted to. The
team competed in the South Atlantic Intercollegiate
Sailing Association regattas. Each year the team hosted
many sailing races. Lake Hartwell gave the team a nice,
convenient environment where they could improve
their sailing skills and just participate in a sport that they
enjoyed doing. Clemson's mild winter, pleasant spring,
and warm summer offered the team extra practice and
relaxation as they glided out on the waters of Lake
Hartwell.
—Lara Simpson
Coiislm^ on I Kii l\\ I'll \Akc, Ihis i hi
Sciilin^ li'.iin is dii tin- inoviv I lu' ilii
iisi'J ii wiiii'ly I't bo.its Ihat j;.ui' (h
nii'iiilii'is ,1 1 li.iiuc U) IcMin ni.iiiy dillci
I'lil tspi's 1)1 s.iiljnj;.
Providing students with instruc-
tion and opportunities for recre-
ational and competitive sailing,
the sailing team is popular at
Clemson. Hartwell Lake offered
a great place for the team to en-
joy their activities.
n.
or memory has painted this perfect day
m-
^
With colors that never fade,
And we find at the end of a perfect day
jj
















Kow I: I Ic.illuT M.iyn.inl, I lil.iry Hr.ird, Mary Ann I'odI, Jcii McCfc, K,itii'( ' l!r ini li. ili I l,ii il. \ \in,iiul,i \\ isi kr I'-lin l\im);i'r, Abby M.ixvvoll, l.t-igh liiagg, I I'sli'V
(.ri'cT, I5ri)i)ki' Morr.i, l..iur.i Wi-lt/irn, liriii I^t-wis, M.iric Ki'ssli-r. Kdvv 2. Kssr.i Dur.o, I )f.m.i liiuuii, kiisUn Si lu\ tilliT, Kcbek.ih Seasi\ rrina Noalv, I..Hiia'
MtC'luro, Annii'VanWii',jLMinilcTl5t)wd,C;inmTAk'xancl<.T. KowliHrinl k'rrmami,Brantk'y IkitliTjiK'CJilk'land, Kolly I kintfr, Amy riiannini, Amanda Ruth, Dana
Richardson, limily Ciri-^Drii-, Andrea I lolt, I IimIIht Ahnbi-r^;, I'k-anor (Iravos, Ashk-y I'ills, Marnir Vandi-nbivk-, Mandv \onvs, Shannon Wanner, Katie Jones,
Courtney DiMion. Row 4: Fimily I lerring, Melissa Vene>;as, Christie HiTlhelson, Katie I k)we, Michelle I5askervil!e, Ashleigh hoard, Sarah Larson, Meghan Walsh,





tosen, Kacey Molnar, Carrie Cochran, Elise Natale, Erin Martino, Stacie Holyfield, Nicole Peterson, Kim Toney, Denise Cascone. Row 6: Courtney Hobbs, Amy
ilough, Jamie DeFrancesco, Kris Kemper, Jamie McCarty, Melis Gumustus, Nicole Peterson, Erin Lewis, Kelly Rudolph, Andrea Sinkin. Row 7: Kristen Tencate,
)ana Duncan, Hayden Carr, Lucie Maguire, Kelly Boyle, Brooke Ellenburger, Jill Hammer, Carlye Hill, Amy Christensen, Whitney Tremoulis, Corinne Martin. Row
>: Aimee Mastin, Brandy Pond, Jenny Legun, Kristen Defonte, Sara Stone, Anne Dixon, Cristin Brooks, Brooke MuUikin, Susan Jones, Stacey Benson, Denise
Veltzien. Row 9: Silvia Travis, April Da vidson,JocelynPersinger,Collen O'Brien, AnneliseSorenson,MandieLintzenich, Sara Patterson, JJ Wagner, StaceyEickhoff,
ennifre Rubin, Meredith McCoy, Bria Boydston, Kathleen Anderston, Cami Homan, Megan Hackler, Liz Story, Stacey Layderdale.
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AlA
Row 1 : Jennifer Vougt, Amv Harrison, Ben Wali<er, Erika Church, Ken Revis-Lagner, Maureen Lynch, AlHson Smith, Kevin Thomas, Christina Greig, Meg Bus--o\
AlA
Row liStaci Johnson, Terri E.Gibenu, I'lvorun iHlvvani, Melissa A. Denipsler, Sunil.i \ I'liliLi I lu. Kow 2: lennikr W'luideli.C hnslieC .miplnll, Warren Dixon, I oi
Stoddard, Daniel Karen, I-dw.inl hii Doyle.
AIA
low 1 : Jessica Blake, Milynda Miller, Katie Doyle, Mea Wheeler, Heidi Schoepf , Leslie Beard, Kelly Wilburn, Jill Pavese. Row 2: Trebor Brunson, Amy Rysavy, Lori
ohnson, Bette Jean Doggett, Lisa Bower, Amy Higgs, Nicole Loiodice, Jenny Simpson, Tonya R. Logan. Row 3: Sandra Childs, Devon Beaty, Jennifer Camp, Amy
imanuel, Cristina Johnson, Sarah Sicherman, Susan Bachmann, Holly Csernak, Shelley Beard, Denise Guthrie. Row 4: Beth Carson, Libby King, Jenni French,
.indsay Young, Beth Ansley, Laura Bender, Baine Evans, Caroline Temple, Mary Williams, Andrea Jones, Carrie Barr, Amy Brown.
A^A <E>
0-
jKow 1: Bernard Samuels, Reggie Keys, Derwin Broughton, Douglas E. Hemphill,
rhomas Allen, Zach Williams, Jabberia Miller, Ernest Bostic II, Bobby Clark. Not
pictured: Erik Nelson, Tim Palmer.
Am
-/344y
Ruvv 1: Adam harlhiiig. Brum Scalisc, Edward Carnes, Kevin Sheehan, Niiciiolas CarlM)ii, Chris Bradsliaw, VV. Ste\en Li>\'e, Adam Ho^an. Row 2: James km
James Marcoux, Hunter Montgomery, RionOdom, Teppi Waldron, Patrick Sheehan, James Hand, I'aul Lavanish, Kevin Mizell. Row 3: Stan Hunnicutt,Jetf Sii
Jason Brasile, John Neumeister, Eric Haseltine, Dave Beaudreau, Tony Fu, Ben Fischer.
OFFICERS





l<ow 1 : Bryan Phelps, Albert T. Brown, Jr., Kevin Knapp, Angelo Mitsopoulos, Gene Aiken. Row 2: VValtar Paradice, Al Haupt, Blake Boyd, Eugene Bell, Ian Arellano,
l^yan Westberry. Row 3: Tim Bell, Jason Gregory Leach, Justin Copertino, Brett Hindmann, Michael Fisher, Brett Butler, Adam Menie. Row 4; Glen Quattlebaum,
Thomas M. Workman, Jim Kaighin, Matt Cutshall, Matthew Stanis, Corey Dobson, Matt Spencer, Justin C. Hiller.
346
X CDC7:>
Row 1 : Brandy Pond, A.mee Mastm, Jill Hammer, Anne D.xon. Row 2: Kelly Jarrett, Bna Boydston, Kelley Chnstie, Annelise
Sorenson, Apnl Davidson, Kr.sten
Defonte.
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Kow I. Angi'l.i (i, I't.ili-i, S.11,1 iVIiK.iy, kiiii Miiipliy, Alu i.i \U Kim;;, kiisti-n lioiiir Kinv 1. liclli Muijihs , I .nil in I ,,ill>i.ili I hi isliiu- Smith, I iikI>.iv l\i>li.i^, M.uv j
WubLT, CJrfshan AlfX.indtT, Mi'lissn h'l<ik, 'I'.iryn V,uij;hl. Kow T: Moliss.i I'lowtTS, Kristcn I l.ii^lor, Susan Myers, |uhr I )iiMMn\ ski, S.ii.i Ni'lson, liiikieCIri'i'ii, Icssio
IJoiilwarr, Hri.in.i liriifllc, C'luTyl Hoyil.

Row 1 : Kelly Nettles, Tom Tse, Kim Penninger, Tiffany Metzger. Row 2: Scott Aver, Tara Walters, Elena Aroi
Jenn I'owell, Sawna Cieary, Kevin P. Metzyer. Row 3: Scott Somers, Scott Tyndale, Tracy Gaetz, Brian Mob
Shawn Graham, Steve Davis.
/ssoV
Kow I sl\.iti.i Sc.iwii);hl, 1 ,1 wan 11,1 I .m, ^ .ili'MU.i 1 Jni, i aiul.ui' Mai k, M.insh.i 1 hnoic, )o\ leU n ji'llm.U Kdw 2. I ),n Icni' Hri
Kenne' l-'ord, l.atasha Johnson, l.atoya N. Dixon, Shenil.i I.. Wilson, V.r'uw Wlialev, C arol !.. Mention. Row 3: Nikki Ulassinganie, Joy
Mt ( lain, I U'sha Ni'sbitt, Donise Drooks, Angela Davis, ( vnlln.i Iviiin Auhinin 'Mill




ow 1 : Jessica Blake, Trebor Brunson, Heidi Schoepf, Jennifer Camp, Mea Wheeler, Kelly Wilburn. Row 2: Amy Emanuel, Lori Johnson, Bette Jean Doggett, Jenny
impson, Lisa Bower, Nicole Loiodice, Katie Doyle. Row 3: Beth Carson, Libby King, Shelley Beard, Beth Ansley, Andrea Jones, Cristina Johnson, Holly Csernak,






Row 1 : Katie Doyle, Mea Wheeler, Heidi Schoepf, Leslie Beard, Kelly Wilburn.
Row 2: Lori Johnson, Bette Jean Doggett, Lisa Bower, Amy Higgs, Nicole
Loiodice. Row 3: Amy Emanuel, Libby King, Andrea Jones, Cristina Johnson,




Kovv I: John Kfim.imi, Ky.m C iii\ilt, |oliii I . I .ivillc, ).inu's Wckh, Al.in Myruk, Will C.ailluT, Wi's Saiuk-rs. Kow 2: Cranl Criviivvooil, ImjIi- Wist, So.m Vick, |.iii
K. M.issi-y, Cn-i^hton l-iltlin>;s, |iis(in |frni^;.in, loc M.isi.iro. Kdw 3:Chris IMrrish, Jason Jones, Stuart CJrant, Koilh Clorvl, Matthew H. Hranlley, I:;ric Roilly, Rol'l





low 1: Wesley Wightman, Jellrt) L'.iill. ., Kussell 13. Randies, Christopher Chestnut, Pratt Keed, Stephen Weathers, Nathan Youel
oi:
u
Row i: Chanda Helms, Jenni biedschlag, Andnetta Clyburn, Lauren Aiill, I lenderson Hlam, l^atncia King, Marion H. i\allo, Anastasia 1 rueman, leppi \\ aUli m
Angela Jenkins. Row 2: Melanie Reid, Beth Koch, Crystal Kimbrell, Stephanie M. Lewis, Jennifer Thackston, Melissa Paulk, Catherine Thackston, Kelly I'ittin.ii
Kerry McDonald, Colleen C. West, Stacy Hanna, Jennifer Reese, Genie Parker, Allison Smith. Row 3: Nikki Ellison, Amy Lindsey, Alyssa Penn, Margaret Stamj
Michelle Marsinko, Jenifer Robinson, Sara Ashworth, Melanie Easter, Paige Bodie, Tina Price, Jennifer Mizell, Adrienne Arnold, Theresa Jones, Jessica Plock. \K
Bussey. Row 4; Carrie Warren, Sheila Jonas, Amy Matthews, Abbie Derrick, Elizabeth Cameron, Jenni Hogan, Ana Boscio, Christy Lander, Angela Siegel, Adriinn





Row I: C li.uul.i I Ic-hiis, Jcnni SiedstliLig, Aiuirirtl,! ( l\ hum, I .iiiirii Anil I'.iliu i,i Kni)',, I Uiuicisim I l.im, An.islasi.i I niiMii.in. Row 2: Angel







^ow 1: Kevin McDougal, Paul Beeson, Fred Riley, Blain Babcock, Jonathan Holmes Jr, Billy Cecil, Freddy Faircloth, Jack Tobias, Reese Deniel, George Bullwinkel.
tew 2: Jackson Riley, Lucas Snipes, Jeff Edwards, Woody Swink, Henry Sauls, Camp Blanton, James Wyche, Greg Weathers, Justin Willes, Bryan Boggs, Blair
Herbert. Row 3: Robbie Ferguson, Tripp Spann, Mika Swiler, Paul Mussman, Henry Clarke, W. Matthew Farfour, King Weston, Tommy Boggs, Christopher Cecil,
Sen Davis, William Bull, Joey Delaney, Worth Beacham. Row 4: Steve Sanders, Philip Lowe, Curtis Bull, Hunter White, Steve Hirsch, David Yoder, James Moss,
Janiel Hunter, Tommy Boger, Charles Choate, Travis Ham, Jeffrey Axson, Dirk Diggler, Chris King.
C3I
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Row 1: Natalie Catalano, Elizabeth Shaw, Dusty Lockhartjcnni In Thomson, Melanie Chapman, Kristy Peterson, lonniUr 1 KhhI. Reiu'e 1-rank, Bei.k\ 1 liiiiipliro)
Emily Hammond, Allison M. Collins, Laccy Rhymer, Amy Ariko. Row 2: Shannon Bailey, Amy Kiiras, Emily deShea Daigre, Brielle Hopkins, Jessica Ciott, Erir
Turner, Amy Finley, Michelle Cardetti, Lori Rutkowski, Jo Ellen Gawronski, Rebecca Presley, Constance Burris, Misty Briggs. Row 3: Jenna 1 lenson, Liz McDowell
Melissa Bearden, Rebecca VVeller, Jessica Parker, Emily Crawford, Dana McMurry, Allison L. Collins, Julia Brainin, Heather Howell, Lindsev Busboe, Elizabetl'
Vernon, Ellen R. Montgomery, Kirsten Duclos, Lori 1 lolden, Jennifer Smith, Dayna Baxlcy. Row 4: Jenny Gimenez, Laura Smith, Sabrina Halpern, Jennifer Blakt.
Mary Margaret Porter, Lesley Friedrichs, Stacey Miller, Kelli Hardin, Kimberlv Wallace, Maegen Furtick, Liza Shuler, Susanna Ringier, Andrea Banish, Meliss
Kennedy, Katie Smoak, Shannon Magee, Elizabeth Brown. Row 5: Katie Jo Robinson, 1 leidi Gerber, Bailev Perkins, Meghan McCo\', Cliristine N. ''--^'-n. i -i
Baker, Kimberly O'Connor, Melissa Wermuth, Brigid Crossen, Michelle McKeon, Gail Shir.ir, .Adrienne Ken. liner, Sarah Moon, ,\iuirea I M

















Row 1: Adrienne Besenbach, Kristin Kelley, Martha Eikel, Claire Allen, Stephanie Kenning, Stacey Brovver, Brooke Woodell, Ashleigh Brogdon, Susan Orr, Am
Crowder, Megan Capobianco, Kristien Hammel, Amy Hefner, Elizabeth Richardson. Row 2: Melanie Brunson, Laura 1 larbuck, Katie Da\'is, Ellen Chapelle, Heathil
Neiderberger, Brooke Russo, Elizabeth L. Padgette, Jennie Gibson, Daneilie Bartlett, Amber Casey, Melanie Nelson, Mary Morrison, Jessica Osterneck. Row 3: loig'
Ann King, Ashley Hardy, Erin Reese, Heather Peebles, Mary Dupre Watson, Katherine Milling, Sarah Blakeney, Jennifer Edmunds, Robin Budd, Samantha Browi
Lawton Grantham, Hollis Thomas, Erin Jeffords, Christie Cox, Katie Keegan, Stacv Denson. Row 4: Jada Banks, Kelly Pane, Katv Stanti>n, Allison McCo\-, Ashlc
Gilbert, Mallory Groves, Lindsay Gosnell, Priseilla Brown, Casev Corn, Elizabeth Poston, Ashley Simons, Anne Funk, AUvson Rosebrock, Lindsay Graves, AsliK
Sherry, Lindsay Cheves, Anna Corpening, Katy Wood. Row 5: Sara Helms, Mary Luchini, Sarah Rees, Mary Carol Anderson, Lauren Torr, Shannon Doyle, 1 ^ii;
Erisman, Danielle Satterfield, Lindsey Satterfield, Carrie Hoover, Alena Houston, Megan Gunter, Mary Beauchene, Jamie Griggs, Lissa Navarro, Jill Bradle\
Amanda Talley, Caroline Porter, Liza Gary, Rebecca Gilstrap. Row 6: Janet Ward, Susan Wiggins, Sage Bigger, Michele Herr, Kim Keelen, Leslie Cribb, Lauren 1 Hi
Brooke Comer, Dorathy Cone, Coleman EUenberg, Becca Freeman, Jenn Evans, Leigh Ratteree, Pamela Deweese, Lauren i lardy, Jamie Watson, Erin FieKi-- I
Maxwell, Samantha Marantonis, Kristin Keeter, Caroline Budd, Heather Breedlove.
CO
Row 1; Jamie Griggs, Lisa Marsiglio, Megan Gunter, Jen Evens, Michon Morrow, Nicole DeWolfe. Row 2: Eli Maxwell, Leslie Cribb, Pamela Deweese,
Judith Mulvey, Mary Beauchene, Alena Houston, Elizabeth Tucker, Dorthy Cone, Charlotte Bolton, Leigh Ratteree, Kelly Ham, Carrie Hoover, Danielle
Satterfield, Lindsey Satterfield Lexie Butler. Row 3: Elizabeth Scott, Julie Wharton, Mary France Robinson, Jocelyn Farstad, Anne Efrid, Lauren Ellis, Mary






Row 1 : Lauren Torr, Heather E. Phillips, Sarah Rees, Kathleen Washburn, Charlotte Bolton. Row 2: Allison McCoy, Lindsay Cheves, Lauren Hardy, Anne
Funk, Mary Beauchene, Jennifer Davis. Row 3: Dorsey Wyatt, Ashley Gilbert, Ashley Simmons, Stephanie Vetere, Brandi Covil, Mary Luchini, Janet Ward.
ASA
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Kuv\ liLhri-jCuppIc, Michael Cam, John R. "Mac" McAlpinc, Todd Horton, Brandon Scott, George W. Meistei, IkmuC lui.iti.', I'.iul hkiei, W ill L,u\ ion, John L.iw Iu\k1
Tommy Sinclair. Row 2: Cory Ouellette, Tom Holt, Neil Struby, Todd Titus, Bryan Cully, Trey Howell, Andy Brown, Brad Hottel, Dallas Wood. Row 3: Michae
Wood, Nick Schumacher, Ben Heilmann, Adam Busch, Todd Milam, Eric Thome, Zane Whiteley, Dustin Woodall, Rob Blanton, Matt Eggerding. Row 4: Stephei
Price, Ben Caram, Jim Matthews, Scott I'ettay, Matt Wisenbaker, Rob Christie, Mitul Patel, Chris Lee, Gary Van Komer D.C., Nick Stewart, Nick Reasner. Row ."^
Tye Pettay, Michael Bradford, Brad Rochford, Prank Armocida, Matthew B. Lilley, David Moi>dy, Ciirils Rungi-r, Brian Svkes.
OIK





Row 1 : Lisa Bower, Amy Brown, Robyn Johnson, Mary Beauchene, Kendra Worley.
Row 2: Kim Turner, Despina Kakaras, Bryan Cully, Eric Thome, Wil Brasington,
Regina Hatch, Megan Gunter.
Row 1: Brooke Garrison, Lindsay Tapp, Missy Proctor, Jess Byars, Kathy
Rukat, Kelly Black. Row 2; Craig Story, Mike Helvie, Chris Lee, John Harris,
Shawn B. Deery, Jason Porter, Ashley Twombley.
OIO
Row 1 : Leonard Newcomb, Jeff Reich, Danny Phillips, Danny Harris, Robert Baldwin Jr, David Kochamba, Carl Weaver, Chris Bowman, Richard Bovd, West Lei
Philip Diamantis. Row 2: Scott Corley, David Buist, Greg Watford, Joseph A Quick, Tom Swicker, Carson Vaughan, Joe Rossheim, Chris Long, Jonathan Rolling
Trey Sosbee, Stephen Foley, Chad Prather. Row 3: D. Matthew GuUo, Jeff HoUoway, Michael Mallon, Josh Watson, Douglas Morro, Scott Winburn, Seth Kirsciuu-
Ashley Harpe, Jason Fleck, Jonathan Reid. Row 4: David Maust, Ricky Amnions, Steve Bendetto, Cliff DeMartino, Eddie McLaurin, Brooks Bryan, Mike Lunder\ ill-
David Savage, Hunter Howard, Adam E. Russell, Tim Clark.
& X-a
ROW 1: Emily Webb, Katheryn Thomas, Row 2: Robin
Vickery, Angela Butts, Martha Leath, Julie Alexander,
Row 3: I'hyllis Sloan, Kelly I'ritchard, Shanna Visnick,
Sharon I lart. Row 4: Christina Smith, Maggie Tetlelbach,
Beverly l.egree. Shea l-dmonds. Row 5: Allison Condon,
Neili l-orrester, Karyn Crowder, Anna Liltlejohn. Row 6;
Ann Marie McAuley, Nicky CJooden, I leiili lanning, Kim
Erwin, M, r,laini- Richardson,
Z^A










Row 1 : Kevin McKenna, Brian Mercier, Michael Alterman, James Thomson, Eric Reeves, Matthew Boyre, Todd Senn, Jonathan Watkins, Anthony D. Roppa, Asiilos
Stewart, Dylan Petrick, Tony Arditi, Robert Smith, Scott McDonald, Joseph Martin, Ben Henderson. Row 2: Rob Daliege, Dustin Ewald, Seth Ulinski, Jody Watkins,
Jeremy Johnson, Hite Guy, Brent Buckner, John C. Hunter, David Sisk, Jason Roilley, John Ford, Michael L. Hicks. Row 3; Regi Sauls, Chad B. Hodge, Vincent
Decabooh, Brian Everhart, Kristophcr Krausier, Matt Webber, Ben Thompson, Zach Hanby, Jeremy Chad King, Mike Coodner, Justin Dubiol, Ryan Glenn, Ke\ ni
Cote, Rudy Kimball. Row 4; Marcus Bradley, Todd Lee, Matt Winter, Bryce Anderson, Eric S. Curtis, John Love, Ray Gary, Brent Cromer, Adam 1 lermanson, Chris
Longley, John Sicverdes, Mike Puleo, Drew Soller, Mark Plowden, Trent Douglas. Row 5: Torey I'roctor, Joseph Menis, Christopher Winters, HI I ,iter\ eer, lain
Roberts, Dowy Danowski, Rob Durrett, John Spitz, Justin Merrell, Matt Barrett, Keith Katona, Baron Rickenbaker.
OFFICERS




Row 1 : Ryan Glenn, John C. Hunter, Chad B. Hodge, Zach Hanby, Mike Puleo, Seth Ulinski, Kristopher Krauszier. Row 2: Rudy Kimball, Dustin Ewald, Vincent




Kdvv I: linimy Ciilhri-.ith, iVln.li,u-l SiiyiliT, Nick L.iybuurn, DJ Kri'.il, Kyin VVoDii, Uryson 1 lakci, J,iy K. l..ing^loii, C t'tV liiij;j;s, J.nk I iDW.iid, I5ii'n( lri\i.ik', StiM i
UnrbtT. Row 2: Boyd I'l'.trson, lodd Abrnms, Key C ollins, Viiui' Nortluiitt, John C'rivch Jr., Ian Oser, Kond.ill Moure, l.iston Ciiii-rry, Clritt Aiiko, Kipp WoocN
Mich.irl l.aliih, Kick Mims. Kow 1: J.iMin O'Di-ll, Adamt . I'ii hollii'r>;i'r, Whit Norris, Mall i:skiid>;i', Scoll Slu'iidan, |i'nks I'alrick, jooy Williams, WalLuv Milling
Kyan Hurnutl, Hrian Wuisman, Jofl Holt-n, Walton Norris, Ulair Milit-r, Adam KayU)r. Row -1: Rob Riissoll, Robert Uoo/er, l.ynn Toollc, Scoll Thompson, lodi
Williams, Wil Brasin^ton, Josh Livingston, Jaso l-Vlts, Bill Welmore, Diistin Blcdsoo, Champ Madi^^an, Buddy I'usscr, Howard Smith, Stuart Barber. Row 5: Jasoi
Cl.iyton,C'harlit'KcTnnghan,JonalhanJussely, Chase Jones, Dullie I'owers, Brail O'Neal, Robbv Renken, Steve Chesley, Michael McDonald, Billy Wilson, Brnydei








Row 1: Michael Meyer, Chris Bailey, Jamiel Kadri, Brian Barker, Brad McDermott, Adrian Caudell. Row 2: William Ferguson, Jeff Hutto, Patrick Nitschc, M
McCall, Cary Bowmer, Josh Queen, Phillip McMaster. Row 3: Matt Wadleigh, Brvan Horner, Stephen West, Ryan Sullivan, Simon Cox, Michael Patterson, Ada
Pirttima, Stacey Shull, Aaron Koeninger. Row 4; Jeremy Loescher, Adam Kleinfelter, Andy Schryver, Jesse Roberts, Lance O'Brien, Scott Sullivan, Christopl"^ \n
Dooley, Matt Ellsworth, Chris Martin. Row 5: Ryan Amick, Matt Levesque, Mathew Booker, Geo Hermiston, Lee Hamm, Jason Przvbvla, George Ramsey, Ru Jr




' iw 1: Russell K. CoIegrove,Jr; Andy Barrett, Anthony Carullo, George McDaniel, Barrett Freeman, Dave Chambers, Benjamm LaForest, Jeff Sok. Row 2: Brandon
,; imphries. Brad Burley, Rob Van Wageninge, Chris Touchstone, Paul Wright, Brandon Hester, Jon Alexander, Bobby Bennett, Zachary Thompson, Corwin E.
itchie. Row 3: Brian Kelleher, Chip Ryan, Vandy Hall, Ron Gontarchick, Eric Patterson, Bryan Hansen, Brendan Clark, Marc Heimlich, Michael Burns, Craig





andy Hall, Brian Kelleher, Ron Gontarchick, Chris Touchstone, Bryan Hansen, Bobby Bennett, Paul Wright.
niA
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Row 1: Brian Holly, Drew Collins, bean Uavis, Scott McMahon, Bryan Knight, Jonah Lipm, David Stephenson, Brett Kramer, Irip Lawton, Jim lyrell, Joe Mornsiu
Row 2: David Dalessio, Bo Moseley, Matt Crum, Joe Bryant, Kick Taylor, Jason Gentry, Brian Casey, Donnie Lambert, McKenzie Solomons, Brad Banks, Clint Cah 01
Jeff Pavao, Brant Elam. Row 3: Patrick Butler, Matt Behr, Trey Tolbert, Ryan Garrett, Richard Coggins, Carl Owens, Kin Bilton, Ryan Newell, Michael Rider, Han
Sagatarius,JohnWhetz,ell. Row 4: Wellsjohnson, Ben Manning, David Armbruster, Nicholas Oldroyd, Jeff Hammock, Alex Lasalle. Row 5: Peter North, John Chi lu'i
Jr. Hawkins, Ben Newton, Jerad Smith. Row 6: Heath Coggins, Parker Moore, Wcs Perry. Row 7: Matt Peterson, Graham Mavar, Bryan Paylor, John Carpenter, Bre
Hare. Row 8: josh Voellaer, Matt Federico,NikosSfondouris, Matt Jackson, K.C. Rennie, Glenn 1 !ar\in, jainie Faslm, Jonathan (uirrick, .'\ndrew Booth, lamie 1 ,ih\




tow 1: Trip Lawton, Jason Gentry, David D'Alessio. Row 2: Trey Tolbert, Bryan Knight, Jaime Easley, Joe Bryant.
or*
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Row 1: Kristin Henninger, Rosyln Henderson, Katherinc Vu\[/, Jenniter Hlienburg, Jennifer Creiisli,uv, Jen Cooper, Ariail Bvirnside, T.im.ira Brightwell, Sar
Barnette, Kendra Smith, Jessica Simmons, Lisa Sears, Stacy Smith, Melanie Swbski, Amie drimes, Kimberlee Kopp, 1 leather Erek, Charlotte IMair. Row 2: Mej;an
Yeager, Amy King, Kelly Griffin, Erin Davis, Dena Alford, Anna Prendergast, Caroline Medlin, Emilv Harris, Leslie Bloking, Brianne Skinner, Eileen Skeoch.Jennilerj
Schcpp, Courtney Sawyer, Coleecel'osey, Lauren Ogletree, Maggie McRae, Mary Beth Jones, Lauren 1 loUowav, Heather Holland. Row 3: Whitney VVisiiert, Daniellel
Trickett, Ashley Webb, Angela Summers, Kimberly Smith, Elizabeth Smith, Amy Richardson, Melissa Register, Lauren N. Prodoehl, l'e\ton Poole, Stephaniel
Northington, Marlayna Neste, Maggie Moore, Malia Miller, Lindsay Miller, Autumn Miller, Lindsey Lopenik, Christina LindscN, Joanna Lewis, Kirsten Kuhhnann.l
Row 4: Katherine Hayden, Leigh CJray, Heidi Eichinger, Alexis Surham, Jessica Downey, Lori Douglas, Laura Carpenter, Amber Campsen, Jenn\- Burns, Patricial
Branham, April Austin, Amanda Anderson, Nicole White, Tenley Palisin, Kelly Anderson, Mariah Zander, Lisa Tortoria, Beth Plyler, Jessica Balling, Sally Zeigler,!
Allison Yoder. Row 5: Carrie Zantello, Andra Tisdale, CretchenThunell, LindeSummey, Lindsay Sims, Leslie Seigler, Erica Schreiber, 1 onde Sanders, Nikki Riddle.l
Shara RanalIi,Sherrie Potts, Elizabeth Pellegrino, CammieOrr, Megan O'Connar, Lisa Mischley, Brianna Michalak, Ka(e Meinll lulu' Mattis, Meredith I .nlsi. lnik,|




Dvv 1 : Sara Barnette, Laura Holloway, Stacy Smith, Allison Yoder, Kimberlee Kopp. Row 2: Melissa Register, Sally Zeigler, Lisa Sears, Kristin Henninger, Stephanie




low I; Stacv ,ii..;i., /.I...1 '. ,;,i;a ., '.UL.iiiL' Suibi^ki, KimbfrleL' Kepp, Heather Erek, Jessica SmTmons. Row 2: Jennifer Schepp, Leslie Bloking, Jennifer Ellenburg,
,isa Sears, Filecn Skeoch, Katherine Fultz, Charlotte Blair, Kendra Smith. Not Pictured—Stephanie Padgett, Carmen Valentine, Karen Bodighimer, Kim
'immerman, Kim Bryson, Meredith Bushing.
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?ow 1: Brantile Wolfe, Carrie Raines, layla Tyler, Mary Bridget O'Brien, Kristin Tomlinson, Meghan Graves. Row 2: Kim Turner, Rissy Sutherland, Beth Gillane,
Jrook Yates, Danielle Ramsey, Sara Mitchener. Row 3: Elizabeth Mroczka, Frances Darden, Kristen Cleveland, Regina Hatch, Christine Church, Jessica Hoffman,
Crystal Jones.
^-ffi.
What was any art hut a mold in which
^
to imprison for a moment the shining
elusive element which is life itself—
life hurrying past us and running away,




























































































/ would rather be ashes than dust! I would
rather be a superb meteor, every atom of me m a
magnificent glory, than a sleepy permanent
planet. The proper function of man is to live, not
exist. I shall, not waste my days trying to





jfe^-'.^.'. Ti — David McMahan
Row 1: John Cummings, Angela Butts, Jason Suber, Ty Kingsmore, Sean Lvons, Nathan Malov, Chris Holder.
A.
Row 1: Rebecca Negrini, Meredith I ,iiul,( .ithi'inu'C iitliT, I.acey Rhymer, iv.ilhiiiiu( r,u\ lord, Milih l\sli'r Row 2: Hr,iiiiu>n I loinn's, 1 rma M.ulin
Whitney Fuller, Sarah Smith, Lauren i'lisler, Urandi i lovvard, Dr. D. Ceddes, Nila I ielseth. Row V linioi^e Ci.urison, l.i/.i I'.u nr, I liMlhiM Mansko
Kristin C. Long, Linda D. Wall, IJissy Sutherland, Lrin Sine, Meagan Swingle, Kelly Jarrett, Karlyn Thompson.
(Row 1 : Kinsley Roper, Malia Miller, Katie Mang, Meredith Starkey, Krista
/Mbright, Jennifer Bowers. Row 2: Addie Holcomb, Kari Woodson, Beth
Hughes, Jennifer McClure, Jocelyn Rogers, Kerri Stechauner, Erin Benko,
Brooke Simmons.
Row 1: Jason Howers, Regina Seavu, Heather Malpass, Alyson Burk,
Erin Hanes, Katy Cuthbertson, Barbara Willis. Row 2: Kathryn McCarthy,
Lisa Ames, Renee Markners, Suzanne Shumway, Kristy Mcdermott,




Row 1 : Eric Patterson, Brian Joyner, Roger Davis, Kim Aiken, Jeremy Soto, Greg Dantzler, Michelle A. Owens, Alison Blount, Amy Gerhinsen, Shelley
Griffin, Alyssa Chapman, Brandon Spencer, Melissa Plummer, Shawn Whitman, Monica Mullis, Laura Lancaster. Row 2: Greg Vissage, Crystal
Drennon, Robert M. Burdine, Jessica Gilbert, Kelley Hubbard, Stefanie Gilbert, Jeremy Smith, Rebecca Marsh, Sarah Westfall, Emily Nunnery, Sara
Ostendorff, Shelley Colvin, Robin Mckinney, Allison Sheriff, Rebecca Robertson, Kevin Kerr, Karen Johnson, Tim Willis. Row 3: Jason Anderson,
Jason Berry, Stephen Ellis, Andy Russell, Erin Deanhardt, Margie Townes, Rene' Gunter, Kelly Paddock, Kelly Pittman, Jason Hyman, Ryan Pope,
Derek Denard, Jonathan Stegall, Bill McKinney, Matt Giles, John Perry. Row 4: Jamie Brandenburg, Troy Nash, George Marshall, Michael Fowler,
Reggie Mixson, Ryan Rickards, John Coley, Japeth Light, Leigh Craig, Cliff Collins, Brian Callahan, Jon Yarborough, Kimberly Harris, Pratt Reed,
Brandon Bartlett, Scott Patterson, Chris Talbott, Jonathan Blanton.
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Kmv 1 . '"['[' Ki-inp, Sluvvdil l.ui-, Sk-plu-n VV. I'niilm.m, ji ., 1 ij'ptT 1h»\vi'II, C luid I akl, lii i>m M. I .iii.ln.-ii', |i>ii I )iiii'H l\o\\ .!. 1 il>ln I uliiu'i , ki'lly
I'addock, Suznnne F.lkins, Lindsay Dncus, Mand y King, Kelly W. Yt)ngui.', Neilli Forrester, Lauren Moss, Marie 1 lenderson, I'aiila Davidson, Andrea
Ch.ing, i ialicine Van Brink, Jennie J()hnst)n. Row 3: Ashley Eiibanks, Angela Ikitts, Robin V'ickery, Stephanie Padgett, Carrie Co\ington, Carthey
i lendley, Anna Jenkins, Jessica Bell, Tammy Leonard, Amanda Nichols, Marian Siuiler, Will Player, Mindy West. Row 4: Wathan Long, Eh'is Ulmer,
Jenna I iorne, Jimmy Kelsey, Martha Leath, Joe Porter, Stacey Kramer, I leuli I .mnmi; hclh Pook, ,\ lli/.ilu'th Hiiidelle M,ir\ iUilm, Helh.iiu 11 Holi,
Nathan Phillips, Rachel 1 lohmann, Vanessa Smith, Dr. 1 larold 1 lupp
Row 1: Chad Tidd, John Doren, Mindy West, Suzanne Elkins, Stephen W. Pohlman Jr.
Io
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Row 1: Mary Frances Kerr, Mary Beauchene, Despina Kakaras, Venesa Ruiz, Elisa Miot, Luri Pusser, Jeanine Ward-Root, Tracy Sininions, Ashk
I'eery. Row 2: Drew Everhart, Wil Brasington, Matt Dunbar, Michael Colwell, Matt Wells, Brent Fleming, Frank AnniKida, I'ric I'honie, lenks I'atiKl
Randy Boatwright, Thornton Kirby, Dr. Chris Sieverdes, Blaine Keister, Matt Eskridge.
Row 1: Sandra Powers, Megan Scott, Alexis Zachary, Sherri Beauvais. Row 2: Julie New, Desiree Seibt, Racliel Calloway, Dava Bowers, Christine
Smith. Row 3: Matthew Garrett, Ben Judy, Adam Scarboro, Alan Brannon, Andrew Geek, Christopher Ching.
3
O
Row 1; William Rostron, Jeremy P. Rudbeck. Row 2: Chris Foster, Michael Herring, Jessica Parker, Sri RamKumar Prasanna Thangavelu, Mac
McAlpine, Jerry Rudbeck, James Linder, Jr.
!i.
Kow 1: Jerry Muulo, Chrissy Cirice, Ii)in VVf>l, Angela Snvder, Erin Uono\'an. Riiw 2: JF Mahaud, Melih^a kelle\ , Laur
Matasovsky, Janna Moore, Kristin Blomstedt, Ryan Teague, Emily I'arnell, Lori Arnold, Cynthia Livingston, TK Hirohniori
Rachel Cinnamon. Row 3: Ryan Dannelly, Allison Fruend, Jeff Daniel, Cheryl Matasovskv, Meredith King, Nikolo l-bo
Berry Jones, Catherine Snoke, Konstantine Kozeev, Angela Engessar, Jenna Gibson, Rebecca Banks. Row 4: Chris Ni\oi
Emily Wood, Jennifer Wade, Talmage Turner, John Townsend, Heidi Betz, Amanda Oberdoff, Kylie Hordych, Je----K
Shel ton, Diana Rambo, Lea Knight. Row5:JimGroener, Matt Blommel, Melissa Paulk, Catherine Stroupe,Joselyn Burduu
Ken Pittman, Ramona Brown, Patrick Leonard, Jeff Milstead, Stacia Barrow, Liz Burns, Kristen Martin. Not Picturoc
Meghan Ammerman, Julie Babb, LaTasha Bethea, Ann Bruner, Phillip Caston, Iowa Hausman, Sanice Flerrin, Ashk'
Landers, Amy Leonard, Anne-Marie Leone, Katie Lucas, Tracy Morgan, Tracy Nelson, Hillar\' Potter, Bob Rausch, Hr\'
Saruis, Kellv Shields, Carmen Sikes.
¥
tow 1: Karen Karr, Catherine Branen, Suzanne Patterson, Amy Caudle, Jenni Siedschlag, Theresa Jones. Row 2: Kim Boyle, Felicia Merryman, Katie
Iweeney, Jessie Muir, Erin Donovan, Kristi Abercrombie, Heather Orr, Sally Veltidi, Amy Kalkstein. Row 3: Sara Bodie, Loren Melfi, Stewart
iummers, Tarik Pierce, Brian Grooms, Ben Bunton, Chris Cavin, Gregory Caleca, Meg Gardner, Kristin Goodenow.
<H>
3
tow 1: Rachel Hohmann, Beth Dorsch, Andrea Cavedo, Shelly Balotti, Angela Mcintosh. Row 2: Stacy Bostian, Marie Henderson, Vanessa Smith,
anette Blackwood, Telatha Powell, Ashley Landers, Sharon Hart. Row 3: Kennerly Jones, Andrea Srendsen, Kelly Pritchard, Crystal Rhoad, Nicole
:oIIier, Anna Johnson. Row 4: Michele Scotti, Allison Condon, Melissa Place, Jennifer Brassard, Shawna Robidoux, Angela M. Ehinger, Desiree Seibt.





Row 1: Jerrodd Williams- Homoinvner, Jerome Williams Jr.- Homeowner, Thomy Gibbons, Shane McDaniel, jenniter O'Rourke, lenniter nukniso>
Liz Saunders, Stan Hunnicutt, Christopher Citing, Charles Kennedy. Row 2: 1'aula Williams- Homeowner, Jeronica Williams- Homeowner, Ki\ i. hr
Heavner, Matthew Nistico, Katrina Logue, Thomas Murphy, Ann Briiner, Leigh Roberson, Laura Fisher, Michelle Tompkins, Jenniter Bolt]e-> t, lui
Davison, Jennifer Tortora, Sara Parrish. Row 3: Rev. Jerome Williams- Homeowner, Jason Rose, Tom DiAntonio, Nicholas Clerstner, Wa\ ne \\ atsol
Chris Altman, Mason Morgan, Paula Denault, Lauren Henne, Drew Strickland, Nicholas Carlson, John Neumeister. I
€>
ow l:Douglas Hemphill, Joycelyn Jeffcoat, Nicole Brookins, Tawanna Farr, Darlene Broughton . Row 2: Connie McClain, Candace Mack, Bernard
amuels, Tameka McRae, Bryant Smith, Jameelah Rasheed, Valencia Y. Jett, Brian Gantt. Row 3: Jovita Jacobs, Autumn Sam, Marisha Elmore, A.
angston Harris, Boyd Tarltan, jervis B. Hough, James Heyward, Roland L. Boyd, II, . Row 4: La 'Shay Black, Penny Ford, Latasha Johnson, Shenita





Row 1: Rev. Chris 1 leavner, Jennifer O'Rourke, Marv Zacharv, Chuck Harris, btan I lunni^iitt, Molh Brazell, Ashlev Grattin, Jason Rose. Row
Jennifer Antley, Ann Bruner, Laura Fisher, Stephanie Plonk, Leigh Roberson, Jennifer Boltjes, Michelle Tompkins, Jennifer Tortora, Charles Kenned'^^^
Lauren Hcnne, Cheryl Davison, Lacey Bartness. Row 3: Mat Eberhardt, Ken Cothran, Chris Altman, Nicliolas Cerstner, Drew Strickland, XichoK
Carlson, Paula Denault, John Neumeister, Sara Parrish, Lesli Watkins, Charles Bopp.
<^
Row I: Kelly (iuinn. Amy Kraska, Tamika Wall. ( \ nlhi.i Riltrr, kelh C ullen, I al.iri.ih li'hiisnii, Siiaiinoii lli>|>i' Siuilh. Row 2: Sean I \oiis, I
I lenry, Dragos Stefan-Dog.ir, Robert ( .li'n (.)ii,iltK'l',mm, IW\.\n H r.illrisun, ( hi is I ImIJ.i Mi I Ross Wilkinson
:« low 1: Lindsay Dacus, Mandy King, Kelly W. Vongue, Audrea Chang, Anna Holder, Neilli Forrester, Shelly Balotti. Row 2: Angela Butts, Jenna
r'-u iome, Martha Leath, Carrie Covington, Cortney Hendley, Anna Jenkins, Jessica Bell,Tammy Leonard, Amanda Nichols. Row 3: Stewart Lee, Stephen
V. Pohlman, Jr., Tripp Kemp, Joe Porter, Tipper Boswell, Jon Doran, Brian M. Lardiere, Suzanne Elkins, Beth Poole.








Kowl: Jessica Libbey, M.irk lied Iut, Slf|ili,inic Imirs, Sister H,\i iDckor, Sistor l,.irson, 1 ,imm\ Aiislin Kuw 2: ki'\ iii 1 .ilKm, l\i>hcil I I (u'\ en.
Muir, Willi.im Smith, Slcvi'ii l.iniiscy.
)W 1: Louis Garmendia, Ashley Twombley, Daniel Fitts, Drew Crews, VVil Brasington, William F. Weathers. Row 2: Lori Pusser, Despina Kakaras,
ary Frances Kerr, Cindy Stallings, Ellen Hepfer, Kerry J. Daye, Laurel Owens, Catherine Cottier, Whitney Fuller, Amy Caudle. Row 3: Jason Walter,
ill Merritt, Jeffrey Rae, Robert Young, Will Schramme, Brian Karr, Duffie Powers, Jason L. Adams, Freddy Faircloth, Bryan Young, Trey Tolbert.

















I<uv\ 1. Ani\ 1 lanibun, katcboudLis, .\ilUc\ Catlm, Mandic Lint/L'nii.h. Row 2: Allison bmith, Am\ Lind^.L'\ , lclitaChcri.s,Jcnniti.'r l;lii'nbui\L;, lonuitci
Ligon, Sara Martinelli, Elizabeth Tucker. Row 3: Frank Armocida, Karen Mabry, Jill Shipp, Erin Sine, Jodi Rhoades, Lori Pusser, Br\ an Torres.
Row 1: Siis.in Martin, Naomi | Kailcnj^;(T, Hii)()kfSliar[H', Br, null Slalon, I'anu'la 1 )c\\i'i'sr, Mn anJa t. .allin, I ,\\\\ Waltcis Kow 2: Brandon Si ot(, I \ck
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POND. BRANDY 340, 346, 347
PONDS. ASIA 208













































PREISIG, CIIKIS 209, 41 I
PRi;SLEY RI;BECCA 209, 356
PRIiSNELL, DANIEL 139. 429
PRICi;, DEBBY 209














PULELA, SUNITA HO 342
PULEO, MICHAEL 139
PURCELL, EDWARD 138, 139
PUROL.TIM 429
PUSSER. BUDDY 209





























































c RHOADES. JODI 361. 422, 425. 4.33
^- RHODES. AUSTIN 210
RHY.MER. L.ACEY 160. .3.56
RIBLETT. PHILLIP 210
RICHARDS. AMY 354
RICHARDSON. DANA 210, 340. 346
RICHARD.SON. DAVID 210






























ROBERTSON. EMILY 172. 354
ROBERTSON. JAIME 210
ROBERTSON. LAUREN 210



























ROSi;. JA.SON 412, 414
ROSi:HROCK,ALLY,SON 358
ROSI-.N. I.MIl.Y .340, 347
ROSS, AMY 468








RUBIN. JENNTFRE 340. 347
RUCKER. KERI 21
RUDOLPH. KELLY 340. 347
RUKAT. KATHRYN 160, 361
RUMMEL, SARAH 160
RUNGER, CURITS 360





















SANDERS, STEVE 354, 355
SANDERS. WES 212







SA'n ERFIELD. DANIELLE 358. 359
SATTERFIELD. LINDSEY 3.58. 359
SATrERFlELD. STEPHANIE 212

























SCI IRYVl.K. ANDY 212
,SCI HICK. CHRISTINE 212
SCHUDER. I'RICA 212
SCI IUI.I;R. CI IRISH 212
scHui.r. MArriiEW 212
SCIIUMACIII-R, DAVID 212




sciiwidi i.r.kri.sten .340. .346
s(()IT,asiii:i.i:y 212
s( ( ) i \ uk andon .360, 422
SCOTT. ELIZABETH vS'
SCOTT. ERIN : I
.
SCOTT. KRYSTAL : I
SCOTT. .MEGAN : 1
SCOTT. PEARSON : I
SCOTTI. MICHELE 4
1
SCOVILL. MATT : 1
SCRUGGS. CATHERINE iw
SCULL. RANDY : 1
SE.AGLE. M.ATTHEW : 1
SEAGO. JENNIFER : I
SEAMON. CORTNEY vS-
SEASE. REBEKAH .340. >4(
SEIBT. DESIREE 160. 41 1 . 4 V
SELLERS. CASEY 2 I
SELLERS. LORl r
SELZER. CHRISTOPHER 21
SEMESKY. CHRIS : 1
SENEVIRATNE. NILANKA 213. 4>
SETTAR. VICKY : I
SETZER. DANIELLE : 1
SETZLER. JU.STIN : 1
SEXTON. COURTNEY 2L
SEXTON. KARA I6(


























SHERMAN. BRIDGET 14 I^H
SHERMAN. LISA 2i;
SIIi:kR^-, ASHLEY 35f M.
SllllT.DS. Ki;i,LY 41( 1,
SniPMAN. SUSAN IV. M,
SIllPP, JAN 468. 47( 1,
SI IIPP. JIl.l 143. .^61. 42! m,
SIllRAR, GAIL .35( HH,
SHIRLEY. REAGAN 14 tlH
SHIVER. ERNE.ST 17!
SHOKILS, KEVIN 14-




SllUl.lik. MARIAN 173, 43 IIIH
SIIYAIT'. LARRY 15, M Ifffl
SIHI lA, 1 1 l/ABII'll 14
SI('lli;kMAN.SARAH .34





SIGMA NU .361 nil.
SKiMA PI 361
si( ,! HI I :r. ciiri.sty 21
SIM S.CAkMi:N 173,411 IH
SIKi:s. I.RIC 173,42, rfH,
sii Kwokiii. kimbi;rly 16 im,
Sll 1 HisriN 21
SII \ I k WINGS 40,
SIMMONS, ASIIl.l-Y 35'
SIMMONS. SI l-Vl-N 21:











(SINE. ERIN 30. 31, 144, 422
SINGIAN. JENNIFER 213
5INGLETARY. JENNIFER 214
SINGLETON. DA YTONIA 144
SINK. CAMI 310










SKINNER. DONALD JR 144
SLACK. JOSEPH 214
SLATER. ROBERT 214
.1 5LAT0N. BRANDI 144, 422
_i iHLICE. LAURA 144
j 5LINKARD. R YAN 144
SLOAN. CHRISTOPHER 214
_| SLOAN. KATHERINE 214
_| SLOAN. SARAH 173
SLOUGH, AMY 340,347
5MISS0N, CASSANDRA 173



































smith. maithew 145, 214
smith. mi.ssy 145
smith, parker 144, 214, 425, 433
imith. robert 214
;mith, robyn 145
;MITH. SARAH 144. 432









SMITH, VANESSA 41 I
SMITH, WILLIAM 214,416
SMOAK, KATIE 356, 357, 423, 425
SMOAK, BRANDI 145
SMOAK. JONA THAN 145
SMOAK, LORl 145
















































STALLINGS. CINDY 146, 417







STARLING, ROBER T 146
STARTS, JASON 215
STECHAURNER. KERRl 146






























.STORCK. JONA THAN •. 146
SJOREY. HEIDI 161. 174
STOREY HOLE Y 146


















STUDENT AFHLIATE FOR THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY 425
STUDENT GOVERNMENT CABINET 428
STUDENT SENATE 425
STUDENT SENATE STEERING COMMITTEE 433































SWEENEY, TIFF ANY 146
SWEENY JANE 216
SWIERKOWSKI, KRISTEN 146
SWILER, MIKA 354, 355
SWINDELLS, RYAN 161
SWINGLE, MEAGAN 432















TAPS 430, 431. 468. 469, 470, 471
TARLTAN,BOYD 413
TATE. GLORIA 161. 430. 431. 468. 469
TATE. KRISTI.NA 161. 430. 468. 47 i
TATE. LEE 217



















































TOBIAS, JACK 354, 355




rOMPKINS. MICHELLE 412, 414
TOMS, KIM 217
TONEY KIM 340, .347
TORAYA, liRIN 217
roKBirn, heather 174









I KAN. TAN 174
I KANT. MICHAEL 218
IKAVIS. SILVIA .340. 347


















TURNER. ERIN 174. 356
TURNER, JA.MES 218











TYLER. LOWELL 413. 422
u
ULMER. SARAH 218





































WADIORD. JUI.IF: 425, IJ"
wagni;r.ai.i;xander I74
WAGNI:K, HUGH 468, 471




WALDEN. CARRIE ^\ ^^
W.JiLDRON. TEPPI 344, 3f lH^^
WALDROR JUSTIN 21 0^
WALDROR STAGEY 1( P^^
WALKER. AUBREY 11 HlUE'
WALKER. BEN 51.3^ 0^
WALKER. CHRIS ll lOTM^
WALKER. ELIZABETH 21 0^
WALKER. KIP 42 0^
WALKER. ROBERT 21 W^
WALKER. STEVEN 21 WHU
WALL. K.AT1E 21 IJCU-'f
WALLACE. KIMBERLY 356,42 W-
WALLACE. SEAN 21 pi^
WALLACE. TANIKA 41 PER
WALPOLE. THOMAS 21 liLKEN
WALSH. MEGHAN 340,34 DLKINS
WALTER. JASON 41 ILKLN!
WALTERS. TARA 43 TLKINi
WANNER. SHANNON 340, 34 IKlK
WANSOMEREN. HE.^THER 21 IILKS.-
WARBURTON. DOLPH 42 (BiK,
WARD. CAMERON 21 dUW
WARD. JANET 358, .35 HLW
WARD. RACHEL 21 ILIA)
WAR.MUTH. LAUREN 21 (ILW
WARREN. CARRIE 174. 35 flLIAl
WARRINGER. THEA 21 (ILLIA)
WASHBURN. KATHLEEN .35 iLIA!
WATERS. STEVE 21 HLW
W.ATERS. THAD 21 (ILIA!
W.ATERSKI TEAM 42 ILIA!
W.ATKINS. BROOKE 21 ULLW
WAIKINS. LESLl 219,41 ULIAl
WAT.SON. ALISON 22 (DilAl
W.ATSON. JAMIE 35 (ILLV
W.VrSON. MARY 220, 35 ULLLA!
W.ATSON. MATTHEW 22 ILLLA'
WAT.SON. MIKE 22 l!LLL\l
WATSON. WAYNE 41 ILH!
WAFI". TAMIKA 41. ULIA!
W.ATTS, SEAN 22 IILLl\i'
W.\Y. ADAM 22 IDllAI
Wi;.\riIERS. GREGORY 174. 3.54, .35 ILIS,
WE.ATHERS. STEPHEN 162,42 ILLM(
WE.ATHERS. W ILLIAM 41 ISOfi
wi;avi;r. Caroline 221 ulson
we.wer. laurie 221 isdn












WELTZIEN, DENISE 340. ;
4












Wi;S ION, JASON 'I'
\\i:Sl()N. KING 354. !v
W HAM. D.WID 245, 264. .^(>
W MARION. JULIE I'i'
Will ill U.AI.l-CIA
Will I I I K, KKISTY V'l
w III 1 1 IK. mi:a
Willi AN. siii;a
W IIISI NHl INT. I'LIZABETH
WIIIIAKLR. I-MII.Y
wmii;. m.AKi:i.Y ''i
wiiiii;. iiunii;k 354, *v
W ill II. Ml Kl mill 221
!|
-: /HITE, NICOLE 174
-' /HITE. SHELLEY 220
: /HITELEY, ZANE 360, 425, 433
' /KITESIDE, WILLLMVI 220
/HITLEYA 174
> /HITLOCK. CORDELL 18
/HITMAN, LEE 174
'\ /HITNEY, KATIE 220
i /HITSITT, BRIAN 220
;; /HITTINGTON, JOSHUA 174
" /HITTLE. RYAN 220
yi /ICKLIFFE, JOHN 162
;; /IGGINS, SUSAN 358
l\ .TLBURN, KELLY 343
i\
.OLDER, ROBERT 174
2! .OLKEN, MATHEW 220
!i
.TLKINS. CASEY 220
H m^KINS. JONATHAN 220
li TLKINSON. DANIELLE 340, 346
" J! /ILKINSON. JILL 220
3/ILKS,ANNA 220
il .TLLES, JUSTIN 354, 355
21 .TLLIAMS, AMANDA 221
?3 /ILLIAMS, ANNA 175
:! /ILLIAMS, BRIAN 221
II /ILLIAMS. BRYAN 429
-
.\i ^LLIAMS. EVAN 221
3 m^LIAMS. FREDDIE 221
•; OLLIAMS, JASON 468
:i OLLIAMS. JEROME 412
;i /ILLIAMS. JERONICA 412
:: /ILLIAMS. JERRODD 412
:i /ILLIAMS. JON 221
4 /ILLIAMS, KATY 221
: OLLIAMS, KELLI 221
.•J OLLIAMS, KERRI 162
J ILLIAMS, LEE 221
2 ILLIAMS. MARY 343
2 OLLIAMS, PAULA 412
•IVILLIAMS. REV. 412
4 /ILLIAMS. WHITNEY 175
: 'ILLIAMS, ZACH 343
•2 'ILLIAMSON, JOHN 221
• ?3 'ILLIS, DUSTIN 221
:M aULMORE, NICHOLAS 221
;: OLSON, CHARLIE 221
2 OLSON, ERIC 424
:: OLSON, ERIN 162
OLSON, JULIE 221























WOOD. MICHAEL 221, 360
WOOD. RYAN 162
WOOD, VICTORIA 221
WOODALL, DUSTIN 221, 360
WOODARD. DAVE 232


























































































Contractor of Refractories A Insulation.
Zampell Refractories congratulates
the graduating seniorsl
Zampell offers career opportunities m Florida,
Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Maine for
Engineering graduates interested in the construction
industry. Visit our website at www.zampell.com or call our







Solar Turbines, a wholly owned .sub.sidiar)' ot Caterpillar Inc.
dcsign.s and manul'aaurcs engines and generators providing
power for appIication.s in 80 counirie.s around the globe. .-Vs a
lesuunent to their status a.s a worId<lass leader in the industrial turbine
business, they have recently Ixren named the winner of the prestigious
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award in the manufacturing
category, by the US Dcpanmeni of Commerce and the National Institute
of Siandard.s and Technology.
With their emphasis on innovation and unsurpassed quality, they
understand the importance education plays in their position as the
global leader in their industry. In light of this. .Solar Turbines proudly
.suppoft.s Clem.son University, it s rich history anil ihc excellent etku .ilion
it offers Its students. Solar Turbines Incorporated. I'O 15o.\ H5J76, MZ

























Grab a quick double mochaccino and go. Mountains. CoasL
Boardwalk. Beach. Or bookstore.You choose. It's all within
minutes of Santa Cruz, California, home to SCO® (Santa Cruz
Operations).We're the leading provider of systems software
for business critical networking on the Intel Hardware
platform. Offering you the chance to work on the world's most
popular UNIX® server operating system.The worlds first
application broker for Network Computing-Tarantella. And the
opportunity to get involved in such projects as UNIX Core
Development, layered server products or the next-generation
64-bit UNIX.
We are headquartered in Santa Cruz, California with additional
Development Centers in Murray Hill. NJ and in the UK at
Waterford (near London), Cambridge and Leeds. See your
planning and placement department for details.
SCO
System Software for The Internet Way of Computing
SEE US ON THE VVEB AT
W Vf W SCO C O

— Kaneesha Brownlee
All yearbooks that are purchased in advance
must be picked up within four years of
publication which is located on the book's
spine. Purchasers failing to do so will lose
their rights to the book and will be required



































1994 /((/)s Slalf— Row I : liclli Ki'lliT, I'.ili u k lUirki', liiaiuli I li)\\\in.l. I\t)\\ 2: Amy Nhitllu'w ^. Kow .>: Siiiu I'.irMtns, kmi
Kisio, iVl.iMslui lilmorc. Kow 1: K.nu'i'sli.i l5ii)\vnleH', Kohiiii Hli.ug.u.). Row 5: I..11M Simpson, Siis.m Kin^, Kiislin.i T.ito,
l.ori-tta Sexton. Row 6: ( ilon.i I ,ilc, |ohn I l.uris. Kow 7: Amv K.ilksttin, I illnum C iiKino, I XniJ McM.ili.ni. Kow S: Kvan
Sansavcra, Alberto Camatlio. No/ I'liliiicil: Wilnu' Miiilin, Aii-^lni lU^iitl. Ilii^^h Wih^iiri. jii^on W'llliiiiii^. jiiii Sliipii. l\\/iiii
McAhec, Aiitln'ii I'lithrson, Aiinj Ross.
Originally a Cleveland boy, Ryan Sansavera left
his home in Glastonbury, Connecticut to be a Fi-
nancial Management major. Ryan is both a sopho-
more in his studies and on the Taps staff. In his
second year as the Business Manager, Ryan has
little time left for running, listening to music, watch-
ing movies and sports.
From Chester, Virginia, Patrick Lewis Burke was a
sophomore. On top of being a I lislory m,i|or, he was
the Head Photographer, When not engulfed in pho-
tos or history, Pa.t enjoyed film and TV, reading,
photography, classic cars (especially his Mustang),
and cooking. Patrick had theopportunily of beinga
Production Assistant for a television show named
Line's on Showtime. Some familiar cast members
were Pam Gricr, Steven Williams, Georg Stanford
Brown, Daphane Maxwell Reid, and Tisha Campbell.
Editor of volume 89, Brandi Howard was a
junior from Greer, SC majoring in English
and Speech. She wanted to pursue a career
in public relations. Her interests included
traveling and collecting postcards. She was
also involved in AWIC and was the secre-
tary for the German Club.
Senior Staff Design Editor, Marisha Elmore
was a senior in Graphic Communications
from Bowman, South Carolina. Marisha was
also a member of Delta Sigma Theta and
enjoyed puzzles, cooking, dancing, and col-
lecting elephants.
J^ '^m
playing music, as well as recording and live sound
engineering, Tillman Cuttino served as our com-
puter manager and resident ketchup stock supervi-
sor. As a junior in Graphic Communications, Tillman
had to make time to go sailing, wind surfing, water
and snow skiing, and to make the drive to his home
in Sumter, South Carolina.
Senior Photographer, Loretta Sexton came to
Clemson from Prince George, Virginia. She was a
junior majoring in Marketing. Loretta's activities
included volleyball and lots of partying.
When she wasn't holding down the fort up at Taps
as the Head of Design, Gloria Tate was probably
sleeping, waterskiing, swimming, or cooking. But
this Graphic Communications junior was always
thinking of what proofs needed correcting or when
she could get Claude to buy her dinner. If he
refused, she'd just go get some of Momma's cookin'
over in her hometown of Taylors, South Carolina.
Majoring in Industrial Engineering,
Rohini Bhargava was a native of
Barnwell, South Carolina. In addi-
tion to holding an internship at
.Milliken, she worked on the Taps
design staff. This sophomore also
participated in SWE, WISE, India
Club, and mentoring. Rohinis other
interests included spending time
with friends and reading John
Crisham novels.
Our humble mascot, Lara Simpson, wTote
many stories and captions. Lara was a
sophomore in Health Science/Pre-Den-
tislry. This Biloxi, Mississippi girl en-
joyed partying and watching television.
A junior majoring in Marketing, Amy
Kalkstein was a member of the yearbook
copy staff. Amy was originally from
Hinsdale, IL. At Clemson, she spent her
time on the Clemson University Guide
Association and by participating as the
Women's Basketball Marketing Intern
JTJpl
span
Alberto Cnmacho, in his sophomore year
al Clemson University, holds a wealth
III kiuiwlijgi' in the fields ol C liemistry
nul I'lililK.il Scienie, On the ye.irhiiok
staff, Alberlii lonlribuU'd Ui the adver-
llsing campaign and also lo other busi-
ness aiiivihes, I'rom Verin»n, New Jer-
sey, AllHTliien|oyed playing and waUh-
uig sports.
A business managemeni Ihini.m l\i
si>urce major, Kimberlv Kimo w.is Iroi
West Chester, PA She enioved being .1
part ol the /ii;is photography stall wlu
she was not busy with Delta C'lanim.i or
the Calhoun llonorsC'ollege Kiim.inie
to Clemson because she had an nKlei
brother wlioattended and it would h.wr
been easier on her parents to be .ibie lo
visit one campus since they lived so l.n
away
John Harris was a senior who gradu-
ated in May with departmental honors
in Financial Management. John was a
staff photographer for two years and
also sold ads his last year on staff. Out-
side of Taps, he was an active skier on
the Clemson Waterski Team and placed
13* in the AWSA Nationals. Some of his
other activities included FCA, Calhoun
Honors College, and Phi Alpha Delta.
Originally from Yonges Island, South
Carolina, Susan King was a sophomore
majoring in Parks, Recreation, and Tour-
ism Management—Therapeutic Recre-
ation. Her position on staff was in de-
sign, which was the structural backbone
of every page in the yearbook. Susan
enjoyed playing volleyball and walking
around campus (in addition to between
classes) in her spare time.
Kristina Tate was a senior majoring in
Civil Engineering from Taylors, SC. She
was a former Editor of Taps and was
serving as a consultant and advertising
representative. Some of her activities
included FCA, Chi Epsilon, and Golden
Key. Her interests outside of school in-
clude both water and snowskiing and
spending time with her wonderful boy-
friend and sweet sister.
A freshman from Belton, South Carolina, Kaneesha Brownlee ma-
jored in Graphic Communications. She was a photographer for Taps,
participated in the Symphonic Band, and was a "Sandwich Artist" at
Subway.
A native of Starr, South Carolina and a
freshman in Biological Sciences, Sam
Parsons was on the design staff. He
enjoyed running, mountian biking,
swimming, and going to Atlanta disco
clubs when he got the chance. Sam was
an Eagle Scout.
e
From the home of Mardi Gras, Hugh Wagner abandoned New
Orleans, Louisiana to be a senior in Mechanical Engineering. This
advertising representative enjoyed running and boxing.
From the metropolis of Greer, South Carolina, Ryan McAbee was an
advertising representative. Ryan was a sophomore in Graphic Com-
munications and enjoyed tinkering with computers, taking photo-
graphs, and playing basketball and racquetball when he found a
spare moment.
Another I have
learned many important lessons while I
had the opportunity to work with some of
"\ 7" Clemson's most
± tdl dedicated and
hard-working students. Perhaps the most
important lesson I have learned from
-|- -|- working on the yearbook
JL JLCX^ is not to procrastinate
—
ever. If work can be done ahead of time,
do it! Also, remember to get to know the
people with whom
you are working.Come
The staff really did work better together
once we all got to know one another.
j4 1 Nothing in this life worth
J. \J. IXJi doing is ever easy, but
those who weather through the tough
times, like putting out a 480 page book
that represented the











7,()()() people, become stronger.
To The Staff:
After a long year filled with a lot of work,
we have finally completed this edition of Taps.
All of you have been instrumental in putting out a
finished product of which we are all proud. Thank
you all for your hard work and dedication.
Senior Staff:
Ryan—Your experience and strong business ethics were a
definite help. Thanks for all of the hours you spent in the office
listening to Guns N' Roses and working on Quickbooks
Pro™.
Marisha—Thanks for hanging in therewhen things got rough.
You reminded all of us that the diversity of the campus
needed to be reflected in the book.
Gloria—There are not enough words of gratitude to express
how thankful I was that you returned to staff. You really
pulled us through when the rest of us did not know what to
do.
Amy—You and your staff really deserve a lot of credit. You
managed to fill 480 pages of copy with only three regular
writers on your staff—and that was no small feat.
Patrick—Thank you for always bringing your good mood up
to the office. I admire that you can always find something to
laugh at, no matter how stressful the situation.
Loretta—Thanks for your good humor and for keeping the
photography staff under control.
Junior Staff:
Thank you for your dedication and hard work. Without all
that you did, none of this would have been possible. I hope
that all of you had a positive experience and have learned as
much as I have over the course of the year.
Jennifer—You really helped me get through some sticky
situations when I needed guidance. Thank you!
Bryant—Thanks for answering the millions of questions with
which I bombarded you and for reminding me to smile once
in a while.
Claude— I did not even know where to start until you sat
down with me and walked me through the ladder and other
plans. Your expertise and help is greatly appreciated.
Neal— I do not know where to begin to thank you for all you
have done for me. You have heard more about the yearbook
than you ever wanted to know, but thanks for listening. You
always believe in me and that means more to me than any-
thing else in the world.
liiriliHinMi
^^ -^y *-^ "K^ jk A A ^^X II
The 89th volume of Taps has a 9 by 12 inch trim size
and contains a total of 480 pages. The paper was 80
pound Quintescence manufactured by Northwest
Paper Company. The cost of the book was $35. 3,100
books were printed. Production: Taps was produced
using six computers: Three Power Macintosh^^'^ G3's,
Power Macintosh™ 7500, 7300, and 9650/233
Workgroup Server. Adobe® PageMaker® 6.5 was
used to develop the pages with Adobe® Photoshop®
5.0 and a Nikon LSI 000 scanner to produce the graphic
images. Adobe® Illustrator® 8.0 and Aldus® Free-
hand® 4.0 were used to produce artwork. A Hewlett
Packard LaserJet 4000N produced proofing pages
prior to printing. Pages were submitted on Jaz'^'^
disks using an Iomega Jaz^"^ Drive. Cover/ Endsheets:
The Litho cover is an Edition line made of a 150
pound board weight and is covered with 7777 Hy-
Flex. TBBB Tempo Black and T165 Orange ink was
used along with a gloss lamination and 381 silver foil.
The cover was designed by a team of Taps staff and
Hank Whitaker . Endsheets were produced on Jostens
R0266 Cottonwood with 1 Black ink. Type: Type
throughout the book varies. Palatino was the book's
dominating font with 14 point type used for the body
copy and 8 point type used in the captions. Printing:
Jostens—Winston Salem was the printer of this book.
Claude Saleeby was the company representative out
of Spartanburg and Kristin Ellerbe was the plant
consultant. Their address was: Jostens, 2505 Empire
Drive, Post Office Box 5867, North CaroHna 22192.
Studio Photography: Classic Photography was con-
tracted to take the group photographs. Their address
was 930 E. North 1st St., Seneca, South Carolina,
29678. Carl Wolfe Studios was contracted to photo-
graph the student body. Their address was: 401
Elmwood Ave., Elmwood Court One, Sharon Hill,
Pennsylvania, 19079. Advertising: All advertising
was conducted in house with commission rate pay.
Photography and Printing: Except where noted, Taps
photographers took the pictures contained in this
book. Nikon and Cannon cameras were used. Only
color negatives were used this year and film was
developed by Campus Camera whose address was:
548 College Ave., Clemson, SC 29631. No portion of
this book may be reproduced, published, or used in
promotion without the written permission of the
Editor-in-Chief or the Student Media Advisor. The
contents of this book do not necessarily reflect the
views of Clemson University. Any questions or re-
quests should be directed to: Taps, Suite 902 Student
Union, Post Office Box 2216, Clemson, SC 29632-
2216. Phone (864) 656-8277.
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1 ocated in numerous places around both
the town and the campus, tiger paws
were visible on buildings, clothing,
school supplies, and even streets and
homecoming floats.
Chiming on the half-hour, Tillman's bells
remind students to hurry on their way to class. Although most
students managed to tune out the bells of the clock, the chimes








— /()//;/ I lifrri-i
— Lorettn Sexton
Studying out on Bowman Field, this Zeta
Tau Alpha student supports her sororitv
during the Greek Bowl while getting her
homework done. Manv students took
ad\antage of the field and nice weather
to catch up in their classes.
«Ui,J^^
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THE SECRETTO
SUCCESS
I don't know the secret to
success, but the key to failure
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